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E D I C AT I N
We hardly ever see him, and yet the evi-
dence of his presence can he found every-
where on the Rollins campus. He has the time-
consuming joh of l>eing the purchasing agent
for the college. The hookstore, center, and
the dining hall all rely on his efforts; and
without the tireless enthusiasm of this dedi-
cated and conscientious man, our college
would not he what it is today. He was instru-
mental in ohtaining the funds for our two
newest huildings, the Rose Skillman Dining
Hall and Elizaheth Hall, and is constantly
working on improvements and additions for
our henefit and enjoyment. He works closely
with the student puhlication editors and does
all in his power to assist them in their work
and help them get the hest contracts possible.
He came to Rollins almost thirty years ago
and has seen a great deal of progress, much
of it due to his own careful management
and advice. He began his career as a book-
keeper and worked his way up to the position
that he holds today. Aside from his duties
to the college, he also finds time to serve his
church as deacon, his community as a mem-
ber of the city commission and as a Kiwanis
Club officer, and his college as one of the
star players on the intramural faculty team.
Up to date in his ideas and purchasing meth-
ods, he has a keen eye and an alert mind
always interested and open to new sugges-
tions. It is with a sincere feeling of pleasure
and a great deal of pride that we dedicate the
1960 TOMOKAN to Mr. Harold Mutispaugh.
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"If he (the teacher) is indeed wise he does not bid you
enter the house of his wisdom, but rather leads you to the
threshold of your own mind . . ."
Kahil Gibrau

PRESIDENT HUGH F. McKEAN
ADMINISTRATION
TRUSTEES OF ROLLINS COLLEGE are Mrs. Hugh F. McKean, Mr. Hugh F. McKean, Mr. Miller Walton, Mrs. Richard S. Conger, Mrs. Csburn C. Wilson.
Second row: Mr. H. George Carrison, Mr. Olcott Deming, Mr. L. Corrin Strong, Mr. Howard Showalter, Jr., Mr. Nelson Marchall, Mr. Clarence M. Gay, Mr.
William B. Mills, Mr. Joseph S. Guernsey, Mr. F. Monroe Alleman, Mr. Coulter Craig. Third row: Mr. Harry J. Carman, Dr. T. Campbell Thompson, Mr. Paul L.
Thoren, and Mr. J. Roy Dickie. It is in the hands of these people that the future of the college lies. They plan the procedure for the administration and work
for beneficial changes in the running of the college and for improvements of the grounds and buildings. Meetings are held several times a year.
The administration of Rollins College, under the wise and
able leadership of President Hugh McKean, has worked hard
this year to bring the students many wonderful advantages.
During the past summer, the president and his wife reno-
vated Cloverleaf, one of the oldest girl's dorms on campus.
Each of the rooms is entirely different from the others. Most
are designed around one particular object—draperies, a bed-
spread, or an interesting- and unusual piece of furniture. The
only criterion used in planning the rooms was that the decora-
tions and furnishings be compatible.
Construction of a field house is one of the biggest long-term
projects of the administration at present. The building, still
on the drawing board, should seat at least 2 S ( I spectators.
The construction of the Arthur O. Enyart Field House, as it
will be called, is sponsored by the Rollins Alumnae Organiza-
tion for the Diamond Jubilee.
One of the educational highlights of the year was the
conference on the Arts and Sciences. The theme of the con-
ference was based on the conception that mutual understand-
ing between countries may have to come in a form more
subtle than scientific knowledge. In keeping with this idea,
the conference was entitled "Language for Tomorrow," and
featured lectures on such subjects as "Science and Aesthetics"
and "Dynamic Form in Science and Art."
Fifteen visiting professors were another educational benefit
provided by the Administration. Too, a program was initiated
whereby a set number of faculty members were chosen to
confer with the freshmen through their sophomore year.
In addition to insuring a fine education for the Rollins
students, the Administration continued Operation Bootstrap,
a program open to qualified adults. Also, a new held of
graduate study was instituted, consisting of physics and
math courses.
All in all, the Administration has done a superb job this year
and will continue to do so in the future.
LO
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RICHARD S. WOLFE
Registrar
FREDERICK H. WARD
Assistant Treasurer and
Comptroller
JOHN O. RICH
Director of
Admissions
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ALICE M. HANSEN
Head Librarian
HAROLD MUTISPAUGH
Purchasing Agent


F A C I L T Y
FACULTY ADMINISTRATION COMMITTEE: DR. VESTAL, DEAN SCROGGS, MRS. KOONTZ, DR. ROSS, MISS PACKHAM, DR. THOMAS, MR. WAGNER, MR.
ALLEN, DR. SMITH, MR. WELSH.
Mr. Donald S. Allen
Theater Arts
Dr. Barner
Miss Barbara Bode
French
Mr. U. T. Bradley
Mrs. Angela P. Campbell
Spanish
Mr. Alphonse Carlo
Music
Mr. Donald W. Carroll
Chemistry
Mrs. Eleanor Carter
Music
Mr. John Carter
Music
Mr. Robert H. Chase
Theatre Arts
Dean T. S. Darrah
Religion
Mrs. Nina O. Dean
English
Mr. William H. Dewart
English
Mr. Wilbur Dorset!
English
Miss Sara Jane Dorsey
Physical Education
in
Mr. Paul Douglass
Government
M"ss Geneva Dinkwater
History
Mr. Rudolph Fischer
French and German
Mr. Marcus P. Frutchey
Radio
Mrs. Catherine C. Gleason
Organ
Mrs. Frances W. Goubaud
Art
Mr. Edwin P. Granberry
English
Mrs. Eugenie M. Grand
French
Mr. John B. Hamilton
English
Mr. Alfred J. Hanna
History
Mr. Herbert E. Hallwege
Chemistry
Mr. Robert Hufstader
Music
Mr. Dan Hunter
Business
Mr. A. D. Kaplan
Economics
Mrs. Leah R. Koont2
English
Mr. Gordon F. Lewis
Sociology
Mrs. Annie Lord
Education
Mr. Donald W. Lovejoy
Geology
Mrs. Flora L. Magoun
Business
Miss Alice McMahon
Center for Practical Politics
Mr. Charles S. Mendell
English
Mr. Robert L. Morgenroth
French
Mr. Daniel Nyimicz
Physical Education
Miss Constance Ortmayer
Art
Miss Audrey L. Packham
Education
Miss Janet Patton
Physical Education
Mr. Fleet Peeples
Aquatic Sports
Miss Florence Peterson
Economics
Mr. Peterson
Art
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Mr. Robert Plumb
History
Mr. Carlos Rojas
Spanish
Mr. Joseph W. Romita
Economics
Mr. Towner B. Root
Geology
Mr. John B. Rosazza
Music
Mr. John S. Ross
Physics
Mr. Stephen Sanderlin
English
Mr. George Saute
Mathematics
Mr. Frederich W. Schaeberee
Business Administration
Mr. Laurens H. Seelye
Philosophy
Miss Bernice Shor
Biology
Mr. Janis Silins
Art
Mr. Rhea M. Smith
History
Mr. Irwin Stock
English
Mr. Wendell C. Stone
Philosophy
Mr. Henry S. Suydam
Aquatic Sports
Mr. Dan A. Thomas
Physics
Mr. Clinton W. Trowbridge
English
Mr. Paul A. Vestal
Biology
Mr. Arthur Wagner
Theater Arts
Mr. Alex Waite
Psychology
Mr. Bruce B. Wavell
Mathematics
Mr. Charles A. Welsh
Business
Mr. Roy A. Wilson
Geology
Mrs. Barbara Zeigler
Physical Education
NOT PICTURED
Mr. Carter
Conservatory of Music
Mr. Copeland
Physical Education
Mr. DeGroot
Sociology & Anthrology
Mr. Glasser
English
Mr. Justice
Physical Education
Miss Moore
Conservatory of Music
Mr. Northrop
Philosophy
Mrs. Osgood
Spanish
Mr. Piatt
Geography
Mr. Scheer
Biology
Mr. Vermilye
Psychology
Mr. Zaret
French
1
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STAFF
GOOD NATURED LADIES who hear complaints of every sort at every time of the day and who act as mothers away from home are the
resident heads. These women who are so familiar are Mrs. Belton, Mrs. Wretman, Mrs. Bartholomew, Mrs. Morganroth, Miss Banta, Mrs.
Councill, Mrs. Parrish, Mrs. Regan, Mrs. Bates, Mrs. Schlueter, Mrs. Redens, Miss Cash, Mrs. Reid, and Mrs. Wright.
LITTLE KNOWN SECRETARIES who deserve credit for a smooth running and
efficient Ad Building are First Row: Jane Carr, Trudy Harvey, Winnie Hampton,
Marion Braithwaite, Audrey Pittmen, Pat Critchett, Marie Fox. Second Row: Fae
Owles, Leona Lyle, Martha Harnish, Betty Fohl, Virginia Ashton, Cynthia East-
wood, Eva Mason, Wendy Crabtree, Florence Link.
THE STAFF RESPONSIBLE FOR THE PLANNING AND SERVING OF
MEALS is Mr. Johnson, Miss Walsh, Mrs. Rapp, Mrs. Smith, Miss Thomas,
Mrs. Urici, Miss Mann, Miss Pearson, Mrs. Smiley, Mrs. Sineath, Mrs. Luke.
THE FACES WE ALL SEE EVERY DAY are those belonging to the staff
that runs the student center. They are Elma Fuller, Eulamae Daniels, Leah
Folker, James Gregg, Mary Grequrich, and Margaret Gregg.
THE STAFF of the Mills Memorial Library becomes a well-known and helpful part of every student's college career. These women, who
inform us of the correct book or reference material, ar always willing to help. Staff members are Miss Winefred Briggs, Mrs. Olive
Mahony, Mrs. Letty Morehouse. Standing: Mrs. Lorena Graham, Mrs. Julia Day, Mrs. Barbara Graham, Mrs. Lucy Lacey, Mrs. Phyllis Hunt,
Mrs. Louise Eberle, and Mrs. Evelyn Draper.
News Bureau workers cut and organize Rollins clippings. Lucy and Sandy sort the food and money gifts from home.
u"There is no adaption or universal applicability in men,
but each has his special talent, and the mastery of successful
men consists in adroitly keeping themselves where and
when that turn shall be ofentenest to be practised."
Emerson


A THOROUGH TOUR AND INTRODUCTION TO THE MILLS MEMORIAL LIBRARY, WHERE MANY HOURS OF RESEARCH ARE SPENT, IS AN IMPORTANT
FEATURE OF THE FIRST WEEK.

STUDENT COUNCIL
The Student Council strives to maintain a high standard
of living at Rollins and prepares the students for the world
that they will enter after leaving college. It acts as a sounding
board for student and faculty complaints, accepts and dis-
cusses suggestions for campus improvements, and, in general,
is concerned with issues pertinent to a well-rounded, profitable
school year. Representatives from each of the seven sororities
and six fraternities along with members of the Independent
men and women bring the ideas suggested by the members
of their groups to the executive council. The council, in turn,
places such items under the jurisdiction of one of the seven
standing committees. The job of these committees is to discuss
the problem at hand until a suitable solution is reached. The
Student-Faculty Disciplinary Committee, enables students and
faculty members to work closely together. It is to this com-
mittee that students placed on probation and those who are
in danger of being expelled appeal. A fair representation of
the student body and the faculty enables an impartial judg-
ment to be passed. The Student-Faculty-Trustee Committee
is still another committee, and such things as the students'
attitude toward faculty salaries, new buildings to be built,
and traditions of the college are topics of discussion. The
Student Academic Committee works in the academic field
and is working on a summer-school program to permit gradua-
tion in three years and a bootstrap Russian language course. One
of the most important committees is the Social Committee.
The members of this group work diligently to fit scores of
college dances and various social activities into the tightly
knit schedule of events. One of its most noteworthy achieve-
ments is the sponsoring oi Fiesta, Rollins' social highlight of
tlie year. Included in the activities of fiesta are a fashion show,
a formal dance with a big-name band, a midway, a parade
complete with floats and beauty queens, and numerous other
festivities. The committee which is responsible lor the traffic
problems is the Traffic Committee. Members of this committee,
as well as the members of all the other groups, are appointed
by the president of the student council. The duties of the
Traffic Committee are to manage and to solve the parking
problems in the college area and to assure the faculty and
administration of specific places to park. Other student com-
mittees which help to assure a smooth running college are
the Campus Improvement Committee, and the Pelican Com-
mittee. Combined together these various groups provide a good
loundation for an efficient and capable student government,
an important aspect to any college community. Members of
the student council who are elected to represent their social
groups are: Tau Kappa Epsilon, John Harkness; Sigma Nu,
Bob Fleming; Kappa Alpha, Bruce McEwen; Lambda Chi
Alpha, John Hughes; Delta Chi, Rich Cole; Chi Omega, Ginny
Willis; Gamma Phi Beta, Ginger Cornell; Pi Beta Phi, Betty
Sue Lukins; X Club, Bill Lauterback; Kappa Kappa Gamma,
Cynthia Ramsey; Phi Mu, Julie Smith; Kappa Alpha Theta,
Sally Zeungler; Alpha Phi, Sue Smith; Independent men, Bob
Rauch and Jim McKee; Independent women, Phyllis Zatlin
and Tina Levin.
The student council executive committee is elected each spring term by the entire student body. The Student Deans act as advisors and the four class presi-
dents, having no vote, are automatically ex-officio members of the council. Executive council members who lead the campus in government affairs are
Dick Mansfield, president; Tony Toledo, vice-president; Sue Lewis, secretary; and Val Baumiind, corresponding secretary.
Student members of the Student Faculty Disciplinary committee are Beth Hal-
perin, Luis Dominquez, Lloyd Hoskins, Bruce McEwan, and Al Coleman. They
work closely with the faculty in matters requiring student disclipinary action.
A President's List, in addition to the Dean's List, has been one of the
topics concerning the Student-Faculty Academic Committee. Student
members of the group are Phyllis Zatlin, Bob Rauch, Bruce Aufham-
mer, and Marilyn Dupres.
The group responsible for all college social functions during the year
is the Student Social Committee. Working with Tony Toledo, Council
Vice-President, are John Hughes, Ruth Wilder, and Linda Wolwoitz.
The Student-Faculty Trustee Committee meets to discuss general prob-
lems of the college, and views of each group are considered. Student
members are Wally Ramsey, Purr Ransom, and Bruce Aufhammer.
2S
Dean of the Law School at Columbia, pipe in hand, glasses ready for action, rifles singu- Soundproofed door shut tight, microphone clutched firmly
larly through copious notes as he brings home an unpredicted argument on a debate for transmission of static only, exit sign staring in prim hor-
staged by WPRK radio. Students rapidly cogitate valid points for a solid rebuttal. ror, WPRK stages a production Orson Wells wouldn't have.
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PUB L I C A T I N S
The Publications Union, which is under the supervision of Lyman
Huntington, is an organized alliance of each of the heads of the
Sandspur, Flamingo, Tomokan, and "R" Book staffs, with membership
remaining open to any other student publication which may be
endorsed and subsidized by the Rollins Student Association. Its pur-
poses are to place the student publications upon a sound basis of unity,
to secure a continuity of management, to reduce the cost of publica-
tion, and to insure a larger subscription list. The union provides, in
its constitution, rules for the setting up of election standards and
procedures which are to be followed during the spring elections. Each
staff member of any of the publications may find guidance in the
constitution of the Publications Union.
The Rollins Publications Union includes the editors-in-chief of the four student publications, their faculty advisers and business managers. First row: Mr.
bridge, Phyllis Zatlin, John Hickey, Maggie Carrington, Lyman Huntington. Second row: Jerry Beets, Aaln Coleman, Lloyd Hoskins, Dale Ingmanson,
Dr. Sanderlin. Creative writing is encouraged, and students are urged to take part in the many different aspects of publications.
THAT'S A PRETTY HARD SHOT TO GET .... YOU SAY LOOBY'S GOING TO TAKE IT? .... I JUST CAN'T WAIT TO SEE IT.
:;<>
Sitting on the floor to read manuscripts is not new to the members of the
Flamingo staff. But even without an office, they do an excellent job of pub-
lishing, three times a year, the literary magazine of Rollins.
The R Book, which acquaints the many entering students each year with the R BOOK editor Carrington meets a deadline,
customs, traditions, organizations, and rules of Rollins is edited by Maggie
Carrington, whose staff consists of Valerie Baumrind and Sharon Markham.
31
T M K A N
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF Loyd Hoskins
BUSINESS MANAGER Alan Coleman
ADVISER Dr. Sanderlin
ASSOCIATE EDITOR John Looby
LAYOUT EDITORS . . Carol Muir, Betsy Harshaw
COPY EDITOR Carl Sitton
PHOTOGRAPHY Lyman Huntington,
Bol» Stewart, AI Lipsky, Dave Van Sehaiek
OFFICE MANAGERS Mimi Thomas
SPORTS EDITORS Boh Stewart, Debbie Williams
ASSISTANT EDITORS . . Chari Probasco, Gena
Pendergast, Anne Powell,
STUDENT EDITORS . Val Baumrind, Bonnie
MaeMillan
INDEX EDITORS Rena Orstadt, Rich Cole
ART Dale Montgomery, Jim Swan
STAFF:
STUDENT ADVISOR Sid Burt
LAYOUT Dee Stedron, Jani Thomas,
Paddy Livaudais
COPY Mary Jane Strain, Gail Sutcliff,
Anita Taner, Jamie Henry
Was it a late night or is the job awfully boring?
The "Big I" editor and Dr. Sanderlin in a pow-wow. They want you to think that they took those pictures.
SHE WANTS 5000 CHARACTERS FOR THIS? OH, MY WORD, WHAT A GOOD SHOT! HER MIND JUST ISN'T ON HER WORK.
AND THIS IS THE STAFF THAT IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE BOOK. The office didn't usually look this busy. . . in fact, it rarely did! Everyone managed to
get his work done, though, and the sudden deadlines were met with a minimum of grumbling. Every staff member was spurred on to bigger and better
things more than once by that familiar person whose favorite expression was "pulleeeze." Around the table: Alan Coleman, Mary Jane Strain, Anita Tan-
ner, Gena Pendergast, Chari Probasco. In the back: John Looby, Barbara Woolcott, Carol Sitton, Valerie Baumrind, Al Lipsky, Beth Halperin, Rich Cole, and
Rena Orstadt.
SANDSPUR
EDITOR Phyllis Zatlin
MANAGING EDITOR Lee Rogers
NEWS EDITOR Bob Rauch
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR Lauren Kiefer,
Joan Spaulding
SPORTS EDITOR Bob Stewart
FEATURE EDITOR Robert Fleming
PHOTOGRAPHERS . . Dave Van Schaick, Bob Stewart
COPY EDITOR Joan Murray
BUSINESS MANAGER Jerry Beets
ADVERTISING COMMISSIONER Jim McKee
CIRCULATION MANAGER Marilyn Dupres
CIRCULATION ASSISTANTS Jim Lyden,
Sylvia DuBois
FACULTY ADVISOR W. H. Dewart ALL MINUTE DETAILS MUST COINCIDE BEFORE PRESS TIME.
BIG CHIEF AT TOTEM-POLE TOP SAY, "Working on college newspaper not
always all work and no play. Rare mood comes once in blue moon." Warriors
are Joan Spaulding, Judy Carl, Lauren Kiefer, Marilyn Dupres, Dave Van
Schaick, Bob Rauch, Jerry Beets, Bob Stewart, Babs Bertash, Bob Fleming, and
Phyllis Zatlin.
WALTER CAIN doesn't look as if he quite believes it; Bob
Fleming is a perfect picture of open-mouthed, shocked
stupefaction; Judy Carl writes it.
FIESTA
Ihe Roaring Twenties was the Fiesta theme for
this year and the entire campus reverted back to
flapper dresses, cloche hats, elastic arm hands, and
straw hats. The weekend officially began with the
traditional parade down Park Avenue, in which the
social groups displayed floats which showed many
days of hard work. Also in the parade were seven-
teen antique cars which were kindly offered by in-
dividual collectors, and two fire engines from that
famous era. The fiesta Chairmen, John Looby and
Stan Moress, were kept busy at the midway which
converted the Sandspur Bowl into a noisy, gay carni-
val. The annual Feld Day once again emphasized
competition in areas such as egg throwing and tugs
ot war with the most competent groups being
Gamma Phi Beta and Lambda Chi Alpha. Lunch on
Friday was held down by the lake and featured a
special water ski show complete with music and
fancy trick skiing. The Augmented Seven sang and
as is customary, the rains came, but this year we
were prepared! No damages . . . except Rec Hall
burned. Friday night brought a Roaring Twenties
dance complete with free refreshments for all and
the swinging sounds of Mr. Music Man (Wally
Futch), Dennis the Menace and His Madmen . . .
a night to remember. The Annie Russell was the
scene for the fashion show and the new Miss Rollins
for 1960 is Marsha Mead. A memorable weekend was
brought to an end by Les Elgart and his orchestra at
the formal dance. I tighlight of the evening w as the
awarding of trophies Gamma Phi Beta and Sigma Nu
had the best floats, Theta and X Club had the best
booths on the midway, Pi Phi and Delta Chi brought
in the most money.
A TOP LOCAL BAND ENTERTAINED BEFORE THE OPENING OF THE MIDWAY.
MARSHA MEAD RECEIVES HER CROWN AS THE REIGNING MISS ROLLINS.
HIGHLIGHT OF FRATERNITY COMPETITION WAS A TUG OF WAR.
CHICK IGNORES DECORATIONS AND WORKS ON DUNKING PAT. THE "X" CLUB ATTRACTED BOTH A TROPHY AND CUSTOMERS.
THE FOLLOWING STUDENTS HELPED TO MAKE FIESTA A SUCCESS: Co-Chairman John Looby and Stan Moress; second row: Nancy Pfanner, Andrea
Avery, Anne Stocking, Suzy Lewis, Ann McCarthy; third row: Jay Banker, Nick Longo, Jeff Lavaty, Jim Swan, Bob Lerner, and Bob Bricken.
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WINNER OF THE BEST FLOAT AMONG THE FRATERNITIES WAS THE SIG MA NU'S VERSION OF THE ZIEGFELD FOLLIES FEATURING CAROL MUIR.
OLD FRIENDS DONALD DUCK, PLUTO, AND DUMBO REPRESENT KAPPA. A GOLDEN STILL OF THE TWENTIES ERA WAS SHOWN BY KA.
AN AUTHENTIC FIRE TRUCK CARRIED KING AND QUEEN CANDIDATES. THETA'S BATHTUB GINNY MAKES HER WAY THROUGH WINTER PARK.
THE PI PHI'S SKILLFULLY PADDLED MADELINE DOWN PARK AVENUE. THE DELT'S HANDSOME FLOAT REPRESENTED LINDBURGH'- FLIGHT.
VAT 69 AND POKER WAS THE THEME OF THE COLORFUL X CLUB FLOAT. ThE FABULOUS AL JOLSON WAS THE MUSICAL THEME OF CHI O'S.
THE WELL-CONSTRUCTED GAMMA PHI'S "BIRTH OF THE BLUES" WON TOP HONORS AMONG THE SORORITY FLOAT COMPETITION.
CLUBS
FRENCH CLUB MEMBERS: Danny Laurent, Susan Hall, Re-
nee Hotard, Pat Corry, Debbie Williams, Sally Ragsdale,
Sherry McMath, Jerry Hunter, Mary Francis Amick. Second
row: Posie Wilson, Barbara Calick, Betsy Barkwell, Diana
Blabon, Madame Grande, Nini Thompson, Lynn Snyder,
Penny Morse, Sandy Jorden, Sylvia DuBois. Third row: Burt
Jordan, Katie Moore, Mo Minnett, Barbara Walker, Suzanne
Wheeler, Sandy Holbrook, Kathy Rickets, J. Jay Mautner,
Dave Cooper.
GERMAN CLUB MEMBERS ARE Evelyn Arndt.
Second row: Sandy Wyatt, Barbara Behm, Jane
Barclay, Carol Lansner, Laney Bush, Miles Hisiger.
Third row: Fred Courrington, Gordon Struble,
Woody Woodworth, Jerry Freeman, John Hark-
ness, Sally Zuengler, Tom Donnelly, Jeanne
Deemer, Carol Klemperer, Marion Merz, Karen
Parachek, Ginger Vennel, Georgianna Hunter,
Janie Graff, David Colton, Albert Goss.
THE PAN AMERICAN CLUB was organized to
promote understanding among foreign students
at Rollins. Members are Alberto Sepulveda, Sec-
ond how. Maury Merkin, Eleanor Wise, Nate
Tracy, Claudia Melton, Marilyn Dupres, Sally
Ragsdale, Nancy Harding, Carol Grenon, Jim
Pansdale. Third row: Demetrios Coutsolioutsos,
Loretta Hirschfield, Ed Leal.
COMMUNITY SERVICE membership consists of:
Lynn Egry, Linda Wolowitz, president; Ginny Wil-
lis, Judy Carl, Nancy Pfanner, Ann Berry, Jerry
Sessions, Marilyn Koepke, Bebe Willis, Glancy
Jones, Sue Wallis, Beth Halperin, Celie Smith,
June Gittleson, Lynn Snyder, Sharon Markham,
Margaret Carmichael, Barbara Wolcott, Patty
Barth, Missy Mead, Susie Morganthaler, Pat Par-
rish, Kathy Rickefts, Joan Watzek, Christy Shef-
field, Nini Thompson, Carolyn Alderson, Chris-
tine Shallenberger, Diane Scott, Jeanne Deemer,
Sue Hazard, Jani Thomas, Margaret Pederson,
Marcia Smith.
THE FUTURE TEACHERS OF AMERICA is open to
all students interested in education. Members.
first row: Lynn Egry, Sharon Markham, Margaret
Carmichael, Susan Hartley. Second row.- Joan
White, Linda Wolowitz, Beth Halperin, Celie
Smith, Patty Boyd, Marilyn Koepke, Barbara Gra-
ham, Jaye Tourgee. Third row: Arthur Egan, Sue
Scribner, Gwynette Grier, Patty Barth, Carolyn
Alderson, Nini Thompson, Missy Meade, Betsy
Barkwell, Erik Kroll. Fourth row: Sally Zuengler,
Shoreen Tews, Babs Bertash, Diane Scott, Carol
Muir, Gwyne Godtel, Christine Shallenberger.
MEMBERS OF THE HUMAN RELATIONS CLUB
are Sue Reynoldson, Ellie Wise, Sue Harris, Sue
Smith, Cece Demetree, Lertie Rhoten, Margaret
Carmichael, president; Sally Hunt, Jeri Hunter,
Lynn Snyder, Sandy Wyatt, Kitty Kimball, Glancy
Jones, Patsy Parrish, June Gittleson, Sally Mc-
Cutchon, Ginny Willis, Cecile Smith, Kay Ross,
Sharon Markham, Barbara Calick, Mary Goodall,
Loretta Hirschfield, Jeanne Deemer, Albert Goss,
Gwynne Godtel, Ruth Lynn Whittaker, Nancy Hill,
Betty Van Mater, Jamie Magirl, Bob Fleming,
Cathy Rickefts, Diane Scott, Frank Hogan, Anun
Pora, Luis Dominguez, Sam Fuller, Chuck Allen,
Bunky Davis, Art McGonigle.
MEN'S R CLUB: Bunky Davis, President; Gerald Frazier, Jim Cooper, Luis Domin-
quez, Jerry Beets, Mabrey Manderson, Anun Pora, Steve Mandel, John Henrik-
son, Bob Todd, Bill Kintzing, Dennis Kamrad, Tibor Menyhart, Ed Bath, Jay
Dolan, Alberto Sepulveda, Dave Hewitson, Jesse Lee, Burnham MacLeod, Ed
Leal, Bob Anderson, Doug Marquis, Chuck Allen, Enrique Huber.
WOMEN STUDENTS WHO EXCEL IN SPORTS and who have gotten five varsi
letters are extended the honor of being a member of the Women's R Clul
Current members are June Worthington, Owen McHaney, Presidnt; Lloyd Ho
kins, Gayl Jordan, Julie VanPelt, and Bonnie Stewart.
THE YACHT CLUB consists of students interested in sailing. Rollins owns three Sailfish which may be used only by club members who must
pass a test proving their ability. Ready to pass a leisurely day afloat are Clay Nicolasen, Pete Noyes, Pat Ganson, Diane Blabon, J. Jay
Mautner, Jamie Henry, Bill Kintzing, Dick Kolker, Betsy Barkwell, Dave Cooper, Cathy Ricketts, Jim Bleyer, and Walter Wirth.
SCIENCE BUILDING
THE ROLLINS SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY brings the
students who are Interested in science together
for a sharing of ideas. First row: David Van
Schaick, Fred Courrington, Second row: Elizabeth
Moore, Dr. Shor, Lee Rogers, Pat Ganson, Evelyne
Arndt. Third row: Dr. Vestal, John Harkness, Liz
Jacobs, Jack Leffingwell, Jerry Freeman. Fourth
row: Dr. Carroll, Dr. Thomas, Dr. Hellwege, Mr.
Scheer, and Gordon Struble.
MUSIC GUILD MEMBERS. Front row: Sandra
Wyatt, Barbara Behm, Lynn Miller, Joan Norvell,
Astrid Delafied, Betsy Reutter, Sally Ann Schrei-
ber. Second row. Woody Woodworth, Jerry
Greene, Fritz Bauer, Eugene Allan, Warren
Keene, Albert Goss, Dr. Helen Moore.
FROM ACTIVITIES TO STUDIES, A QUICKSTEP
A MAP OF THE WORLD—AN OPEN WINDOW OR A BOOK AND PENCIl-WHICH? IF ONLY PAGES COULD CONTAIN AS SIMPLE A JOY AS THIS.
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WHEN THE LIGHTS DIM IN THE HOUSE and the curtain finally goes up on
opening night the tense and tedious hours that were spent in rehearsal prove
worthwhile. Dana Ivey perfects her position for the critical eye of the audience.
Under the amber blush of the gel, a script finds life.
THE ROLLINS PLAYERS, whose membership consists of Rick Halsell, Mr. Feher, Mrs. Lockamy, Sid Burt, Bob Bunim, John Hickey, Dale Ingmanson, Bob Haines,
Mary Jane Strain, Kaye Leimbacher, Nelle Longshore, Claudia Melton, Mrs. Wagner, Mr. Wagner, Master Wayne Wagner, Mr. Chase, Mrs. Emerson, Ste-
phen Kane, and Maggie Carrington, is under the direction of the theater arts department. Students who have shown exceptional talent in the theater, either
acting on stage or working on all the phases behind the scenes, are considered for the honor.
INTENSELY, MR. ARTHUR WAGNER, studies a rehearsal scene. All mistakes
must be corrected by opening night. The goddess "perfection" is Mr. Wagner's
master and the play must be flawless.
One of the centers of culture on the Rollins campus is the
Annie Russell Theatre. Since the variety of activities
appeals to all types of people, every student and a
large majority of the people in the area surrounding
Winter Park are well acquainted with the theater. The five
major productions put on during the year provide a good
representation of comedy, drama, musicals, and Shakespeare.
Any student may try for the parts in the plays but preference
is given to the Rollins Players. The entire production is in
the hands of the students with memorable cast parties follow-
ing the final performance. In conjunction with the Annie
Russell is the Fred Stone Theater in which minor productions
are staged, often of the experimental type, with students and
faculty participating in the roles. Usually the beginning
students take part in this type of play, which is sometimes
written by a creative writing student interested in drama.
It is in this smaller theater that the members of the advanced
theater classes produce their plays. These students choose their
own play, do their own casting, and produce and direct it
completely on their own. The final product is given for the
public and often times a faculty-student discussion follows.
Another feature of the Annie Russell is the Rollins Concert
Series. This consists of various musical concerts for voice,
piano, and violin. There is always something going on in the
Annie Russell which makes it one of the most important
spots on campus.
I DREAMED LAST NIGHT I GOT ON A LITTLE BOAT TO HEAVEN.
3UYS AND DOLLS
The Annie Russell's first production of the 195 9-1960 season was
3uys and Dolls, a musical comedy. Under the able direction of Arthur
Wagner and Robert Hufstadtcr, Runyon's characters came to life on
:he Annie Russell stage. The play was chosen because of the many
:>arts it provides for many different types of talent. The cast included
;uch veteran ART performers as Sally Reed, Stephen Kane, and Chuck
Vlorley while at the same time it introduced, for the first time, the
:alents of Mary Goodall and freshman, Peter Kellogg. Everyone con-
lected with the show had a good time and the sentiments of the entire
:ast were reflected in the words of one of their number on closing night,
'I wish we could have run it forever." Evidently the audiences were
imilarly impressed, for Guys and Dolls not only played to full houses
:very night, but popular demand made it necessary to run the play
:or an extra performance. Mr. Ervin Feher, the Annie Russell's new
echnical designer, created the sets, which were not only beautiful but
ilso utilitarian.
AND YOU CAN BET THAT THE GUY'S ONLY DOING IT FOR SOMEDOLL!
*—
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AND WHY, PRAY, CAN'T I LIGHT A BONFIRE THIS AFTERNOON?
77i£ CHALK GARDEN
Following Guys and Dolls, The Rollins Players presented an English
comedy-drama by Enid Bagnold entitled The Chalk Garden.
While as a play The Chalk Garden is rather inferior, the brilliant
direction of Robert Chase and superb performances by an outstanding
cast put the production across most successfully.
As in Guys and Dolls, the cast was composed of both veterans and
newcomers. Of the new talent appearing for the first time, Dana Ivy,
in the role of the neurotic child, showed the most promise. The old-
timers in the cast included Joan Brand, (in her final appearance in the
ART), Kay Leimbacher, Ric Halsell, Stephen Kane, Mary Jane Strain,
and Sally Reed, (also in her farewell appearance). Mr. Feher's graceful
sets created the delicate mood formed by the author. Mr. Chase ex-
pressed his complete satisfaction with the production, saying that it
marked some of the finest performances he had ever seen at Rollins.
CHALK "GARDENERS," CAST AND CREW POSE AFTER THE SHOW.
less.
DARLING, DON'T YOU SEE THAT WE SHARE A HIGHER LOVE?
ARMS AND THE MAN
The third show. Arms and The Man, not only enjoyed a successful
run here at Rollins, but was greeted with similiar enthusiasm in the
several cities where it appeared during a tour. This was the first
Rollins production to "hit the road," (aside from an occasional per-
formance in Daytona Beach), and director Arthur Wagner indicated
that he was most pleased with the results of his experiment and
hoped for a week's tour next year. Arms and The Man is George Ber-
nard Shaw's spoof of Romanticism and military vainglory. Although
much of the humor is dated, excellent direction and acting saved the
day. Marion Love and Geneva Davenport were superb in their initial
appearances at the ART. The more experienced members of the cast
included Nelle Longshore, Robert Bunim, Rick Halsell, Chuck Morley,
and Don McLachlan.
The highly imaginative sets and costumes designed by Erwin Feher
were also worthy of mention.
OH, BLUNCHLY, YOU'RE MY WONDERFUL, BRAVE, CHOCOLATE SOLDIER!
SHAKESPEARE ANA
The annual presentation of Shakespeareana at Rollins is not a
recent innovation, since it dates from the earliest days of Mrs. Nina
Dean's teaching career at the college. A humble venture at first,
the production is now an important yearly event. In 1946, Mrs.
Dean conceived the idea of having her students present a program
of selected quotations from Shakespeare. By doing this, she hoped
to bring a deeper and more rewarding understanding of the works
to her class. She wanted to bring the famous author's passages to
life. The first few presentations were held in a classroom. But as
the fame of the undertaking spread and as the audience grew larger,
Mrs. Dean and her young performers moved to Dyer Hall, thus
adding a piano and a dias to the production. Classes came and went.
The crowds increased. Eventually, even Dyer Hall could no longer
hold the throng that came. The time had come to move again.
Strong Hall Patio was chosen. The new location was especially
appropriate, since it resembles both the courtyard of an Elizabethan
inn and of the Globe Theatre. In the spring of 1 950, Shake-
spcarcana, the name the production acquired at the time of reloca-
tion, opened to the fanfare of trumpets. A flag, as in olden days,
snapped in the breeze, signifying that Mrs. Dean's dream had
come true.
This year, as in the past fourteen, Shakcspcarana again opened
to the trumpet's fanfare, while orange girls distributed tangerines
and camellias to the incoming audience in return for the admission
price. Originally, no one could enter unless he quoted a passage
from Shakespeare. But, this practice was discontinued when people
arrived prepared to recite quotations two and three pages long.
Suddenly, the flag goes up! Shakespcarana, now a beloved project
of the entire Rollins family, is on!
A MOMENT OF TENSENESS ... THE SHOW IS ON . . . HER POETIC NATURE SPARKLES ... IT'S OVER ... THE TRIUMPH IS WORTH THE HARD WORK.
ROMEO AND JULIET WERE PASSIONATE LOVERS. THEY WERE... HIDDEN TALENTS AND TENSE MOMENTS HIGHLIGHT THE DAY...
FALSTAFF STALKS AGAIN IN THE ENTHUSIASTIC FORM OF MR. DORSETT.
FRESHMAN SHOW
KNEELING IN THE FIELDS, WORKERS SING THEIR THANKS.
WITHOUT EFFICIENT CO-CHAIRMEN, SHOW COULDN'T GO ON
The 1960 Freshman Show was truly unique. Instead of the usual
conglomeration of talent, this year's production was a well-planned
musical comedy depicting the plight of Negro slaves in the South.
Emily Frierson's music, Sally Schreiber's dialogue, and Candy Diener's
choreography were artfully directed by Dee Stedron and Jerry Green.
Sally Yerxe's backdrop of a cotton field added a delightful touch to the
play. The show had many striking features. There was "Congeree," a
jungle song and dance routine executed by a large cast. Soon after, Pat
Corry and Lisa Timberlake proved "Diamonds are a Girl's Best Friend."
Later, Jody Frutchy strummed and sang a haunting tune, "My Lord
Is Coming." Pete Kellogg's comically solemn representation of a Negro
minister had the audience enthralled. All in all, superb music and a
superior cast under able direction resulted in a remarkably successful
show.
AFRICAN SLAVES EXPRESS THE HOPELESSNESS OF
THEIR SITUATION.
AN OLD MAID REMINISCES ABOUT THE BEAUX OF HER YOUTH SOUTHERN LADIES AND GENTLEMEN BID FOR SLAVES AT THE AUCTION
THE ENTIRE CAST COMES ON STAGE, IN FRONT OF THE BACKDROP OF A COTTON FIELD, FOR THE FINALE TO A SUCCESSFUL FRESHMAN SHOW
The Knowles Memorial Chapel is one of
the outstanding features of the Rollins
campus. Its tower of Spanish-type architec-
ture presents a magnificent picture during
the day as its cream color is framed by a
dark blue sky. And at night the peaceful
serenity and welcoming warmth is empha-
sized when one sees the lighted tower against
the black velvet of night. The Chapel is
the mainstay of the college community and
becomes a loved symbol to those who see it
every day, whether they are students or resi-
dents of the surrounding area. The Dean
of the Chapel, Theodore S. Darrah, leads the
weekly Sunday morning services, while the
short evening vesper services, which are held
twice a week, are completely organized and
participated in by the students. Miss Clara
Adolfs efficiently aids the Dean as his secre-
tary.
People integral to the Chapel way of life
are Mrs. Catharine Gleason, prominent
organist, and Mr. Robert Hufstader, who
expertly directs the student choir. The or-
ganizations of the Chapel are for and by
the students and provide an opportunity to
become better acquainted with the Chapel
and its many functions, both locally and
abroad. Some of the groups are voluntary,
and anyone interested may participate, while
several select their membership by outstand-
ing individual characteristics and leadership.
The Chapel Staff is one such group and its
main duty is to carry out all activities of
the Chapel, such as the Fund Drive. Other
organizations are the Community Service
Club, the Vesper Committee, the After-
Chapel Club, and the group of men students
who volunteer their services as ushers.
1.
A REGAL TOWER IS FRAMED BY PALMS AND SPANISH MOSS.
BARTH ENGERT READS the Old Testament lesson for one of the
Sunday morning Chapel services. Students have the opportunity
to participate and contribute in many aspects.
CHAPEL STAFF MEMBERS, front to back are Dean Darrah, Dean Vermilye, Linda Wolowitz, Robert Fleming, President, Pete Noyes, Dr. Morganroth, Alan
Coleman, Anita Tanner, Walter Cain, Barth Engert, Margaret Carmichael, Dick Mansfield, Carol Sitton, Miss Adolfs, Bob Rauch, Joan Watzek, Valerie
Baumrind, and Linda Quails. The purpose of the staff is to carry out the religious program of the Chapel, from planning and working on the annual fund
drive to writing monthly letters to the college's foster children. There are two faculty members, nine elected students, and the chairman of each student
committee.
THE CHAPEL USHERS ARE A GROUP OF MEN WHO VOLUNTEER THEIR SERVICES for Sunday morning services and special events centering around the
Chapel. Several of their many duties are to welcome the congregation, distribute programs, take up the collection, and see to the well-being of everyone.
Among those pictured are head usher Pete Noyes, who is standing, Tony Toledo, Jerry Beets, Bill Lauterbach, Mabry Manderson, Hal Abbott, Dan Jackson,
Alberto Sepulveda, Mort, Dunning, Jerry Frazier, Bob MacCuspie, and John Henriksen. Their helpful services add greatly to the smooth running atmosphere
of all Chapel events.
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THE VESPER SERVICES, which are held bi-weekly provide an inspirational
break in a hectic day. The Vespers Committee, whose members are Bob Flem-
ing, Tony Toledo, Sue Hazard, Sue Lewis, Linda Wolowitz, Dick Mansfield,
Bill Lauterback, and Jack Freese, plans each service and is responsible for
finding speakers.
MR. ROBERT HUFSTADER deserves all the credit where
affairs of the choir are concerned, whether it be the reg-
ular Sunday services or the annual Christmas program. Un-
der his expert direction, the choir performs with precision.

WHO'S WHO
JOAN BRAND
A WALTER CAIN
One of the great honors that almost every student strives
for during his college career is an invitation into one of the
many societies. Each college and university varies in the
amount and kind of honor groups that it has, and such
societies come to mean a great deal to the students of that
particular school. However, there is one organization which
is common to almost every university and college and has a
little more special meaning and prestige than the others. One
of the greatest honors that a senior can obtain is recognition
by WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN
UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES, which is a publication
released once a year. In order to be selected for WHO's WHO,
one must first be nominated by the school which he attends.
This choice is usually made by a campus committee involving
faculty, administration, and student representatives. The
committee carefully takes into consideration the scholarship
of the student and his participation in extracurricular activi-
ties, along with important character qualifications, such as
leadership, citizenship, cooperation, and an evaluation of his
future promise.
MARGARET CARMICHAEL LLOYD HOSKINS DANNY LAURENT
PHYLLIS ZATLIN
1960 WHO'S WHO honored are Joan Brand, president of
Libra, Rollins Players, and Theta Alpha Phi, a cheerleader and
member of Kappa Alpha Theta; Walter Cain, president of the
Senior Class, member of ODK and Zeta Alpha Epsilon; Mar-
garet Carmichael, president of Human Relations Club and a
member of Libra, Chi Omega and Tomokan staff; Lloyd Hos-
kins, editor-in-chief of Tomokan, vice-president of Kappa
Kappa Gamma, co-chairman of 195 8 Fiesta, and 1 95 8 secre-
tary of Panhellemc Council; Danny Laurent, member of
varsity crew, ODK, and Sigma Nu; Jim Lyden, president of
ODK, vice-president of Pi Gamma Mu, a member of the
Sandspur staff, Sigma Nu, and R Club; Dick Mansfield,
president of Student Council, member of Pi Gamma Mu and
Delta Chi; Jean Rigg, editor-in-chief of Sandspur and vice-
president of Panhellenic Council during 1 959, and a member
of Alpha Phi; Julie Van Pelt, president of Kappa Kappa
Gamma and Pi Gamma Mu, a member of Libra, Young Repub-
licans and Women's R Club; Phyllis Zatlin, editor-in-chief of
Sandspur, president of Chapel Choir and Phi Society, vice-
president of Key Society and secretary of the Independent
Women.
JULIE VAN PELT
JIM LYDEN DICK MANSFIELD JEAN RIGG
H N R A R I
A SCHOLARSHIP SOCIETY HONORING FRESHMEN who do outstanding scholastic work during their first year is Phi Society, whose mem-
bers are Phyllis Zatlin, front. First row- Sally Ragsdale, Georgianna Hunter, Leo Hansberry, Nini Thompson, Julie Van Pelt, Mary Jane
Strain, John Hughes, Matt Carr, Mary Francis Amick, Joan Brand, Barbara Graham, Sandra McEntaffer. Second row: Lee Rogers, Janet
Cummings, John Harkness, Shoreen Tews, Barbara Goldner, Danny Laurent, Sylvia Peters, Walter Cain, Marilyn Dupres, Gorden Struble,
and Sally Warner.
KEY SOCIETY O.O.O.O.
MEMBERS OF THE KEY SOCIETY, Gordon Struble, Phyllis Zatlin, and SENIOR MEMBERS OF O.O.O.O., only revealed at the year's end an
Marilyn Dupres meet for coffee in the Center. The Key Society honors Jim Lyden, Wally Ramsey, Gordon Struble, Bunky Davis, Danny Laurent
outstanding scholarship among upper classmen. Dick Mansfield, Walt Cain. Not pictured: Bob Stewart.
PI GAMMA MU THETA ALPHA PHI
MEMBERS OF PI GAMMA MU, national science honorary. Fron row.- Jim MEMBERS OF THETA ALPHA PHI, are Joan Brand, president. Second
Lyden, president, Julie Van Pelt, Dr. Lewis. Second row: Dean Darrah, row . Mrs. Allen, Mrs. Lockamy, Mrs. Little, Maggie Carrington. Third row.-
Dick Mansfield, Sandy Caldwell, Mrs. Magoun, Dr. Drinkwater, Purr Ran- Mark Tiedje, Mr. Wagner, Mr. Allen, Lynn Pflug, These national dra-
some, Dr. Waite, Rosalie Halbauer. mat j c honorary members have done superior theater work.
ZETA ALPHA EPSILON
MEMBERSHIP IN ZETA ALPHA EPSILON is the highest honor which can be awarded to outstanding juniors and seniors majoring in science.
In addition to students, faculty members of the science department belong. Members are Gordon Struble. Second row.- Frederick Couring-
ton, Libby Moore, Evelyn Arndt, Jack Leffingwell, Tony Toledo, John Harkness. Third row: Mr. Donald Carroll, Mr. Hellwege, Mr. Dan
Thomas, Mr. Roy Wilson, Mr. George Saute, Mr. John Ross.
Excited laughter follows the initial surprise of being tapped for Libra
In this honorary high scholarship, good citizenship and integrity of char
acters are stressed.
Libra consists of Junior and Senior women who have outstanding schol-
arship, character, citizenship, and extra-curricular activities. Mem-
bers: Mrs. Dean, Beth Halperin, Sandy Wyatt, Sarah Barber, Joan
Brand, Owen McHaney, Jody Boulware, Margaret Carmichael, Anita
Tanner, Julie Van Pelt, Marilyn Dupres, Miss Clara Adolphs.
Omicron Delta Kappa is a national honorary service fraternity composed
of Junior and Senior men. The organization was installed at Rollins in
1931. Members left to right: President Hugh McKean, Gordon Struble,
John Tiedke, Dr. Carroll, Tony Toledo, Dr. Stock, Bob Rauch, Dr. Thomas,
Danny Laurent, Walter Cain, David Haynes.
ODK
The ODK members are tapped by surprise when they're in the cen-
ter relaxing, never when they're studying! Scholarship, leadership,
character — these boys have it!


Miss Joan Brand, 1960 TOMOKAN
Queen urns selected front a group of
fifteen contestants for Iter charm, poise,
intelligence, personality, and appear-
ance. This blond, blue-eyed co-ed has a
warm personality which affects all
those around her.
Not only attractive, but active
in all fields, Joan found time to
serve her sorority, Kappa Alpha,
Theta, as well as taking leading
roles in numerous plays. A thea-
tre arts major, she is in Phi So-
ciety, president of Libra, Rollins
Players and Theta Alpha Phi.

A N I M A G
Animated Magazine, winch has become .1 tradition .it Rollins, was
held during Founder's Week in the Knowles Memori.il Chapel. The
theme for this year was a prediction ot the changes in the arts and
sciences for the future. The speakers, who personally presented their
"articles" instead of writing them for publication, were Prof. Filmer
S. C. Northrop, James Johnson Sweeney, Prof. Henry Margenau, R.
Buckminster Fuller, and Donald H. Andrews. They were introduced
bv "editor" Hugh McKean. This year's schedule was a little different
from previous editions, since the students and others ot the Rollins
family were given the opportunity of attending conferences with
the various speakers. After each conference there was a question-and-
answer period during which the audience discussed pertinent theories.
There were also informal gatherings at the sorority and fraternity
houses. This was one of the most successful magazines ever presented.
HALE AND FRIEND DISCUSS WESTERN ART CREATION
MARGENAU RELATES THE SCIENCES AND AESTHETICS. NORTHROP FORETELLS A CHANGE IN ARTISTIC VALUES
ART FORMS OF TOMORROW ARE PREDICTED BY FULLER.
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The social hours swift-winged , in/noticed fleet."
Burns


YOU REALLY DON'T HAVE A THUNDERBIRD? FOURSCORE AND SEVEN YEARS AGO, MY DAD
NOPE LEFT HER HOME. YOU WANT TO SEE MY ROOM?
PAN-HELLENIC COUNCIL
Composed of two members representing each of the seven
national sororities on campus, the Panhellenic Council meets
twice a month to formulate and discuss plans for rush, pledg-
ing, and other policy matters relating to sorority life. The
function of Panhellenic on the Rollins campus is fourfold: to
foster co-operation among groups, to strive to maintain
superior scholarship, to uphold high standards, and to create a
bond of friendship among all the sororities on campus. The
Panhellenic tea is the first introduction to the operations of
Panhellenic. It serves to welcome the entering women, presents
an opportunity to introduce the cabinet to them, and gives
them an occasion to become acquainted with the fraternity
system. This year the tea included a fashion show presenting
several types of clothes worn on the Rollins campus. In the
program representatives from each social group modeled. The
first big task facing the council is to regulate the rushing
system in the fall. Pledges are the life blood of the sororities
and the selection of the new girls on campus goes on under
the guiding hand of Panhellenic. In addition, this year a
panel of National Panhellenic women was brought to campus
to discuss what sororities expect of prospective pledges and, in
turn, what the pledges should expect from sororities. Pan-
hellenic felt that this was a necessary part of fraternity
education. One of the Panhellenic Council's most important
projects this year is the creation of a panhellenic handbook
which is designed to unify the basic administrative policies of
the sororities and to co-ordinate these policies with the execu-
tive rules of the college. This pamphlet will be sent to all en-
tering women at the beginning of the school year.
BARBIE AND NANCY MAKE LAST MINUTE PREPARATIONS FOR MODELING
IN PAN-HELLENIC COUNCIL IS THE PRESIDENT OF EACH SORORITY AND THE DEAN OF WOMEN, WHO ACTS AS ADVISOR. Repre-
sentatives and alternates are seated, Dean Watson, Mary Whitman, Val Greene, President; Liz Jacobs, Debbie Williams. Standing,
Julie Van Pelt, Sally Hunt, Carol Sitton, Nancy Pfanner, Helen Valentine, Martha England, Beth Halperin, Christy Sheffield, Cherry King,
Sue Lewis, and Babs Bertash.
INTER-FRATERNITY COUNCIL
Under the guidance of Dean of Men Dykman Vermilye, the
[nterfraternity Council meets each month to act as a co-
ordinator for the six Rollins fraternities, five of which are
national and one local. Members shown are Bunky Davis,
president; Phil Scott, Delta Chi; Bruce Aufhammer, Sigma
Nu; Stan Moress, Kappa Alpha Order; Burnam MacLeod,
X Club; and Wally Ramsey, Lambda Chi Alpha. The [nter-
fraternity Council year runs from the spring term of one
school year to the winter term of the following school year.
The group sets the men's rush rules for the fall term; en-
forces the rules during rush; and afterward evaluates the
system, making recommendations for future years. The
Council serves to relate fraternity activities to campus lite.
Last spring the pledge classes and pledge trainers of each
fraternity convened at the Pelican for a cooperative weekend
of repair and painting, [nterfraternity Council funds bought
the paint and materials. The cooperative clean-up was a reflec-
tion of a national trend to change the sometimes dangerous
tradition of an endurance-testing preinitiation Hell Week.
The current attempt is to divert the energy into projects
beneficial to campus and community. Another replacement
for a dubious tradition was the Halloween bermuda dance,
sponsored at Dubsdread by [nterfraternity Council and Pan-
Hellenic. The dance was a successful replacement for the
Halloween dormitory raiding of past years. The Constitution
of the Interfraternity Council has recently been brought up
to date by amendment and revision. Tan Kappa bpsilon, the
newest group on the Rollins campus, was admitted into Council
Membership. Organizational details concerning delegation to
the Council were clarified.
THE INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL GOVERNS ALL MEN'S SOCIAL GROUPS.
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Kitty "cat woman" Kimball played varsity ball and excelled
in the game against the "boys" . . . finally moved on campus
this year into Cloverleaf . . . the newly decorated rooms
inspired such names as the coronary room, the studio, the
jungle room, the stereo room, the bridal room and the yellow
jaundice room . . . new names swept the house—"Pits,"
"Runny," "Little Marilyn," "Smitty," "Princess," and
"Countess" . . . "Couth" is one of the latest cries . . . Our
terrific pledges altered and illuminated our lives ... "I owe
everything I own to my mathematics teacher, Zelda Gooch"
. . . Orchids go to Debbie for being an even better Prexy than
last year . . . Anyone for joining the SPCTJ? Membership is
limited . . . Kris continued to miss trains . . . Pits cultivated
a "shiny cap of gold" . . . "Beat" was the theme of our
unusual open house and "beat" were the new pledges after-
wards . . . We went Latin with our new motto
—
"Otiuin cum
i//,t; ////<//<•" in our laymen's terms
—
"leisure with dignity" . . .
Debby gave lessons in gracefully walking upstairs and ironing
. . . "Guess what, Hon" . . . Gayle was dubbed "Miss Smiley
of 1960" . . . Sally sang "Happiness is just a thing called
Genius" . . . Shelley closed one eye and swung during softball
games . . . Betsy Barkewell, president of the pledge class gave
3 dollars to maids . . . Bonnie McSwan is still raving about
the Cape Cod fish house punch. Not very strong at all, is it
Bonnie? . . . Suzie returned and stepped into the job of
Alpha Phi chauffer . . . Who's responsible for those bi- nightly
bongo sessions?" . . . Mary took honors for her performance
in Guys and Dolls as well as in Shakespeareana . . . "Now,
Girls, you must remember to keep your blinds drawn"
. .
.
Krene, who's minoring in bridge, wrote her own bridge
book on how to lose in three easy lessons . . . Kris Bracewell
and Barbie Walker acted as smiling models for the Pan-Hell
welcoming tea . . . Posie Wilson had a guided tour of Miami
by plane while returning from Christmas vacation . . .
Gwyne Salyer managed husband, baby, sorority and school
but finessed some of the parties . . . Marilyn spent most of
her time on the second floor of Orlando Hall . . . Mary
Kauffman switched roommates to complete another Alpha Phi
room . . . Orchids go to the Alpha Phi's for sponsoring the
King and Queen of Hearts Contest . . . Patsy Parrish added
her spicy humor to the house . . . We lost Suzanne Wheeler
to the bonds of matrimony and the sports car now sports
groceries . . . Lauren Kiefer became Phyliss' right hand girl
on the Sandspur staff . . . The loyal bridge addicts are willing
to play at any hour almost . . . Barby drinks soup in the eve-
ning—beautiful soup at that . . . Who is the 97 lb. weakling
in the house? ... A welcome home to Miss Rogers and Mrs. B.
First row: Gwyne Salyer, Marilyn Keopke, Sally Ann Ragsdale, Joan Murray, Kitty Kimball, Debbie Williams, president, Barbie Walker, Liz Pfanner, Judy
Klein, Posie Wilson. Second row: Judy Pollock, Gail Sutcliffe, Kris Bracewell, Sue Smith, Susie Morganthaler, Pat Parrish, Betsy Barkwell, Mary Kauffman,
Gail Smith. Third row: Delores Attard, Virginia Vennel, Val Greene, Ruth Shallenberger, Bonnie McSwan, Mary Goodall, Lauren Keifer, Sue Wells, Sherry
McMath, Chris Anitlla.
7:;
IT'S SATURDAY. "ANYONE FOR PLEDGES?" IS THE BIG CRY.
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Prexy Beth didn't leave the X Club this year . . . but she
joined Margaret in Libra meetings . . . Owen played tennis
and got the shock of her life . . . we don't know what it was,
but she turned white . . . Barbie and Sandy kept us "singing"
pledge Janie helped out on that score too . . . Celie
cheered the varsity squads to fame in those new outfits
. . . those Winter Park gals. Barb W., Pat, and Bonnie
. . . many parties with mucho kegs . . . Christmas carolling
with those gum-drop guys . . . Juanita became Mrs. Murray
and called home the night she left the house ... a Chi O-Club
wedding at Christmas time . . . we had that Libra cup this
year . . . for help in Spanish contact Celie . . . Maggie was
the airline hostess in Gttys ami Dolls . . . lots of lines and
not even a walk on . . . Val had a Delt visitor from the
North land . . . Cathy was our National Merit pledge . . .
also a Luropean French scholar . . . and how did Sally get so
very thin? Nan was a Miss Rollins . . . she had a three-year-
old model of herself here for awhile . . . Ruthie was no wider
. . . Barbie's rock impressed the campus . . . pledge Moore was
shocked by that man in the closet . . . Glancy got the reddest
sunburn while at the docks with Janie, Sue and Bebe . . . two
Willis' in the chapter now . . . Gayle had a sister join the
ranks too . . . Sandy H. drove to class sometimes . . . last year's
president, Barbie, paid frequent visits . . . Ann stopped down
from S.M.U. for semester break . . . Diane got the most letter
. . . Mrs. Wretman kept tabs on us most of the time . .
that Hillbilly bit in the basement was a pledge open house . .
Nan announcing . . . Patty B. never left the Club . . . GayL
was all American Basketball player . . . Celie missed thi
solarium but found a few new spots . . . Wendy came bad
with a gold band . . . Ceci Demetree, pledge class prexy, sole
houses for fifteen dollars . . . who put those chickens in tfu
Club coop? . . . Owen and Sandy W. responded to the tap . .
Libra, of course . . . Barbie Graham just never got her home-
work done . . . Maggie signed the Gamma Phi guest book
during rush . . . June Gittleson giggled . . . Ginny "Willis
would, could, and did . . . Patti Barth organized drive-in
parties . . . Karen wore the four arms of Sigma
—
you guessed
it—Chi . . . Barbie Wolcott spent Lours on the sick list . .
.
Sharon stole food out of the beanry for after hour snacks
. . .
who brought that cat into the house? . . . the basement didn't
get flooded this year . . . Val retained her popularity and her
cigarettes . . . Barbie Behm beamed . . . Graff kept us laughing
w hen she played with the boys — in basketball . . . Val got
a new Delt sister, Pat by name . . . Glancy glanced . . .
transfer Pat Scott sported a Tau Kappa Epsilon Pin ... we
never came home early cuz we never ran out of Hootchaaa . .
.
HERE ARE THE CHI O's. First row: Juanita Camerson, Ginny Willis, Carolyn Alderson, Lynn Snyder, Margaret Carmichael, Owen McHaney, Beth Halperin,
president, Val Baumrind, Janie Barclay, Ruth Wilder, Barbie Behm, Sandy Wyatt. Second row: Sharon Markham, Kaite Moore, Sue Wallace, June Gittleson,
Barbara Wolcott, Nan Sturgis, Clancy Jones, Patty Boyd, Sandy Jordan, Gail Jordan, Barbara Graham, Pat Seacat. Third row: Janie Graff, Diane Scott,
Karen Nolan, Bonnie McMillan, Jeanna Smith, Sandy Holbrook, Jani Thomas, Sally Hunt, Cecilie Demetree, Maggie Carrington, Cathy Ricketts, Patty Barth,
and Celie Smith.
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THE RESULT OF THE HUDDLE? A FLASHING PEPSODENT SMILE.
SHE CAME HOME EARLY 'CAUSE SHE RAN OUT OF HOOCH-CHA!
CHI OMEGA
BEING KEEPER OF THE KEGS KEEPS A CRITTER MIGHTY BUSY.
f
A SUNDAY EVENING SPENT AT THE CHO OMEGA OPEN HOUSE.
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Dippy dominated the Delts this year . . . George Bolton
w.is elected sanitary engineer—among his duties: the proper
care of Dippy . . - Bob "Pseudo" Bunium took over ART and
received anonymous phone calls at night . . . Parrish turned
introvert while Skip fluctuated between Thetas and Kappas
. . . The Delts started off the year with a Beatnik party in
the living room . . . Phil Scott, Tim Dewart, and Myrna
Mathis presided on the poetry reading pad . . . Rich Cole
competed with Dick Kolker and escaped to the Bahamas over
Thanksgiving . . . we have yet to figure out who wrote
those big bad names on the actives' doors. Pledges? . . . Bob
Dickey threw darts . . . English is Greek to Demetri . . .
who did Moulton send the pansies to? Say it with flowers,
Bill
. . . Steve and the array of "chromy" cars—a Cadillac
limousine, an Austin Healy and a Ford truck, all within 3
months
. . .
The Delts beat the Kappas at baseball, but the
Kappas beat them at lake and keg
. . . Scott got pinned to
Rena for the third time—serenade this time . . . Doug
Marquis is teaching the pledges to express themselves . . .
Jackson directed the Thanksgiving horror show in the Ba-
hamas . . . Henrique pulled the group through Spanish . . .
Eddie Leal was initiated but only kept his pin for two days
. . . The pledges carried mattresses but wore belts this year
. . .
Mansfield had "many meetings" and was "too busy" to
go to class . . . Looby became well-adjusted this year . . .
Annual caroling match with the Thetas took place ;
Christmas time
. . . Solid citizen Coleman observed cocki i
hour
. . . Norm Lee strove for B's fall term . .
. Steve M; i
dell played tennis and dogs . . . Still looking for dates a i
cigarettes, Martin?
. . . Spur and Tomokan are depenck i
upon Lipsky for their pictures . . . Two Delts were at i 1
Independent Pelican . . . Delta Chi's answer to SheL
Berman played the piano and muttered "coffee, tea, or milk
. . . Mrs. Bel ton made popcorn for her boys . . . Bob To
confused everyone by driving to school with his sister a
her baby . . . Scott messed up his car, et cetera . . . Dick
and Dewart bought a TV console . . . Looby wore the t
cardboard pledge pin to Dubs . . . the oar was returned frc
OJC . . . social members Clay and Cope, were social ... I
pledges caught Enrique and Cole and said, "We'll cat
Jackson yet." . . . "Paul, who set off the fire extinguishers
... As for Thanksgiving, switch dates much? . . . The "So
of Beaches" are still living it up at Cocoa . . . Pete Kellog "h ;
the horse" and rocked the boat . . . Jack Bofhnger had Dor ;
the kids, and king . . . The Delts played "pajama game"
their living room . . . Jamie wasn't lonely . . . Moulton usi J
Nair but Looby shaved once a year . . . Who kicked so hij
that he broke his thigh—or was it foot? . . . Those whi |
carnations are still in the living room.
"Vive la Delta Chi!" is the good word for this group of Fraternity men. The comrades gathered together who are pictured: First row: Ed Brady, Al Col
man, president; Phil Scott. Second row: Ed Leal, Burt Jordan, Bob Georgia, Jamie Magirl, Al Lipsky, Al Coltman, Norman Lee, Don Jackson, John Lobb
Third row: Hank Molt, Bob Todd, Pete Kellogg, Dave Martin, Bill Moulton, Doug Marquis, Hal Abbott, Jack Bofinger, Tim Dewart, Bob Dickey, Bob Bunir ,
Paul Brennan, Steve Cutter, Enrique Huber, Larry Magne, Skip Gundrum, Tom Parrish, Dick Mansfield, Dave MacMillan, George Bolton, Clay Nicolaysei
Rich Cole.
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PLEDGES CHALLENGED ACTIVITIES - A KEG TO THE WINNERS.
DELTA CHI
THE SAND FLIES AS DELTS PLAY KING OF THE MOUNTAIN.
PREXY PROMISES POOR PLEDGES PROPER PADDLE PUNISHMENT.
8; )
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Man) many beeeeeeeer parties this year for the Gamma
Phi's . . . Prexy, Carol Sitton, got a sling for her ring . . .
Who said Barrabas finally got her legs shaved? . . . incidentally,
she saw the "king" again . . . We wondered if June were
married or what? . . . Anyway, Nat was lots of help to the
team . . . Sando taught new tricks to the knitters association
. . . Dee Dee started working for Hasting and Hastings . . .
nice car . . . "Carol" . . . which one? . . . Gamma Phi's had
quite a few this year . . . Sigma Nu Sweetheart Muir made
a trip to Tiffany's and brought back a chandelier . . . Scribby
signed us in each night . . . also yelled "going, going, gone"
at her weekly auction . . . Lynn was a welcome addition . . .
John, where's the mouse piece . . . Mimi and Carol proctored
it up at the Hilton this year . . .Satch was phantom interior
decorator and sign maker . . . nice nebishes . . . Meanwhile,
back at the ranch were Scrib, Carol, Mary Joan, Lynn, and
hostess Sally . . . Watzek balanced the books??? . . . Adaire,
wlio was that in your car? . . . Fourteen great pledges . . .
brainy too . . . No more green devils for Patty and Kay . . .
Jayc, Penny, and Jamie formed a Triumvirate . . . Who stole
your hula hoops, Betsy? . . . Penny got her tutoring free, along
with a KA pin . . . Gail, as ever, quiet as a mouse . . . No,
girls, it isn't a prowler, just a cat . . . Answer the phone,
pledge . . . Judy also kept the Elizabeth Hall girls in tow
. . . Mimi giggled her way to fame . . . Laney Bush was pledge
class president . . . Who kicked Carol Lansner? . . . Mark
baked an Idaho potato and sent letters to Boise . . . Jack's s I
our honorary pledge . . . Kit, Dotty, Helen, and Ann w i
found playing hostess for a fine pledge open house . . . Be s|
moved to the conservatory . . . Many transportation pr< t
lems? . . . The Bobbsey Twins were Kitty and Grita
.
Nancy Mulkey gave the familiary cry, "Tennis anyone?"
We still couldn't find a way out of the patio at night
.
Over the roof, anyone? . . .Shakespeareana was here .
Europe anyone? . . . Slides of those strange, small Fren
:
edifices by Nancy, Carol, Scrib, Leila and Patty . . , A,
then there was scholarly Jo with her bus . . . Nice truck dri\
. . . Please let Ginger know if anything is happening
.
Mary enjoyed sleeping ... A hi-fi in almost every room
.
So proud of Kay in "Chalk Garden" . . . Sutliff reigned
king candidate . . . June turned dark this year . . . Jaye m
seldom seen alone . . . Adaire was a Tomokan candidate
.
We want that scholarship trophy . . . We came out on t
brainwise for fall term ... So sang the happy Strong H
gang . . . G-A-M-M-A P-H-I spells Gamma Phi, Gamma Pi
. . . Turnabout Day was a big success . . . High heels, but
pins . . . Carol Klemperer was Old South Deb . . . Leila join <
Carol in the Sigma Nu ranks . . . Flotz read the Mornij
Star—too bad she never learned how to read . . . Marc
Matson returned lor a brief visit . . . "Rat Face" guided t
freshmen and learned about hairy babies at school!
Gamma Phi's. First row: Patty Stevens, Sue Scribner, Carol Sitton, president, Babs Bertash. Second row: Adaire Lehmkuhl, Nancy Mulkey, Leila Belvin, Lan< A
Bush, Kay Leimbacher, Carol Lansner, Mary Foltz. Third row: Helen Scott, Caroline Klemperer, Gail Retzer, Betsy Shoemaker, Jamie Henry, Martha Fairchil ,
Dottie Porter, June Worthington, Margarita Morales, Jo Kennedy. Fourth row: Melody Stearns, Betsy Reutter, Ann Smith, Ginger Cornell, Carol Wiese, I1 f
Bailey, Judy Carl. Fifth row: Kitty Ondovchak, Penny Martin, Sally Satchwell, Lynn Maughs, Sandy Miller, Mimi Thomas, Claire Heald, and Jaye Tourge
SI
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rhe K.A.'s completed another year of organizing campus
parties, thanks to Bob Green's Groves and House . . . Chuck
Berger plans to take his eightieth trip to Europe . . . Roland
came in "on the wing" and took off high . . . Jeff Stoddard,
"Zombie," is one of the group who passes with eyes open . . .
Barth bought twenty dollars worth of light bulbs and went
to Jacksonville . . . Ned didn't live in the house that Grandpa
built . . . the Princeton-Yale Spirit was dominant at pledge
meeting, thanks to Richmond . . . John Mitchel topped his
tennis shoes for the last time and a collection was taken . . .
Tom "3 2" Miller sunned his hair and tried to organize "The
mad hatters fun fraternity" . . . Madge was the Rose-Bud . . .
John Mirras favored the tropical court . . . Dyer Spring
Moss, of Wrankler jacket fame joined the studio club
—
intentions unknown . . . Bruce McEwan busied himself with
many intrigues . . . K.A. caroled with the Kappa's and
stewed with everyone . . . Royal Ralph Oestricher helped
Stano build fires and wore blue carnations . . . Don McLachlin
promoted the trip to the Mardi Gras and is still searching for
his black shoes . . . Rodney studied the stock market in South
Africa after partying with the DuPonts . . . Closet case Adams
was seen courting half of the Hilton . . . Larry Rand remained
way out . . . Who shot the holes in Rippingill's "Car"? . . .
Frank Healis arrived from down on the farm to ride the
"Bucking Jag" . . . Morley's motto was "have no car—wi
walk" . . . Tone fell down and broke his crown . . . Frit
carried his Wall Street Journal to beans and Danced his wa J
through the year . . . Rick Halsell showed up at the hous
this year . . . Sam planned trips and headed the "sun-glas
set" . . . Seen at parties — Banks and his little Figi . .
Stan spent the year punishing papers and losing his car . .
Randy Thatcher stayed awake with a bottle of green hquk
. . . Charlie DuBose goes sockless and shows it . . . Red joinec
the "Country Club" . . . Fraiser got more "R's" . . . Lithi
Jim McDermott charlestoned through the kegs and favorec
pink tests
. . . the Guerro boys went their separate ways
.
.
The Robert E. Lee one was a ball . . . Stan turned fiesta into 3
speak-easy . . . John Burliner lost his shirt one night . .
.
Tom, Stan, Bruce, and Barth proctered the parties at the
gardens . . . Sonno took a short leave to visit the house
and Dubs . . . Ralph was "Greek God" for a day during
Thanksgiving — later his hair turned purple . . . Bently took
a creative course and got married
. . . John Guerro ate pizza
and sculptured while Chickie grew up into a chicken . . .
Bruce tried to train the pledges but usually couldn't find them
. . . The girls liked the way we sang "Dixie" and "Good
Morning to You" . . . And the Southern gentlemen remain the
only house on campus with a ladies room . .
.
ASK ANY OF THESE K.A.'S HOW MANY YANKEES THERE WERE. First row. Bud Adams, Stan Moress, president; Chick Guerro, Jeff Stoddard, Dave Lloyd,
Dave Duncan, Crick Hatch, Larry Rand, John Mirras, John Guerro. Second row; John Mitchell, Tom Miller, Charlie DuBose, Rodney Dillard, Conrad Cowart,
Chuck Berger, Jan Carstanjan, Sam Fuller, Randy Thatcher, Bruce McEwan, Don McLachlan, Ned Rippingille. Third row: Rick Halsell, Jimmy McDermott,
Whit Chase, Fritz Baer, Scott Strahan. Rear. Barth Engert, Bill Tone, Larry Strimple, John Burliner, Frank Healis, Jerry Frczier, Chuck Morley, Bill Bentley,
Ned Rollins.
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rhcia\ VOth birthday was celebrated with a salad . . .
Colonel Buca entertained the actives with her graceful hand
. . . Martha finally bought a litterbag and went swimming at
Dubs . . . Janice and Francie opened a homemade cole slaw
concession between trips to Lauderdale . . . Kay cavorted a
bit and kept the financial side of the sorority straight . . .
we caroled with the Delts . . . Annie, Betty Jane, and Linda
sang bass . . . Linda Hicklin added pep to the pledge class . . .
The simple dip list changed weekly . . . Ruth Lynn became
first lady of Lambda Chi and joined the first floor . . . Joan
Watzek learned all about the aquatic mammal while taping
pictures on her mirror . . . The Longwood was discovered
and enjoyed . . . "Does anyone have two nickels for a dime?"
. . . Mo and Pat spent hours on the "vine" in the basement
. . . Joan Brand graduated early and took up an unsual interest
in golf . . . "The Pamela" bought bobbie pins and snipped a
little. "But all I ate was five hamburgers all day" . . .
"Kinny pills reigned throughout the house . . . Shay was
initiated and became a Clubette . . . Anita acquired a diamond
and dreamed of apartments in Pennsylvania . . . We went
Bohemian for a rush party . . . The Marshian kept up the
Mead tradition . . . Betty Van Mater slept in a different room
in the Theta house each weekend . . . Karen imigratt j
finally and threw Listerine around as though it were wati r
. . . Dale and Luis were our kings . . . Madge Best becan >
the Kappa Alpha's Rose . . . Woodie dressed up her glove con •
partment . . . Betsy Harshaw kept the house laughing and mac
:
use of Sally's lady . . . Elsa and Betty made daily trips to Winr
Dixie and finessed "beans" . . . Janie Feise set all kinds c
records on the Softball diamond and other places . . . Kare i
knitted . . . Long distance calls came in for Marty . . . Su
Curtis skiied to all the high spots . . . Ask Janey about he
social secretary . . . Sally Zuengler entertained in the hall . .
Someone almost swallowed Shoreen's Delta Chi pin . . . Sand
Warren played bridge in the center . . . Woodie Frierson wa
our "kitten on the keys" . . . Charlie changed his name an«
switched houses . . . Sandy Smith was the first to wear th,
pledge bracelet . . . There's an unexplained dent over Joanie'
bed . . . Betty Jane, Joan Brand, and Lynda sold houses . .
We learned that Memphis docs have movie theaters and rail
roads . . . Janie collected stray cats . . . Mighty Mouse wasn'
mighty enough to destroy the light in the parking lot . . . Let'
ring out three cheers for this past year.
THE THETA'S WHO ALWAYS "RING OUR THREE CHEERS": First row. Anita Tanner, Betty Van Mater, president, Joan Brand. Second row.- Anne Powell
Karen Parachek, Sally McCutchen, Mary Jane Strain, Pam Moffett, Linda Hicklin, Atwood Westmoreland, Lynda Bridgers. Third row: Sandy Smith, Lennie
Buxton, Mo Minnett, Ruth Lynn Whittaker, Frances McKnight, Kay Ross, Joan Watzek, Jane Feise, Janie Bernreutter, Marsha Mead, Martha England, Madge
Best. Fourth row: Janice Milligan, Jeanne Deemer, Sue Curts, Shoreen Tews, Pat Corry, Gena Pendergast, Elsa Hvide, Sue Reynoldson, Sally Zuengler
Shay O'Beirn, Beth Hervey.
SS
PARISIAN SKIES SET THE MOOD FOR A FINAL RUSH PARTY.
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
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Julie Van Dictionary was the smoothest talking prexy . . .
The little blonds club had its headquarters in Hallie's room
. . . Audrey was the dietitian . . . Goodier gave cosmetic
lessons daily . . . We answered to Barge, Moose, and Saphire
. . . Ganson and Gadway took phone calls . . . Pledges were
freaks for open house . . . Dee wore a Delt's suit . . . Cathy
Frank wore pillows at Xmas and at open house . . . We sang
with the KA's and played ball with the Delt's . . . The Bear
replaced Uncle Wiggley as king . . . Pledge Meers entertained
the Transylvania boys . . . Paddy was Mrs. Santa Claus . . .
Ann and Elaine joined the ranks . . . Mike made all Kappas
look big . . . Williams turned grey and Pfanner orange . . .
"I'm here" said Illges as the phone rang . . . Ginny had her
mind on "honey" and grades . . . Mama Bear sizzled and
talked philosophy . . . That "prepy" ball player was Marilyn
Fisher . . . Pledge McDowell taught her big sister some ex-
pressive words . . . Rodney called . . . For Southern flavor
there was Mariellen . . . Mulford came out at Grand Bahama
. . . Mills nearly missed pledging . . . V.P. "red moose" Goo
now laughed this year . . . Cindy was on and off camp
.
.
. Lloyd made us work and moved up deadlines . . . "Th t
was not a ballet, I'm just walking," said Ann Lynn
. .
Hoyt learned a new Spanish word every day . . . Poor mar
Liz Taylor loved bridge and travel . . . Tootie got ups
when her hair fell . . . Sam loaned his TV set . . . Mrs. B. h.
to pull people out from behind pillars . . . Leslie, Judy, ar
;
Muff came back . . . We hung up our dates . . . Dee head<
the pledge class . . . Jerry had a visitor from up North . .
the boner cup wanted to live permanently in Jeanie's roo 1
. . . the geology lab met in Tootie's room, while the Anth
and Soc contingent hid in Judy's closet . . . the lodge TV w
on and watched? . . . Stray greek Wessel lived at Pugsley . ,
Lloyd gave Marilyn the book of names and words . .
Julie drove to Illinois . . . Exuberant as ever the KKG's san;
on their knees with arms in the air . . . "Oh, Kappa .
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA. First row: Paddy Livaudais, Ginny Campbell, Hallie Haubenestal, Jane Goodnow, Julie Van Pelt, Pat Ganson, Diane Dicks, Ann
Berry, Mike Moore. Second row: Andrea Avery, Judy Jones, Mariellen Mercke, Jerry Sessions, Judy Illges, Rena Orstadt, Tootie Rogers, Judy Williams, Elain
Spellman, Nancy Pfanner. Third row: Cynthia Ramsey, Hoyt Cleveland, Jane McDowell, Sandy Logan, Marilyn Fischer, Liz Jacobs, Sue Goodier, Dee Stedroi
Julie Meers, Linda Quails, Anne-Lynn Kettles, Chari Probasco, Mary Gadway, Marilyn Mulford, Mary Mills.
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THE QUESTION WAS: DO DELTS OR KAPPAS PLAY BETTER?
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
THE TEMPTATION TO PULL THAT BEARD IS ALMOST TOO MUCH.
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I lie 2nd floor became "Nightmare Alley" as Jay, Larry,
and Roily yahooed . . . Mort "The farmer in the Dell" tried
to maintain order as his keeper, Jeff ate cabbages . . . Dale
"Bolero'd" Wally out of his room down to the "Banks
Royal" . . . Luis got cooler and Lynn fatter (if possible)
Ray, "I keep my batting average on the closet door" Hyde
got engaged, and Nat "Strike" MendelPs considering it . . .
Alberto and Miguel (The Lone Ranger) got U.N. assistance
from Elias . . . Bath tried to sober up long enough to control
"he Bobsic twins on the third floor—Art "Pretzel King"
McGonigle and Frank Hogan . . . Rhodes and Ward signed
extra contracts for "Lusette" and Stutz just played the role
. . . Davenport imported shaved ice and Dave "Living proof
anybody can be a Marine" Stephens stole it to use at his
parties. Doyle, Herblin and Sutton returned and Tulloch
joined the Air Force . . . Toledo switched air lines and Gil
lost his motor scooter in France. Bruce "Dr. Moto" Greene
repulsed a Banzi charge and Mike Meriney moved in to cop
some Z's. Francis finally woke up and Hughes stole the
academic honor ... So much for that . . . Dale Ingmanson,
of "Montana Rock" fame, helped organize the TNBA . . .
Other charter members are Bath, Sellon, and Watson . . .
The big "Pooh Bear" cracked the whip over the pledges and
was pinned to Crescent girl, Sid Burt . . . Nat Mendell went
barefoot . . . Tony went looking for Biology specimens in
Miami and lost his pin . . . Ralph Ward and Dick RbrJI
were extras . . . Eddie Bath polished the medical plate n
his white T-Bird while Larry Breckenridge turned up Bi dy
Holly . . . Lambda Chi's entertained Mr. MendelPs En jli
lit class in their air conditioned living room fall term j,
Wally and Luis were in the class . . . The club took a bea
thanks to Nat . . . Bruce Green organized an alligator h i
,
when he wasn't with his straight A finance . . . Jay Dn
relieved the pledges of their allowances by his expert i
tactics . . . Ramsey took up housekeeping in Winter Park r:r
a Christmas time wedding . . . John Hickey edited e
Flamingo, and transacted business with his agent in IL
York . . . Tony preferred the fetal pig to the test tube
Jeff remained sullen . . . Luis sent flowers on each impor ;t
occasion . . . The Lambda Chi's caroled with the "am. > '
. . . The girls were disappointed to discover Charlotte js
Pete's wife, not sister . . . Kip Sheppard spent a lot of i ;
in the center with vanilla cokes . . . who got pledged :r
the fourth time? . . . Mort sacked out at eight o'clock
Dale Ingmanson toddled often to the Toddle House .
.
R. L. wasn't back and no one could spell "antidisestablishn t-
tarianism" . . . The Lambda Chi's began the year by get i;
the largest pledge class on campus . . . closed the year ^ I
some of the largest parties on campus.
"HIP, HIP HOORAY FOR DEAR OLE LAMBDA CHI" ... the men who wear the crescent are First row: Dave Stevens, Tony Toledo, president; Roland LaA J
tague. Second row: Tony Hammock, Eddie Bath, John Hughes, Kip Shepard, Larry Breckenridge, Nate Tracey. Third row. Bobby Fox, Bill Camp, Jeff Sel c
Mike Mayer, Nat Mendell, John Stutz, Mike Alegre, Dan Reagan, Ray Hyde, Mort Dunning. Fourth row: Frank Hogan, Ralph Ward, Jay Dolan, Tom Frai c
Mickey Van Gerbig. Fifth row: Luis Dominquez, Wally Ramsey, Jim Lynn, Bruce Green, Mike Watson, Art McGonigle. Sixth row: Joe Alderman, John Hie e
Dale Ingmanson, Peter Davenport.
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THE BOYS PLAY CARDS AND THE GIRLS WISH THEY WOULDN'T.
<t> M
Our president, Helen Valentine, got married to the Big
White Whale and passed the gavel down to Mary Whitman
. . . Sally "Adelaide" Reed graduated early and is trying her
luck in the acting world . . . How much is that doggie in the
window, Sanders? . . . Marilyn acquired a built-in pair of
shades and spent Christmas in Mexico . . . Girl everything,
Jody Boulware, was found in the library . . . Sarah returned
after the wonderful leave of absence . . . Lynn "Godiva"
Egry was a hot-box girl in Guys ami Dolls . . . the pixie look
took over . . . Sandy joined us after Christmas . . . the fire-
chief was rushing some of us on the first floor . . . we dis-
covered the "Beer" lake vicinity and celebrated the same . . .
Suzie Hazard had a visitor after hours one night . . . Becky
Hazard returned for visits only . . . Our scientist, Sylvia,
kept us scholarship-conscious . . . Pledge Jill kept us laughing
and played tennis . . . Rocky majored in bridge and raised a
few doubles . . . "What happened to my green cigarette?"
. . . We sang in perfect harmony one night with the Thetas
. . . Barbie Hess was pinned by Snake Tibor. Right afterwards
he hurt his foot; how 'bout that Barbie? . . . Dana Ivey joined
the theatre and was a freshman lead . . . Bonnie woke up one
night in the middle of a meeting . . . Julie Smith had a birth-
day and everyone on campus knew it . . . You say you 1 4
your hand on a heater? . . . Sam was seen hammering a- rj
on sets ... J. P. Palmer, not Morgan, got diamonds over 3
Christmas vacation ... a pledge, "Pink," kept the third f i
girls at Elizabeth happy . . . Deasy bobbed about and spot a
it up . . . Sanders and Libby "itched" . . . we almost got 1
;{
to Ann Puddington's wee-hour screeches
. . . Anita contin il
to blush and say, "but I don't understand" . . . Val eras <
a Theta party . . . Linda Liddell took ART in phone bo
j
. . . Sylvia DuBois got blonder and blonder while Pepi
peppier and peppier and took away points from pledges
.
.
Julie still swears by her I0(j4 dinners . . . Joan DeGeorge 1
a vegetable for a big sis and traveled extensively . .
. B 1
Goldner joined the contact clique . . . Joan Spaulding sold t t
nis balls and endorsed them . . . Christy ran to and from 1
Sandspur office . . . Linda and Julie were seen searching (
nickels early Sunday morning . . . Seems like a strange ti r
for cokes, but then . . . "Howdy!" . . . Bandstand was )
each afternoon in the living room . . . "Keep rushing, Kir
.
fish" . . . Which pledge prefers arms to ash trays? ... SI i
wreck Rock was certainly rockin' . . . Lynn's brats brouj j
her flowers and one little boy didn't have a pencil . . .
AND THESE ARE THE PHI MU LADIES who commuted up and down the loggia countless times each day and recited the alphabet to the tune of P-H, P-i -
MU. The smiles prove the year was good. Phi Mu. First row: left to right: Jody Boulware, Penny Morse, Marilyn Dupres, Mary Whitman, Ann Puddingtt 1
Lynn Egry, Julie Smith. Second row: Candy Diener, Dana Ivey, Barbara Goldner, Sylvia Peters, Sylvia Dubois, Sam Palmer, Johanna Crockwell, Joan Spa I
ding. Third row: Bonnie Stewart, Anita Alexander, Joan Pinkerton, Sue Sanders, Sue Hazard, Linda Liddell, Barbie Hess, Christy Sheffield, Valerie Burns t
Pepi Standart.
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Many new "Angels in disguise" this year . . . senior Susie
w orked hard leading the group . . . we are sure that Cherry
and Susie were the littlest Texasites ever . . . pledge Ann
worked hard on Fiesta ... so did Sox . . . Donna moved in,
pledged, and kept spirits high ... Sid was crescent girl . . .
Gail went home for awhile . . . who were those slaves that
sold for such high prices at the Old South Ball . . . Corky
joined t he ranks winter term . . . Nini seemed to get
smarter and smarter . . . Ole went to Lauderdale, New York,
Rockford, and Chicago . . . the world traveler . . . the phone
rang constantly . . . Margi Nickols lost some valuable silver
. . .
K.uhv was a K.A queen and Chick was a candidate for
something or other ... we talked to the Kappa's and Theta's
from our balconies ... a beer party with steaks to boot
. . . Paula snagged a Sigma Nu pin early in the year ... she
waited til rush was over to get acquainted . . . Sue M.
learned lots and lots of Spanish . . . Jerry got letters . . .
Polly got blonder and blonder . . . Helen for Miss Rollins
again . . . congratulations to our three year grad Betty Sue
. . .
Dotty was near campus and Carol came to visit . . .
lots of alums . . . Janet laughed and studied . . . for lessons
in self expression contact Sally . . . Jody and guitar were
welcome additions
. . . more music . . . Fran got the sharp car
award and a KA Greek god . . . Also a fiesta candidate . . .
Cherry Joe took Stock, Mendell, and Hamilton in one term
. . . what did you say your major was? . . . Charlotte,
housewife, didn't give up cooking lessons this year . . . S
Ole, Donna and Margi could be found at Dubs . . . especi;
on Fridays . . . Helen had a little car too . . . Toni spen
weekend with us . . . Emilio came around quite a bit . . . k
trip, too ... see Betty Sue for study aid ... we were "jun
;
girls" for rush this year . . . Fran and Ann moved into [
house, loggia style . . . dinner dance was fun . . . Donr
;
brother had a house . . . surprise birthday party . . . Nar
was initiated ... a delt pin and delt queen, with Eddie am
V.W. . . . who was going to answer the door and call i
girls for their dates? . . . Charlotte and her bus . .
. Ju
took over art wise with the help of Cherry and Susie
.
someone stole our arrow
. . . Sox was tempted to go ir
bond business . . . while Delia almost lost her goldfish doi
the drain . . . the pelican was rocking . . . "Who took t
ninety-five dollars" by Nini Thompson . . . and the sign i
front of the house still reads "Danger watch out for arrow
. . . Dr. Stock continued to call Cherry King's name on t
roll, while she was honeymooning under the name of Lebc
. . . Ole became our new President . . . Cathy hurt her ba
and missed some classes as well as a few tests . . . Another 1
Phi-KA package
—
Judy and Barth . . . Paula recruited brid
players in the center . . . Gail Cisna developed a liking f
"bergers" or however you spell it . . .
"PI BETA PHI, PHI; PI BETA PHI, PI PHI." was what these angels sang during the year. The good Mayflower could tell many a tale on all its inhabitants
it had the opportunity . . . anything can happen in a sorority house. First row: Betty Sue Lukins, Susie Lewis, President, Helen Dettra, Nini Thompson. Secoi
row: Margie Nickols, Judy Frutchey, Gall Gissna, Janet Barrett, Cherry King, Paula Jones, Jerry Ann Hunter, Polly Wanless, Sally Olsen. Third row. Katl
Mann, Bunny Taylor, Anne Stocking, Susie Mackie, Judy Wells, Charlet Davenport, Donna LaValle, Fran Guilden, Ann McCarthy, and Sid Burt.
m- "Ml Wm Jt " ri>i
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I ake my gray Chevrolet with the windshield wipers,"
sang Hap, while the young duck in the back se.n had "beads"
concerning the decor of two rooms. "I don't care what you
say. Our room is better than yours. Dale." . . . Winky got
married and practiced baseball . . . Southworth entertained
Mother and Grandmother and lost his sweaters . . . Brickcn
gained the epithet "The well adjusted turtle" . . . Lyden and
son commanded manv good parties . . . Bruce "Caesar"
Kennard commuted to Lauderdale . . . "You will now hear
La Strada," announced McLeod on WPRK. as the Peer Gynt
suite played . . . MacSuspie drove to Illinois between Biology
classes . . . "Baby" played more tennis and dated more fresh-
men . . . The snakes entertained several times in the house
. . . "Teen Age" and Houston parted at the legion hall between
trips to Dubs . . . The Colonel paid frequent visits . . . Dolan
returned to inhibit the humble abode of Larry and Corky
—
the scene of many receptions . . .
Kintzing got engaged . . . Mattraw switched to the Theta
house and perfected his gin . . . By speaking out of turn,
Baxcndale staged a horror show . . . Why was Henrickson off
campus so much? . . . Rush Chairman Aufhammer pinned a
Pi Phi . . . Robert F. explained how to write feature stories
and dropped Spanish . . . Bob Stewart of Radio fame became
more "rotund" . . . Dale and Hap organized the "Big Box
Club" in an alley in Orlando . . . Swan built a boat and helped
with posters . . . Why does Ed Rupp's "white star" have
only four arms? . . . The actives have a great deal of praise
for Ken Salmon's eating ability . . . Touchdown King, Roger
Sledd, forgot something the night he walked into the beanery
—nice pants! . . . Bob Carlson served tea on the rocks in
the beanery . . . Mike Proudfit was the only person in
Shakespeare class who had seen Tamburlain . . . What about
the sand dunes, Hirsh? . . . "The Little Bull," Don Nesbitt,
smoked rose petals and got apples from home . . . The theatre
thinks Gary Brouhard for his clean living . . . Gus Gus drank
and slept and smiled
. . . Dick Kolker grew a beard and drove
his hearse to the Bahamas . . . "Teen Age" is lonely without
the Toad, but the "Penguin" is supplementing his loneliness
. . . Rick Reitzas played the silent role at Dubs . . . sandwich
seller Anderson conversed with pajama-clad girls each night
and accepted credit on peanut butter and jelly only . . .
Snong man Tanchuck played varsity ball . . . MacCuspie
and Bruce miss the solarium and Hap misses his pea-green
car . . . Doug got kicked out of the Imperial . . . Chuck helped
with boys and girls rush . . . Sigma Nu's are as polite as
ever . . . The Christmas party was successful but the keg
was stolen from the all term b-party . . . After three hectic
terms. Dale, Bill, and Swan are still crying, "Let's have a
party!"
"THE WHITE STAR OF SIGMA NU, THE BRIGHT STAR OF SIGMA NU" ... the men who proudly wear this familiar pin are First row: Bill MacLeod, Jim Lyden,
president, Bruce Aufhammer, Bob Stewart. Second row: Bob Bricken, Hap Turner, Bruce Kennard, Rick Reitzas, John Hirsh, Roger Sledd, Gus Shallberg, Ken
Salmon. Third row: Jack Sutliff, Bill Houston, Pete Noves, Ken Tall, Chuck Mattraw, Duane Galbraith, Bob Anderson, Bob Carlson. Fourth row: Al Critchet,
John Henriksen, Dennis Kamrad, Bill Kintzing, Bob MacCuspie, Ralph Tanchuk, Dale Montgomery, Jim Swan, Doug Baxendale, Gary Brouhard, Mike Proudfit.
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THE NEARSIGHTED DUCK DISCOVERED HAP IS REALLY A BOY.
SIGMA N U
!)!)
T K E
TKE has been boosting public relations among smokers in
the beanery this year . . . while playing his trumpet Bruce
decorated his room with alligator skins and former girls . . .
"The Great God," Doug Davis slept on his books to study
. . . John Harkness waited for letters from Copenhagen and
hitch hiked to Central America during Christmas . . . How's
Texas, Robbins, and how are the protein pills? . . . We
thought Bradley was the strong silent type but he's just
silent . . . Bill Chapman played the accordian while plaster fell
from his ceiling ... "I wonder who's kissing her now," sang
Mark— TKE's answer to Mike Todd . . . We inaugurated
the basement this year Jerry Freeman, "Nervous?" "Nupe!"
. .
.
Who got married, Charlie? . . . Gorry sold the Teke-
mobile and was busy working in the beanery and the Casa
Iberia . . . This taxi-driver is noted for his generosity . . .
Roger Chadwick earned five credits this year. He wants to
work in a gold mine, not on a golf course . . . The red-
headed Beatnik, Dave Colton, added water to his car instead
of new upholstery . . . Tekc's from all over the state came to
visit . . . That Opal, Donly . . . Larry French quit the pom-
padour club . . . Jack Freese's mother sent him a turkey for
Christmas . . . God's gift to women, Larry Milner, wrestled
on Friday nights only . . . Jim Bleyer is one of the clan. He
played baseball in his best clothes . . . Rollins' Errol Flyn
Walt Worth, played the trumpet, but Bruce held his ow 1
. . . Doug wrote letters with two stars and received lette ;
with five stars . . . Lift weights much, Robbins? . . . Tl
national officers paid several visits . . . Chapman threatens
I
all A's while getting all C's . . . Freeman and that guit;
. . . Teidge's room was decorated like a stage . . . Charlie rea 1
his Mendell books three times ... A tornado hit Da\
Colton's room . . . Why is Larry called "The Kansas Cit
Hood"? . . . Freese got so organized he couldn't get anythin
done . . . Bleyer was a slow-talking bookie . . . Teke's playe
lots of baseball games . . . Bruce played several roles i
psychology class . . . Charlie got to know the KA's i
Eighteenth Century Literature . . . The crest with its fou
triangles replaced the colony shield . . . We won the Scholar
ship trophy and played ping-pong . . . Gorry collected cas
and made enemies with day students . . . Walt Wirth mad
a contribution to the chapter with his party spirit and spirit
. . . John Harkness ate most of Jack's turkey . . . We fi nail
got used to Charlie's Boston accent . . . Mark moved in ani
out of the Gamma Phi house . . . Several Teke's took ove
the science department; others dominated the English depart
ment . . . Our first year as a national fraternity was great
"HE RAMBLED TO A COLLEGE TOWN; he thought he'd make a frat. He looked around and looked around to see where he was at. And just because he wa
the best the colors that he wore each day were the cherry and the gray." The newly formed chapter of Tau Kappa Epsilon proudly presented their pins t(
the Rollins campus last spring. The men who are carrying on the tradition of fraternity ideals are First row: Ted Bradley, Jerry Freeman. Second row: Roge
Chadwick, Bruce Hasnas, Charles Bent, Dave Colton, Tom Donnelly, Bill Chapman. Third row: Jack Freese, Gorry Harper, Doug Davis, Jim Bleyer, Dick Rob
bins, Mark Tiedge, Larry Milner, John Harkness.
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THE THEATER IS IN MARK'S BLOOD AND IN HIS ROOM TOO.
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
km
X CLUB
X marks ilic spot where Jerry Beets and Mabry allias "the
I armer" and "Moon" combined their efforts to make an in-
cinerator . . . Frank Dunnill pledged to follow his brother's
footsteps in the science department . . . Tom "Rodent"
Webber likes cheese and plays basketball . . . Ronnie, Dick,
Jim and Sam moved into the Kappa house while Mike, Teddy
and Lauterback remained faithful to the Chi O's . . . Barry
Barnes switched his alliance . . . All Americans Bill Shirah and
Glen Gower were an asset to the baseball team . . . "Eyeballs"
Bailey took Spanish . . . Bobby Lcrner got letters and a visitor
from Texas . . . "the Badger," Warren Sumner golfed with
Mel . . . Sid started the "Ubangi Club" but couldn't find too
many members . . . Jim Brown gave up Casper the Ghost
who had turned to Franks for transfusions . . . Barry Lasser
always knew what he was talking about . . . we stole all the
sorority trophies and returnee! most of them . . . Teddy
supported Juanita by collecting laundry . . . Mike Pohlman
received the distinction as the only pledge who could sleep
standing up . . . Jeff "Shoulders" Lavity went Bohemian . . .
Leon Flollen never gave the girls a chance . . . Otis played
basketball with pinched nerves and Larry Heiden graduated
from high school . . . Ronnie got a few more pictures of him-
self for his room . . . Chuck and Berry were part of the
"Hewie" family . . . Some of the girls are still wondering w
the club didn't raise their baby chickens . . . Bunky acquir
the nickname, "The Skull" and Bob Griffith used his he (
. . . Jerry Kein played the role even after Susie left . . . Sa
Scales went club although everyone liked him . . . but Libl
]
has his laundry business . . . Cooper, the "Drive-In Ki<
'
dated many this year and lost his hat . . . Nick still hopes <
grow although his hair is falling out . . . five freshmen gij
ended up in the shower after a slight raid but the cages werer
as popular this year . . . Anun flew back and forth fro
Rockford . . . Club and KA partied together over four ke
after pledging . . . The pledges searched for the flag whii
was at OJC all the time . . . Doug Kidd's hair got redder .
the elder Dunhill's favorite statement was "I shall return
and he did . . . Burnam was the only clubber who ever to<
a Mendell course . . . The pledges built a trophy case and t
group helped to fill it up . . . Otis de-activated and wei
Theta . . . The gumdrop bill this year was higher than ev i
and the tongue torphy made the usual rounds . . . Burnan
date never got the trophy . . . Scales kept score at the b;
games . . . the flue epidemic hit Barry Lasser hard . . . tl
wedding rocked . . .the television caused eyestrain and w i
a good excuse . . .
CLUBBERS ARE: Front row: Bob Lerner, Burnam McLeod, Ted Murray, Nick Longo, president. Front of X: Mike Bailey, Jerry Kein, Mike Cortese, Lar /
Heiden, Bunky Davis, Chuck Allen, Mabrey Manderson, Dennis Casey, Syney Abel, Dick Bishop, Mel Nevergall, Otis Delaney, Jim Cooper, Bill Lauterbac
Sam Scales, Tom Weber, Jerry Beets, Anun Pora. Back X: Glen Gower, Barry Gower, Barry Barnes, Jesse Lee, Warren Sumner, Carl Mutert, Bill Shirah, Mil sj
Pohlman, Bob May, Doug Kidd, Pete Mirino, Ronny Brown, Jim Brown, Bob Adamo, Frank Dunnill, Jeff Lavaty, Barry Lasser, Bob Griffith, Claude Croo
Hoppy Conner, Leon Holland.
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X C L U B
CLUBBERS? A TREE? FOR SANTA CLAUS? DON'T BELIEVE IT!
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INDEPENDENT WOMEN
Gwynette Grier, Jane Ruble, Mary Frances Amick, President, Sue Harris, Ellie Wise. Second row: Jewel Spears, Gwen Mansfield, Libby Moore, Georgianr j
Hunter, Liz Moulton, Tina Levin, Vicki Boggs, Sandy McEntaffer, Phyllis Zatlin. Third row: Stella Levy, Diana Davis, Jody Bilbo, Barbara Calick, Cleo Chai -
bliss, Lynn Miller. Fourth row: Heather Welden, Dianne Boggs, Ellie Kenyon, Evelyne Arndt, Posie Perry, Diana Blabon, Julie Cale, Vaughn Hoe, Marg ;
Smith, Loretta Hirschfield, Claudia Melton, Carol Schlichenmaier, Linda Wissing, Dixie Forrestal, Lee Rogers, Gloria Pasternak, Purr Ransom, Lissa Timberlak
,
Linda Bernstein.
KM
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INDEPENDENT MEN
ALL THOSE MEN ON CAMPUS who are not members of social fraternities automatically become members of the independent group. Members enjoy the
same privileges as fraternities and even compete against them in intramural sports events. There are two representative members on the student council
since the entire group is so large. Meetings, led by elected officers, are held whenever necessary. Independent men pictured. First row: Dave Cooper, Dave
VanSchaick, James McKee, Fred Courington, Talbot Lovering. Second row: Al bert Goss, Steve Kane, Warren Keene, Jurgen Mangold, Alex Fedosi, and
Arthur Egan.
The wild flowers blossomed as the two independent groups
;;rew in ranks . . . Diana Blabon threw marvelous parties at
Palm Beach attended by many Rollinsites . . . Dave Cooper
mjoyed days at the beach and beer parties . . . Gloria Paster-
lak stole the show with her bellowing in Guys and Dolls . . .
Wong with becoming an aunt, Tina Levin took stock of
:he English department
. . . Talbot, "mvade in de woods by
aer elves," Lovering serenaded several damsels via guitar . . .
Lissa Timberlake made a "tripping" debut on the stage of
:he Annie Russell Theatre
. . . Our acrobat, Jody, was greatly
elieved when rush was over and her wards in Elizabeth re-
urned to normal
. . . Dave Van Schaick found more time to
;pend outside of the science building this year . . . Margie
smith cont-nued her excellent pitching and took up bridge
. .
Mary Frances Amick held the gavel over the women . . .
Heve Kane clad in silk robe waited for Sumner's reviews after
nucho plays
. . . The public relations department ran smoothly
vith Sandy McEntaffer's valuable assistance . . . Cleo didn't
ose any bicycles this year . . . Jorgen Manegold brushed up
Tamilton's class on German romanticism . . . Barbara Calick
vent beatnik for a while this year . . . Phyliss represented
-ambda Chi for Queen of Hearts . . . Purr purred down the
oad on her wheels . . . Fred Courington tutored chemistry
ifter the lab closed
. . . Vaughn Hoe never knew she was
vnss October
. . . Ellie loooooved Spanish classes and switched
teachers . . . Arthur brought the Egan family to school, but
he was the one who attended classes . . . The Bogg sisters
listened for snow reports from Nova Scotia . . . Who sews up
ears in Elizabeth . . . Libby took care of Misti's animals and
marked lab books for bewildered freshmen . . . Heather caught
. . . Albert didn't skip around the mulberry bush this year
and had to go back to the beginning because he didn't say,
"May I?" . . . Dixie Forrestal advocated love in the afternoon
. . . Alex Fedosi was an authority on history and science . . .
Sue said, "For the last time, I don't run Harris laundry" . . .
Carol Schlichenmaier spent most of her time on the second
floor of Orlando, Hall that is . . . Loretta Hirschfield studied
to the tune of Johnny Mathis stereophoniced . . . Claudia
Melton understudied in Guys and Dolls and took a lead in
Arms and the Man . . . For intellectual pursuit of higher
learning, contact Linda Bernstein . . . Julie Calc spent time in
Elizabeth, the Phi Mu annex, and dreamed of Europe . . .
The men are wondering who will be the next president . . .
and the women still raved about the rooms decorated to suit
their personalities . . . Diane planned a trip to Europe . . .
Where did Vaughn keep her hamsters and guinea pigs? . . .
Talbot lost a few more hairs . . . Tina wrote more poetry . . .
Phyliss enforced deadlines for young cub reporters . . . Jurgen
had to translate everything he read . . . Cloverleaf rocked
with Indie stomps.
"It is easy to sit in the sunshine
And talk to the man in the shade;
It is easy to sit in a well-trimmed boat,
And point out the places to ivade."
Ella Wheeler Wile

SOCCER
The 1960 Soccer team exhibited, to all who watched their games, a brand of soccer far superior to that seen in previous years. This marked improveme I
can be attributed to the excellent coaching staff, to the invaluable experience of returning lettermen, and to the unprecedented skill of freshman playe ;
Members of the team are: Kneeling: Jerry Frazier, Chick Guerro, Gary Richman, Dale Ingmanson, Cope Garrett, Larry Heiden, Jim McDermott, Deme r
Coutsolioutsos, Enrique Huber, Talbot Lovering, John Lupo. Standing: Miles Hisiger, David Powers, Elias Terzopoulos, Ed Leal, Jeff Sellon, Bill Tone, C< J
Mutert, Steve Cutter, Mike Watson, Jay Banker, Bob May, Kip Shepard, Dave Colton.
The 1959 soccer season at Rollins proved to be one of the
best in the college's history. The Tar booters were in conten-
tion for the Florida Intercollegiate Conference title right
down to the final whistle of the final game, and although Jack-
sonville U. won the FIC by edging Rollins 3-2, it is safe to
assume that the Tars were the best second-place team in the
history of the league.
Rollins finished with an overall record of 3-2-3, and their
conference record was a commendable 2-1-3. The Tars two
defeats came by a total of two goals, and the local booters
outscored their opponents 22 goals to 12.
The 1959 season was a tremendous improvement over the
previous year, when the Tar booters were able to win only one
contest. Credit to the marked improvement must be given
to the superb coaching staff of Joe Justice, Hugh F. McKean,
and Ernie Wraschek.
In the seasonal opener Rollins exhibited its impressive type
of play to a large crowd, as the Tars trounced Emory U., 6-0.
Ed Leal headed the list of outstanding performers in this
game as he booted three goals past the Emory goalie. Next
the first of two ties with Fla. Southern. In this rough
game the Blue and Gold displayed an exciting brand i f
offense, which left the Southern backers buzzing.
After losing to a strong soccer club from the Univ. (
E
Florida, 1-0, Rollins trounced arch-rival, Stetson, with i
score of 5-1. After the Stetson triumph, the Tar boote >
fought to consecutive deadlocks with Jacksonville and Soi
thern, 1-1, and, 2-2, respectively.
In the return match with the Stetson Hatters, the Tai >
once again proved superior, as they beat the Hatters, 3-1. Tl
!
Stetson win set the stage for the championship game wit i
Jacksonville. Played before the largest crowd on the Sandspi
'
Bowl in the past three years, the Rollins squad did not u;
one substitute as the Tars battled with a much improved J.l •
eleven. The Dolphins won the game, 3-2, but the Tars wo i
the hearts of all the Rollins fans, as they played one of the
'
best games.
The outlook for next year's soccer squad is the best in th
history of the college. Losing only one player, Dale Ingmansor
the Tars will be able to field a veteran team, which should t
more than capable of bringing the Arthur McKean Troph
back to the Rollins campus.

DANCING LESSONS FREE OF CHARGE EVERY WEDNESDAY AT FOUR O'CLOCK. WHO NEEDS THE SOCIAL DANCING CLASS?
TAR GOALIE COPE GARRETT CAPTURES THE BALL FOR ROLLINS. EXCELLENT FOOTWORK IS EVIDENT IN THE ROLLINS-J.U. Gf V
WATER
SPORTS
During 1960 Rollins students passed much of their
free time as well as their class time on the waterfront.
One of the biggest attractions seemed to be waterskiing.
Classes, taught by "Cramps" Suydan, were held in the
fall and spring terms. He coached the excellent ski team
that participated in many water shows around this area
and in various tournaments throughout the state of
Florida. This spring the team made a good showing at
Cypress Gardens in the Dixie Tournament. The mem-
bers of the team were Tom Miller, June Worthington,
Susie Morganthaler, Barth Engert, Bruce McEwan, Owen
McHanev, and Bob MacCuspie.
Sailing classes were offered under the instruction of
Bruce Greene. On Saturdays everyone had opportunities
to see sail fish races sponsored by the Yacht Club.
Under the instruction of l icet Peeples, swimming,
diving, and canoeing were taught. In the spring the
intramural board sponsored a swimming meet in which
all of the women's and men's social groups competed.
Out of this an honorary varsity was chosen. During
the fall and spring terms Fleet Peeples conducted a life
suing course as well as a class for those who wished their
instructor's certificate.
Along with fishing and alligator hunting there were
picnics. Faculty and students were entertained by food,
skiiers, fire diving, and a war canoe race between two or
more social groups.
Although the varsities of most water sports were
honorary' competition on the waterfront was enthusiastic.
STRONG BREEZE PROMISES GOOD SAILING AS THE CLASS
ZASTS OFF.
ON A HOT DAY, A QUICK DIP AFTER CLASSES IS REFRESHING.
TO PROMOTE SAFETY, LAND PRACTICE FOR TRICKY STUNTS IS WISE.
FOR ADVANCED SKIERS, DIFFICULT POSITIONS COME WITH EASE.
CREW
I he I960 crew season at Rollins saw Coach J. T. Bradley
faced with a rather unusual problem: the task of choosing
the best rowers for his varsity boat. For the first time in
recent years the Junior Varsity crew performed on an equal
basis with that of the varsity, thus forcing "Brad" to come
through with his routine of musical chairs.
After competing favorably in their hist two dual races
of the 1960 season, the Tars varsity boat read: stroke, Ed Rupp;
seven, Bill Houston; six, Whit Chase; five, Jim Lyden; four,
Dennis Kamrad; three, Tim Morse; two, Jay Banker; Bow,
Bill Kintzing; coxswain, Ed Bath. These oarsmen opened the
season with a narrow, but rewarding victory over Florida
Southern in their seasonal opener. An easy triumph over
Amherst College followed the Southern win.
In the Tars third race of the season, against American
International College the baby Tars were rewarded for their
loyal and impressive work throughout the early season by being
selected to row against the Mass. school. The results were quite
rewarding for Coach Bradley, as Rollins lead all the way for
an easy triumph.
The winning junior varsity crew was comprised of
Anderson at stroke; Sid Chase, seven; Art McGonigle,
i
Larry Strimple, five; Pete Davenport, four; Bob Carlson, th
Jim McDermott, two; Bob Todd, bow; and Jerry Thomp
coxswain.
After winning their first three dual races, the Tars \
forced to pit their perfect record against five more competi
in what promised to be tight battles. After completing
eight dual race agenda, Rollins traveled to Tampa for t
highly honored State Championship, an honor which up t
two years ago the Tar oarsmen had been able to capi i
with amazing consistency.
One week after the state race the Rollins oarsmen went
their annual trip to Philadelphia where they participatec
the "big" race of every season, the Dad Vail Regatta. Rol
has had the distinction of finishing second in this import i
race against the best small college crews in the country n ;
times than any other team, and this year "Brad" and his 1
are aiming for the number one position, a spot they have ci t
within six inches of winning in the past.
THE STURDY OARSMEN OF THE ROLLINS CREW ARE ED BATH, ED RUPP, BILL HOUSTON, WIT CHASE, JIM LYDEN, DENNIS
KAMRAD, TIM MORSE, JAY BANKER, AND BILL KINTZING.
11^
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ALTHOUGH EXHAUSTED, THE ROLLINS VARSITY OARSMEN combine their strength under the coxswain's prodding to emerge victorious from a
grueling race on Lake Maitland. Members of the Varsity team are as fol lows: Bill Kintzing, Jay Banker, Tim Morse, Whit Chase, Jim Lyden, Bob
Anderson, Bill Houston, Ed Rupp, and Ed Bath.
M S BASKETBALL
Members of the Rollins basketball team. First row: Otis Delaney, Bob Griffith, captain; Mike Bailey, Tom Weber. Second row. Mike Pohlran, Dennis Casy, San-
Scales, Jay Dolan, Leon Hollon. Third row: Dick Bishop, Claude Crook, Ralph Tanchuk, Mike Meriney, Ronnie Brown. At the end of the season the team wa
handicapped since eight of the players were not able to play due to injury.
The Rollins College hoopsters ran into more than their
share of trouble in the 195 9-60 campaign. Under the capable
guidance of coach Dan Nyimicz, who completed his seventh
year as head of the Tar cagers, Rollins faced such problems
as: the lack of a gym, the need for more height (there was
only one player, Ralph Tanchuck, who exceeded 6'3"), and
the problem of a poor schedule, which left the Tars with only
1 8 games to play.
The Tars hit their highspot early in the season as they
defeated Catawba College and Atlantic Christian College on
successive nights to grab their first Citrus Invitational Tourna-
ment Championship. Rollins' 60-59 triumph over top-seeded
Catawba was paced by high scorer Dick Bishop who sank his
24th point during the final 30 seconds to give the Tars an
upset win. The following night Rollins clinched the champion-
ship with a 78-6 5 win over Atlantic Christian. Again, Bishoj
paced the winners, this time hitting for 34 points. After th<
game Bishop was selected the "Most Valuable Player o:
the C.I.T."
In Florida Intercollegiate Conference competition the Tar
found the going rough. Facing such top squads as the nation i
11th ranked team, Miami, Rollins was forced to introduce :
new, deliberate, stalling defense. A defense which reached it:
peak when Rollins gained an 11-9 halftime lead over Jackson-
ville University, in a game which Rollins eventually dropped
31-30.
Next year the local cagers will field an all-experiencec
squad. There were no senior members on the 1959-60 team,
and the prospects for the following season should be the
brightest in years.
!CK BISHOP IS SURROUNDED WHILE WAITING FOR A BASKET. BOB GRIFFITH IS FOULED TRYING TO SCORE ON A LAY UP
Tie out! Dan Nyimicz, Rollins' basketball coach, gives his Tar cagers some important strategic plays and instructions for the remaining minutes which will
^termine the outcome of the tense and exciting ballgame. The Rollins fans wait anxiously for the play to resume while the referees check with the timer
id scorer for the pertinent statistics that everyone wants to know.
High above, Frosh Mike Meriney and Ralph Tanchuk com- Captain Bob Griffith drives with hard determination against the Georgia
South
i their efforts in an attempt to break up a determined ern defender. The opponent seems to have other ideas about the outcome
o
Stotion bid for a two point play. the play and the fate of the ball.
A S E B A L L
This year's Rollins baseball squad w.is faced with the ditfi-
lt task of matching last year's spectacular 2S-7 record. At
: time of this writing the Tars show a record of eight wins,
at defeats, and five tie games.
The brightest spot of the team is the steady hurling of
lior southpaw "Bunky" D.ivis. Davis proved Ins worth to
e team when he came through with the first three w ins that
illins chalked up. His record was 4-1 after 17 games, and
took a powerful nine from Duke University to knock ofl
; Tars highly rated pitcher.
Other bright spots during the Tars early schedule include
; tremendous showing which coach Justices' charges came
rough with during their annual Baseball Week. Flaying host
such powerhouses as Ohio State University, South Carolina,
d Amherst, Rollins finished the week at the top of the list.
At the beginning of the season the I ars hitting was not
pected to compare to that of last years squad, but after
ike left town the Tar batters came to life, and during the
xt two games Rollins hitters came through with five blasts
er the outfield fences.
Heading the list of home run hitters was freshman catcher
rl Mutert, who hit two homers m the first collegiate game
ever started. Mutert followed with a round tripper the next
v, making his first three hits in college ball home runs.
Although Coach Justice did miss the presence of four
*ular starters who graduated last year, he was favorably
pressed with the showing of freshman candidates Ken
Imon, John Stutz, Carl Mutert, Mike Pohlman, and Bill
irah. With such top notch players as these expected to be
rforming at Harper Shepherd Field during the next three
ars the Tars future looms very bright.
AN INJURED PLAYER IS HELPED OFF THE FIELD FOR FIRST AID.
IE ROLLINS BASEBALL SQUAD MEMBERS are Tom Weber, Carl Mutert, Larry Heiden, Mike Cortese, Jerry Beets, John Stutz, Ken Salmon, Hop Connor, Mike
hlman. Rack row: Jessie Lee, Mabrey Manderson, Bob Mays, Doug Baxendale, Ralph Tanchuck, Jim Cooper, Otis Delaney, Winkie Williams, and Bill Shirah.
prring the Tars' record were four tie ballgames called due to self imposed time limits on the daily double headers.


W MEN'S TENNIS
A few years ago the Rollins Women's tennis team received recogni-
tion in the magazine World Tenuis. They Challenged any other
women's tennis team in the United States. This resulted in a tour
during which they did not lose a match to a women's team.
Coached by Norm Copeland, the team is one of the few traveling
teams in the country. During the year 1959-60, they played various
tennis clubs in Florida and finished with a fine record.
Owen McHaney, the team captain, has been ranked nationally for
two years. She also has been a finalist in the National Intercollegiate
Tournament for two years losing to Darlene Hard, who was a finalist
in the Nationals last year.
The other members of the team are ranked as follows: Jane Feise,
Julie Van Pelt, Lynn Egry, Bonnie Stewart, and Julie Smith.
JULIE AND OWEN RUSH THE NET IN A TENSE MATCI
THE ROLLINS WOMEN'S TENNIS TEAM boasts of being one of the strongest collegiate teams in the nation because
of its exceptional depth. The twelve who make the team successful are Owen McHaney, Amelia Hunt, Lennie Buxton,
Susie Mackie, Nelle Longshore, Julie Van Pelt, Jane Feise, Bonnie Stewart, Julie Smith, Charlotte Taylor, Johanna
Crockwell, and Lynn Egry.
THOUGH TOO CLOSE TO THE BALL, OWEN MANAGES A GOOD RETURN.
BONNIE'S FACE SHOWS CONCENTRATION AS SI f
SERVES.
MEN'S TENNIS
T he Rollins tennis squad, under the able guidance oi
coach Norm Copeland, faced both a difficult schedule and
the problem of replacing key players for the 1960 season.
After losing to Princeton 9-0 in their first match, the
Tars tried the new Ivy League method of scoring, that is
similar to the scoring in ping-pong, in the return engage-
ment. I he final result put Princeton on top once again, bin
the final score was a closer 6-3. All in all, the I ar players
favored the new scoring system, and it is expected thai it
will be heard of once again in the near future.
Next season the Tars lose only captain Steve Mantle! b\
graduation. This leaves coach Copeland with one oi the
strongest, most experienced nucleus' with which to build
a team of the future.
JUNIOR JOHN HENRIKSEN MOVES INTO POSITION
:OR RALLY.
MEMBERS OF THE ROLLINS TOP TENNIS TEAM are Norm Copeland, coach; Ken Salmon, John Henriksen, Steve Man-
dell, captain; Bill Kahn, Mike Alegre, Bill Moulton, Burnam MacLeod, Mort Dunning, Barry Barnes, Luis Dominguez.
JIS DOMINGUEZ PLACES A STRONG FOREHAND VOLLEY. PERUVIAN ACE MIKE ALEGRE JUMPS HIGH FOR AN OVERHEAD SMASH
G L F
All good things have to come to an end, and in sports this
statement is true of any team which wins contest after contest.
Such is the story of Rollins College's 1960 golf team. Entering
this year with an impressive list of having competed in 2S
straight dual matches without suffering a defeat, the Tar
linksters ran their record to 3 2 before bowing to one of the
best golf teams to represent the University of Florida.
The Tars came bouncing back with victories at the expense
of Florida State and the University of Georgia before dropping
a series of upsets. When the Tars were playing at their lowest
the Miami Hurricanes and Georgia Tech were around to chalk
up w ins over Nyimicz's squad.
After their loss to Georgia Tech, the Rollins linksters
managed to finish second in a triangular meet against the
Jacksonville Naval Air Station and the United States Naval
Academy. Jacksonville finished on top with nine points, the
Tars accumulated 6'j, while the middies finished with just
2 1 _• to their credit.
This year the curtain falls with the Southern Intercollegiate
Tournament, held annually in Athens, Georgia. Coach Nyimicz
will count on Jay Dolan, Dick Diversi, Tagg Bowman,
Mickey Van Gerbig, Bob Lerner, Larry Breckenridge, and
Roland Lamontagne, who are the golfers enabling Rollins to be
known as one of the top college golf squads in the country.
COACH NYIMICZ COLLECTS THE SCORE CARDS AT A GAME'S Ef [
THE ROLLINS GOLF TEAM CONSISTS OF LARRY BRECKENRIDGE, JAY DOLAN, BOBBY LERNER, MICKEY VAN GERBIG, AND ROLLY LAMONTAGN
TOP PLAYERS CHAT AND RELAX BEFORE AN AFTERNOON MATCH
IT'S A LONG WAY TO THE CUP; BUT SKILL AND LUCK WIN.
)OLAN STRIVES FOR FORM PERFECTION. LEARNER PRACTICES HIS CHIPPING. READY TO PUTT ON THE GREEN IS VAN GERBIG.
MEN'S INTRAMURALS
The 195 9-1960 intramural season at Rollins was ushered
in by Softball. The struggle on the Sandspur Bowl was
primarily concerned with who was the better, X Club or
Lambda Chi Alpha. X Club was awarded the number one
spot, but it was not before Lambda Chi had forced the
eventual winners throughout the entire series of playoff
matches.
This year golf was moved from spring term to fall term,
and this move proved most favorable to Lambda Chi, as
they ran off with the top award in the IM golf race.
The next intramural sport to be played on the campus
was the winter favorite, basketball. This years hoopster
race saw the X Club finally catch up with Sigma Nu, the
winners for the past two seasons. The Club raced through
its 12 game schedule without suffering a single defeat,
while the Snakes finished with a total of 2 50 points, 70 less
than the Club.
The final results in the tennis race were quite surprising,
as the number one team at the end of the race was none
other than the faculty entry. The profs made it through
their rugged seven game schedule with a total of six
wins and a tie. The real battle was for second place, with
X Club and Delta Chi finishing up tied. The KA's and
Indies tied for the next spot.
A FOUL BALL DOWN THE RIGHT LINE BRINGS THE COUNT TO 3-2.
THE CLUBBERS USE GOOD STRATEGY AND SCORE
A GOAL. A CLUBBER REACHES HIGH TO SPIKE THE BALL ACROSS THE NET.
DAVE MacMILLAN ATTEMPTS A MID-COURT SHOT FOR THE DELTS
THE CATCHER ANXIOUSLY WAITS FOR THE INCOMING BALL, WHILE ENTHUSIASTIC SPECTATORS WATCH RUNNER SLIDE INTO HOME BASE SAFELY
THE PLAYERS ARE READY, BUT WHAT HAPPENED TO THE BALL?
THETA'S AND PHI MU'S BATTLE FOR BASKETBALL SUPREMACY.
WOMEN'S
INTRAMURALS
The purpose of the Women's intramural program is to foster
I
spirit of cooperation and good sportsmanship in athletics, to prov i|
competition and recreation for every student regardless of skill j
ability and to promote interest in those activities of "carry over" vali <
The program is designed so that each social group competes agaii
the other groups in various activities. Basketball sets the pace in t
fall term, as each team struggles for the trophy donated by Alpha I
sorority. Winter term is softball and tennis time on the calendar; tl
time the women compete for a trophy which is donated jointly
all the participating groups. Volleyball games, a swimming meet, g(
matches and an archery tournament are all on the agenda during t
spring term. Trophies for each of these activities are presented to t
winning squads. However, the climax of the year is the presentatii d
of the coveted O'Brien Trophy. This trophy was donated by Nell
O'Brien in 1946, and is awarded to the group winning the large
number of intramural trophies.
The intramural calendar includes a well rounded variety of activitid
a complete program such as this one could not exist without the at
direction of Sara Jane Dorsey and Janet Patton. Working with t
directors is the Women's "R" Club. This club is an honorary organiz
tion whose aim is to foster good sportsmanship and give recognitii
to outstanding women athletes. Outstanding ability in several individt
or team sports plus good sportsmanship are the criteria used
selecting members.
CONCENTRATION AND COORDINATION ARE PRIME TENNIS REQUISITES
. i i
/TH ENTHUSIASTIC FANS TO CHEER THEIR TEAMMATES ON, THE SOFTBALL GAMES ALWAYS PROVIDE AN EXCITING AFTERNOON OF COMPETITION.
\N'S VARSITY DON GLOVES IN AN ATTEMPT TO TAME WOMEN. IT'S A TENSE MOMENT AS JUDY PREPARES FOR THE DECISIVE PUTT.
"I heard grave words about my future life. Although I
have braced myself against the blows of fortune, still 1
would be glad to hear what fate is bringing close to me,
for an arrow forseen comes more slowly."
Dante
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memories ... a sudden rain while the
is shining . . . the fragrance of orange blossoms
and the brilliance of azaleas . . . dusk and the sunset
through hanging moss . . . mornings when the
breakfast line is too long . . . chimes that ring between
classes and those that call us to chapel . . . walks
along the Dinky tracks . . . the red sails of a boat
and the sound of a motor boat pulling a water skiier
. . .
canoeing . . . the serene canals that connect the
lakes . . . the library at night . . . clocks that are
ten minutes fast . . . books on reserve . . . the
center between classes ... an empty mailbox . . .
campaign posters . . . the Chapel Fund Drive . . .
small classes . . . informal conferences with professors
. . . a surprise party in the center after hours ... a
show put on by the faculty . . . doughnuts . . .
sunbathing ... a rush to the beaches and sorority
lawns . . . peeling noses and sand everywhere . . .
the Pelican . . . beer parties . . . working together
for a trophy . . . punching crepe paper and spilling
paint . . . song practices . . . Monday night meetings
and majority votes . . . Genius Drive and proud pea-
cocks blocking the road . . . orange groves . . . Spring
. . . pinning and serenades . . . rushing to beat the
blinking lights . . . happiness . . . memories to
treasure forever . . . that is Rollins.
A LOST PUP FINDS HIS WAY OFF THE FIELD VIA THE PRESIDENT..
vl INQUISITIVE GUEST WONDERS WHY IT DISAPPEARS SO FAST . . . THEN THERE ARE SERIOUS TIMES OF CONCENTRATION
§
DLLEGE PRANKS... A ROOM OVERFLOWING WITH PAPER... FUN THE END OF A DAY ... A LOGGIA SCENE FAMILIAR TO ALL.

THE NIGHT REC HALL BURNED DOWN ... NO TROUBLE FINDING THE FIRE THIS TIME.



A picture of a lake . . . dark, austere, silent . . . and on its shore a physical structure
called Rollins . . .
The hard reality of buildings . . . the reflection in the dark . . .
burned . . . gone . . .
Yet through these pages no towering marble, no experiences familiar to everyone . . .
Only human moments, a feeling, a mood, only glimpses that
can be captured by the camera . . .
Instant gliding into instant . . . gayiety, seriousness
. . .
merely touched upon . . .
The ivaking morning, note taking, questions, a friend, a hand in yours . . . night. This is what is
remembered . . . This is Rollins.
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FRESHMEN
President PETE KELLOGG
Vice President . . . TONY HAMMOCK
Secretary GINNY CAMPBELL
Treasurer PAUL BRENNEN
Bob Adamo Dana Alexander Martin Allen Alice Anttila
Elaine Bush Lennie Buxton George Cadman Bill Camp Ginny Campbell
l:>0
Jan Carstangen Dennis Casey Jeanette Cecil
Sue Curtis
Bob Dickey
Sue Chabot Kim Coate
Peter Davenport Diana Davis Sue Deasy Joan DeGeorge
Dianne Dicks Candy Diener Tom Donnelly Mary Draper
Johanna Crockwell
Astrid Delafield
Frank Dunnill
Sue Eberhardt George Elliott Marilyn Fisher Kathy Franck Larry French Woody Frierson
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Elsa Hvicle Dana Ivcy Glancy Jones Judy Jones Stella Jones Burt Jordan
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Sandra Jordan Mary Kauffman Jo Kenned)' Lauren Kiefer Linda Kimpton
Judy Klein Carol Klemperer
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Joan Kronengold Sandy Krumbiegel Carol Lansner
David Lloyd Ibby MacLeod Bonnie MacMillan Susie Mackie Larry Magne
Jeana Kissling
Barry Lasser
Paddy Livaudais
Mike Maher
Pete Marino Dave Martin Bod Jane McDowell Fran McKnight Sherry McMath
142
Marsha Mead
Katie Moore
Donald Nesbitt
Missy Mead Julie Meers Michael Meriney Barb Meyer Janis Milligan
Mo Minnett John Mirras John Mitchell Pain Moflfett Mike Moore-
Margarita Morales Penny Morse Marilyn Mulford Joan Murray Carl Mutert
i if ' \
Karen Nolan Edward Nugent Joan Norvell Kitty Ondovchak Lucie Palmei
Karen Parachek Gary Payne Margaret Pederson Liz Pfanner Joan Pinkerton Judy Pollock
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Rosemary Wilson Barbara Wolcott Dean Wbodworth Jane Worrall Sally Yerxa
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A
Jean Abendroth Hal Abbot Mike Alegn Mary Amick Bob Anderson
Delores Attard Andrea Avery Mike Baily Sandy Baker Patti Barth
Kristen Bracewell Ted Bradle\ Larry Breckenridge Bob Bricken Gary Brouhard
CLASS
Edwin Bath
Walter Bonder
Gail Cissna Hoyt Cleveland Linda Coke Rich Cole Dave Cooper Jim Cooper
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Gwynette Grier Juan Guerrero Skip Gundri Robert Haines Richard Hal
Rick Hariton Nancy Harli Betsy Harsh Susan Hartley Bruce Hasnas
Sue Hazard Jamie Henry Mike Herwig Barbara Hess Arthella Hines
Frank Hogan Sandy Holbrook Mike Hostnick Bill Houston Enrique Huber
Nancy Harding
Pat Hauser
7
Lorretta Hirschfel
Amelia Hunt Georgianna Hunter Evelyn Iligen Dan Jackson Dennis Kamrad
148
Eddie Leal Jesse Le( Linda Liddel Marion Love Talbot Loverint
4
Jamie Magirl Tony Magner Diane Maloney Paul Marchand Doug Marqi
k /// . /
Alyse McKay Claudia Melton Tibor Menyhart Maury Merkin I lank Molt
149
Liz Moulton Nancy Mulkey Margie Nichols Pete Nicolaysen Shay O'Beiri
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Pat Parrish Tom Parrish Gloria Pasternak Jean Persinger Mike Proudht Ann Puddington
Sandra Scott Jeff Sellon Alberto Sepulveda Jerri Sessions Christy Sheffield Gerry Shepp
150
Betsy Shoemaker
Larry Strimple
Jo Ann Wagner
Elaine Spellman Jewel Spears Pepe Standari Nan Stert Bonnie Stewart
f
Mary Ida Stringer Warren Sumner Jack Sutliff Jim Swan Ralph Tanchuk
|
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Shoreen Tews Nini Thompson Jaye Tourgee Charlotte Townsend I lap Tun
Joan Watzek A. J. Weber Woodie Westmoreland Ruth Whittaker Ruth Wilder
Edward Williams Judv Willian Sally Z.
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Buddy Ada Caroline Alderson Bruce Aufhammer Jay Banker Walter Bardem
Jerry Beets Charles Bent Ann Berry Babs Bertash dy Bilbo
Jim Brown Ronald Brown Bob Bunim Barbara Calick Maggie Carrington
Cleo Chambli Whit Chase Cinger Cornel Carole Davis Harold Da
CLASS
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Steve Browder
Rodney Chabot
Rodney Dillard
I uis Domingucz Richard Einhorn Martha Fairchi Robert Flemim Mary Foltz
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OF 1962
LUIS DOMINGUEZ
MARTHA ENGLAND
GINNY WILLIS
JERRY BEETS
Barbara Graham
Bryan Hastim
Ron Holman
Bill Kahn
erry Freeman Cope Garrett Mar)' Goocial ane Goodnow Albert dossI
Robert Griffith Chic Guerrero Fran Guilden Leo Hansberrv Sue Harris
Hallie Haubenestal Frank Healis John Henricksen Christine Hickey John 1 I u se
Sally Hunt Ray Hvde Judy Ulges Liz Jacobs Gayle Jordon
Steve Kane- Bill Kintzing Marilyn Koepke Donna Lavalle Tina Levin
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Jim L ev) Nick Longo John Looby Jim Lynn Mabrev Manderson
Gwen Mansfiel Shiron Markham Jay Mautner James McKee
f
John Muszynski Mel Neverga Pete Noyes Kay Onofryton
Sylvia Peter' A nun Pora Chari Probasco Sally Ragsdale
Marian Merz
James Page
John Reese
Kathy Mann
Dyer Moss
Frank Passini
Let tie Rhoten
I>kA Robbins Frances Roberts Lainy Roger Kay Ross Marjorie Schisler Chris Shallenberger
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Ann Stocking Mary Jane Strain Mimi Thomas Tony Toledo Helen Valentine
Linda Wolowitz June Worthington Sandy Wyatt Gustav Zamorsky
mm
Jurgen Manegold Fritz Baer
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CLASS OF 1960
President Walter Cain
Vice-President Sandy Logan
Secretary Belly Van Mater
Treasurer Jody Boulware
SYDNEY ARTHUR ABEL
MAJOR: Business Administration and Human Relations; X CLUB,
House Committee Chairman; Varsity Basketball, Manager; Tennis;
Intramural Softball, Basketball, Football, Ping Pong.
JOHN JIM ADAM
MAJOR: Business Administration; Attended Orlando Junior College;
INDEPENDENT; Young Democrats, Vice-President; Debate Team.
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ANITA CARROLL ALEXANDER
MAJOR: Human Relations; PHI MU, Registrar, Activities Chairman,
Intramural Representative, Recommendations Chairman, Corresponding
Secretary; Chapel Choir, Haeh Festival Choir, Pelican Committee Al-
ternate. Captain of Spurs, Head's n Tails, Intramural Basketball, Soft-
ball, Volleyball.
W ILLIAM CHARLES ALLEN
MAJOR: Business Administration; X CLUB, Student Council Repre-
sentative; Student Council, Beanery Committee, Comptroller; Men's
R. Club; Varsity Baseball; Intramural Football, Softball, Tennis,
Basketball.
EVELYN SIGRID ARNDT
MAJOR: Chemistry; INDEPENDENT; Algernon Sydney Sullivan
Award, Achievement Scholarship, Zeta Alpha Epsilon, Comparative
Anatomy Laboratory Assistant. Chemistry Laboratory Assistant; Rollins
Scientific Society; Orientation Committee; German Club, President.
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EMMETT LAW HEM E BAILEY
MAJOR: Phytic*; Attended Georgia Tech; I NDEPEN 1)1vYI .
SARAH LAMER BARBER
MAJOR: English; Attended University of Edinburgh; PHI Ml, Pan-
hellenic Representative, Rush Chairman, President; Honor* W ork, Libra,
Poetry Society Award; Chapel Choir, Rollin* Singers, Itarh Festival,
Flamingo Contributor, Eiliiorial Roard.
VALERIE ANTOINETTE BAIMRIND
MAJOR: Human Relations; CHI OMEGA, Herald, Personnel Chairman,
Executive Council, Secretary; Algernon Sydnej Sullivan Award; Fiesta
Scholarship; Chapel Staff, Student Council, Traffic Committee, Student-
Faculty-Disciplinary Committee, Corresponding Secretary; Tomokan,
Student Editor; R Rook. Copy Editor; Flamingo; French Club; Chapel
Reader; Vespers Speaker, Orientation Committee, Human Relation*
Club, Annie Russell Theater Usher; Varsitj Basketball; Intramural
Basketball, Softball, Volleyball, Archery.
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WILLIAM WIND1SCH BENTLEY
MAJOR: English; KAPPA ALPHA ORDER, Assistant Pledge r
Sandspur, Flamingo, R Club, Secretary; Varsity Soccer, Crew
mural Football, Softball, Volleyball, Basketball, Swimming.
CHARLES RAY BERGER
MAJOR: Business Administration; KAPPA ALPHA ORDER, Parlia-
mentarian, Secretary, Vice-President; Student Council Alternate; Intra-
mural Board; Intramural Football, Tennis, Baseball, Basketball,
Volleyball.
JOHN MILLER BOFINGER
MAJOR: Economics; DELTA CHI, Intramural Representative
mural, Softball, Basketball, Volleyball.
1(10
JODY STARK HOI L\\ ARE
MAJOR: English; PHI Mil, Fraternit) Education Chairman. Student
Rcprescnlali\ <•. Panhcllcnic Delegate, National Convention Delegate,
Rush Chairman, President; Libra; Freshman Slum, Flamingo, Sand-
spur, Tomokan, Copj Editor; l\ I'RK. News Editor; Sophomore Class
Secretary; Junior Class Vice-President; Senior Class Treasurer; Intra-
mural Volleyball.
EDWARD JAMES BRADY
MAJOR: Business Administration; DELTA CHI, Corresponding Sec-
retary, Secretary; Tomokan, French Clnh. Young Republicans ; VarsiM
Soccer Manager; Inlramiiral Tennis, Golf, Volleyball.
JOAN CAROL BRAND
MAJOR: Theatre Arts; KAPPA ALPHA TilETA, Fraternity Education
Chairman, Corresponding Secretary, Vice-President; Phi Society, Al-
gernon Sydne> Sullivan Award, Libra; President; Who's Who: Rollins
Players, President; Theta Alpha Phi. President: Student Council. Stu-
dent Faculty Trustee Committee. Secretary; Orientation Committee.
JfPRK. Vespers Reader, Vespers Speaker, Cheerleader, Fiesta Com-
mittee, Just Joan. Romeo and Juliet. Thirteen Clocks, Our Town,
Italian Straw Hat: Fred Stone Theatre Director.
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VALLORIE GAIL BURISETTE
MAJOR: Business Administration: Attended University of California at
Santa Barbara; I* 1 1 1 ML, Doorkeeper, Scrap-Book Editor, Chaplain,
Soeial Service Chairman, Social Chairman; Community Service, Future
Teachers of America, Flamingo, Freshman Basketball Team; Intra-
mural Basketball. Softball, Baseball. Volleyball, Swimming.
ELLEN SYDNEY BURT
MAJOR: Theatre Arts; PI BETA PHI, Intramural Representative, Bush
Chairman; Theta Alpha Phi; Fiesta Committee, Decorations Chairman,
Dance Chairman: Tomokan, Layout Editor, Student Adviser; Chapel
Choir; Student Council Social Committee; Freshman Show; Lambda
Chi Alpha Crescent Cirl; Bus Sto/i. Romeo and Juliet. Born Yesterday.
Ring Around the Moon. The Medium. The Telephone. Teahouse of the
tugust Moon. Three Sisters, Guys and Dolls. Arms and the Man. Heads
'n Tales. Rollins Players; Varsity Tennis; Intramural Basketball, Soft-
ball, \olleyball. Swimming, Tennis.
VIRGINIA BUTLER
MAJOB: Psychology; Attended Orlando Junior College; INDEPEN-
DENT.
1(12
WALTER LEE CAIN
MAJOR: Physics; Attended University of Oslo; INDEPENDENT; Phi
Society, Sigma \i Junior Award, Omicron Delia Kappa, Z: la Alpha
Epsilon, Algernon Sydnej Sullivan Award; Who's Who; Chapel Choir,
Sandspur, Young Democrats, Chapel Staff, Senior Class President.
JULIE DAVIS CALL
MAJOR: English; Attended Vassal College; Chapel Choir,
tival, French Club.
MARCARET SANDRA CAR MICHAEL
MAJOR: Elementary Education: CHI OMEGA, Activities Chairman,
Scholarship Chairman, Rush Chairman, Executive Council, Vice-Presi-
dent; Dean's List: Libra, Who's Who; Chapel Staff, Secretary; Studenl
Council, Tan Hellenic Council, Chapel Choir, Chapel Reader, Vespers
Reader, Vespers Speaker, Tinuitkan. Sandspur, Student Florida Educa-
tion Association, Treasurer, President; Human Relations Club, Presi-
dent; WPRK; Piano Recital; Young Republican Club, Fiesta Booklet
Committee, Fiesta Fashion Show, Secretary; Orientation Committee;
Annie Russell Theatre I slier.
1 63
ROGER SCOTT CHADWICK
MAJOR: Art History and Geology; Attended Ohio University, Univer-
sity of New Mexico; TAU KAPPA EPS1LON, Hegemon, Social Chair-
man, Fiesta Chairman, Founding President, President of S. S. S.
International Oceanographic Foundation; Vespers Speaker, Inter-
fraternity Council, Annie Russell Theatre Doorman, Young Republican
Cluh, French Club; Intramural Baseball.
ALAN NELSON COLEMAN
MAJOR: Sociology and Anthropology; Algernon Sydnej Sullivan Award,
Fiesta Scholarship; DELTA CHI, Fiesta Chairman, Rush Chairman.
President; Student Council, Student-Faculty Disciplinary Committee;
Student-Faculty-Trustee Committee, Social Committee; Tomnium. Sports
Editor, Business Manager; Chapel Staff, Social Chairman; Chapel
Choir, Vespers Speaker. Chapel Header, Sam/spur ; Guys and Dolls.
Thirteen Clocks: Intramural Softball, Football, Volleyball.
GARRETT JOHN CROTTY
MAJOR: Pie-Medicine; Attended St. Peter's College; INDEPENDENT;
Zeta Alpha Epsilon, Dean's List, Honors Work; Rollins Scientific
Society.
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LINDA COOPER CROW
MAJOR: Mathematics; 1\ DEPENDENT, French Club, < lanN •>-bin
•>
Club, Young Republicans, Executive Committee; Intramural Golf,
Golf Ladder, Softball.
ISAAC FRANKLIN DAVIS, JR.
MAJOR: History; X CLUB, Intramural Representative; Algernon
SmImcv Sullivan Award. All State Baseball; Interfraternitj Council,
President; R Club President; Junior Class Treasurer; Varsitj Basket-
ball, Baseball; Intramural Basketball, Football, Softball, Tennis, Horse-
shoes, Table Tennis.
HELEN PINE DETTRA
MAJOB: Sociology and Anthropology; Attended Marj Washington
College of the University of Virginia; PI BETA PHI. Recording Secre-
tary, Vice-President; Rollins Scientific Society, French Club, Young
Democrats.
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RICHARD CARLTON D1VERSI
MAJOR: Business Administration; X CLUB; Varsity Golf; Intramural
Softball.
MARILYN JANET DVPRES
MAJOR: Business Administration; 1*111 Ml 1 , Assistant Treasurer,
Treasurer; Phi Society, Key Society, Secretary-Treasurer, Libra;
Freshman Mathematics Achievement Award, Dean's List; Sandspur,
Circulation Co-Manager, Manager; Student Council Committee on
Academic Affairs, Honor System Committee, Vespers Speaker, Chapel
Header, Pan American Club, Secretary-Treasurer, Vice-President; Var-
sity Basketball: Intramural Basketball, Softball, Volleyball.
ARTHUR JOHN ECAN
MAJOR: History; Attended University of Minnesota and Orlando Junior
College; INDEPENDENT; Student Florida Education Association, Young
Democrats.
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CAROL LYNN ECRY
MAJOR: Elementary Edueation ; Attended New ^ <> k University; 1*111
MU, Student Council Representative, Recommendations Chairman,
Song Director, Pledge Trainer; Community Service, Secretary; Student
Educators of America, Vice-President; Tomokan ; Young Republicans
Club; Guys anil Dulls; Varsitj Tennis; Intramural Basketball, Softball,
Volleyball, Tennis.
wm
CHARLES BARTH ENCERT
MAJOR
: Psychology; KAPPA ALPHA, Sergeant-at-Arms, Student
Council Alternate, House Manager; Water Ski Team; Campus Improve-
ments Committee, Chairman; Chapel Staff; Orientation Committee;
Alumni Day Watershows ; Chapel Reader; Varsity and Junior Varsitj
<'ie« Manager; Intramural Softball. \oMe\hall.
RAYMOND MOOD GREENE, JR.
MAJOR: History and Government; Attended Georgia Tech and Duke
University; PHI GAMMA DELTA.
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VALERIE LAVANGE GREENE
MAJOR: English; ALPHA PHI, Standards Chairman, Ceremonies
Chairman, Historian, Sons Chairman, Pledge Trainer, Vice-President;
Panhellenic Council, Vice-President, President; Pan American Club,
Chapel Choir, Young Republicans Club, Secretary; Sandspur. Tomokan,
Copy Writer; Flamingo, Assistant Editor; Fiesta Publicity Committee;
Intramural Basketball. Softball, Volleyball, Swimming.
ELIZABETH ROSE HALPERIN
MAJOR: Elementary Education; CHI OMEGA, Social Chairman. Pledge
Trainer, Executive Council. President; Libra, Dean's List, Achievement
Scholarship; Student Council, Student-Faculty -DiM-iplinary Committee.
Social Committee; Fiesta, Committee Head, Secretary; Tomokan, Office
Manager; Chapel Header, Vespers Speaker, Panhellenic Council, Orien-
tation Committee, Annie Russell Theatre Usher, Community Service,
Student Florida Education Association. Slate Representative, Secretary;
Intramural Softball. Volleyball.
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CERTRUDE HARVEY
MAJOR: Sociology and Anthropology; Attended Baldwin-Wallace
College; BETA SIGMA OMICROIN; Pi Gamma Mu.
r
D.4 I //> 4 LL/l/V Iff; M ITSON
MAJOR: Business Administration; Attended Rider College; SIGMA M .
Intramural Representative; R Club; Varsitj Tennis; Intramural Basket-
ball, Softball, Football, Table Tennis, Volleyball, Horseshoes.
FRANCIS JOHN HICKEY
MAJOR: Philosophy; LAMBDA CHI ALPHA : Sandspur, Flamingo,
Editor; Publications Union, Chairman; Rollins Players; Romeo and
Juliet. Heads '// Tales, Our Town, Horn Yesterday. I Doll's House.
The Crucible, Androcles and the Lion. Italian Straw Hat. Guys and
Dolls.
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NAISCY CHALOJSER HILL
MAJOR: History; INDEPENDENT, Intramural Representative, Vice-
President; French Club; Human Relations (Hub; Community Service;
Chapel Choir; Corrin Hall House President.
BARBARA HASS HO ADLEY
MAJOR: Business Administration: (iAMMA PHI BETA, Crescent
Correspondent, Pledge Trainer, Vice-President; Community Service;
Intramural Baskethall, Baseball.
DALE EUGENE INGMANSOIS
MAJOR: Geology; LAMBDA CHI ALPHA, Social Chairman; Flamingo.
Business Manager; Student Council, Traffic- Committee, Chairman;
Rollins Scientific Society, Vice-President; Chapel Usher; Rollins Players;
Varsity Soccer, Basketball. Softball, Swimming, Volleyball, Tennis.
Track.
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RICHARD II ALTER JOHNSTON
MAJOR: English ; Attended Brown University, INDEPENDENT.
CHERRY JO ANN KIN<;
MAJOR: English; PI BETA Pill, Censor, Pledge Supervisor, Pan
hellenic Delegate, Recording Secretary, Vice-President; Community
Service; French Club; Tomnium : Kappa Alpha Rose; Ouccn of Hearts;
Varsity Softball; In Ira mural Basketball, Volleyball, Softball. Ill ill
WARREN HARPER KEENE
MAJOR: Business Administration; Attended Florida State University;
INDEPENDENT: Dean's List, Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia Fraternity of
America: Chapel Choir.
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ROBERT EARLE KIPP, JR.
MAJOR: English; INDEPENDENT; Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award:
Chapel Choir; Chapel Reader; Orientation Committee; Future Teachers
of America; Traffic Committee, Chairman; Guys and Dolls.
DANIEL HENRI LAURENT
MAJOR: French; Attended Laval University and University of Oslo;
SICMA NU; Dean's Fist; Omicron Delta Kappa; Algernon Sydney
Sullivan Award, Fiesta Scholarship; Who's Who; Corrin Strong Scholar-
ship; I'hi Society, Secretary; Flamingo Contributor; Sanspur; French
Club, President; Varsity Crew; Intramural Coif, Softball, Volleyball.
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LAURA KAYE I IAMB U IIEli
MAJOR : Theatre Vrts; GAMMA PiSI BETA, Librarian, Song Chairman,
Assistant Treasurer; I'lii Beta Phi Dramatics Award; Community Ser-
vice; Freshman Show; Chapel Choir; Pride and Prejudice, The Three
Sisters, In Indian Straw Hat. Teahouse of the tiifiusl Moon, tndrocles
and the Lion, Guys and Dolls. The Chalk Garden, Intramural Basketball,
Sol'ihall. \ »Ue\ hall. Archer*.
ROBERT DAVID LERISER
MAJOR: Business Administration; X CI. I B, Social Chairman, Treas
urer; Young Republicans Club; Fiesta Bus. Manager; Varsit> Golf
i
Intramural Football, Softball, Voile* hall, (.oil. Horseshoes.
SUZANNE LEWIS
MAJOR: Art; PI BETA Pill, Activities Chairman, Social Chairman,
Pledge Trainer, Rush Captain, President; Student Council Secretary;
Fiesta Dance Decorations, Chairman; Vespers Committee; Vespers
Speaker; French Club; Community Service Committee Chairman.
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CARTA SAISDY TOGAIS
MAJOR: Human Relations; Attended University of Wisconsin and
University of Hawaii; KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA, Efficiency Chairman,
Pledge Trainer; WPRK, Student Manager; Vespers Speaker, Vespers
Reader; Senior Class Vice-President; Young Republicans Club; Com-
munity Service; Intramural Golf, Basketball, Softball, Swimming.
1SELLE SNOW LONGSHORE
MAJOR: Theatre Art,: Attended University of Alabama; DELTA
DELTA DELTA; Bom Yesterday, Death of a Salesman, Teahouse of
the August Moon. The Thre Sisters. Doll's House, Androcles and the
Lion, Italian Straw Hat. Guys and Dolls. 4rms and the Man. Macbeth,
tria de ('.alio: Varsity Tennis.
BETTY SUE LVKINS
MAJOR: Languages; PI BETA PHI, Magazine Chairman, Censor, Stu-
dent Council Representative, Corresponding Secretary, Vice-President;
French Club; Chapel Choir; German Club; Rollins Scientific Society;
Student Council Traffic Committee; Intramural Softball, Basketball,
Volleyball.
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JAMES PATRICK LYDETS
MAJOR: Business Administration; Attended lona College; SIGMA NU,
Interfraternity Council Representative, President of Pledge Class,
Assistant Treasurer, Treasurer, President; Pi Gamma Mu, Vice-Presi-
dent; Who*-. Who; Omicron Delia kappa. President; Algernon Sydncj
Sullivan Award; Fiesta Scholarship; Student Council, Elections Man-
ager; Freshman Show, Junior Class President; Founder's Da> Com-
mittee; Heads 'n Tails: I{ (Huh; Varsitj Soccer, Crew; Intramural
Football, Basketball, Baseball.
ROBERT WWSLOW MacCUSPIE
MAJOR: Science; SIGMA NU; Sandspur; Chapel Usher; Chapel
Reader; Yacht (Huh; Varsity Water Skiing; Intramural Vollcvhall.
ALLAN BURISAM MacLEOD
MAJOR : English; X CLUB, Rush Chairman. Secretary; Student Co-
Chairman of Orientation Week; Interfraternitj Council; R Club;
Sandspur; Tomokan; Varsity Tennis; Intramural Basketball, Volleyball,
Softball.
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WILLIAM READ MacLEOD
SIGMA NU, Recording Secretary, Social Chairman; Chapel Usher;
Canterbury Club; Sandspur; Tomokan} Yacht Club; WPRK ; Intra-
mural Tennis, Softball, Swimming, Volleyball.
DAVID MERRITT MacMILLAN
MAJOR: Pre-Medicine; Attended Brown University; DELTA CHI,
Chapter Correspondent; Rollins Scientific Society; Varsity Basketball;
intramural Football, Basketball, Baseball, Swimming, Horseshoes.
STEPHEN DAVID MAISDEL
MAJOR: Business Administration; DELTA CHI; R Club; Varsity
Tennis; Intramural Football, Softball, Table Tennis, Volleyball, Golf,
Basketball.
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RICHARD HUNTINGTON MANSFIELD, II
MAJOR: History; DELTA CHI, Scholarship Chairman, Vice-President;
W ho's W ho; Dean's List; Student Council, Library Committee, Calen-
dar Committee, Campus Improvements Committee, Vice-President,
President; Vespers Committee; Orientation Committee; Chapel Staff;
Diamond Jubilee Committee; Freshman Class, President; Young
Republicans, Vice-President; West Pnim Debate Team; Intramural
Softball, Golf.
BRUCE McEWAN
MAJOR: History-Government; KAPPA ALPHA, Social Committee,
Student Council Representative, Corresponding Secretary : I u«l< p< mini
Men, Student Council Representative, Vice-President, President; Young
Democrats, Social Chairman, Vice-President, President; Bridge Club,
President; Student Faculty Library Committee; Student Faculty I>i~<i-
plinary Committee, Chairman; Traffic Committee; French Club; West
I'oinl Debate Team; Varsity Soccer, Water Skiing, Captain; Intramural
Footbal, Softball, Basketball, Volleyball, Swimming.
VIRGINIA OWEN McHANEY
MAJOR : English; Clll OMEGA, Intramural Hoard Representative,
Assistant Treasurer, Treasurer; Women's R Club. President; French
Club, Secretary; Community Service; Young Democrats; Student Florida
Education Association; Shakespeareana, Playday Committee; Varsity
Tennis, Volleyball, Softball, Swimming, Water Skiing, Basketball;
Blazer Winner. Emblem Winner; State Volleyball Team; Intramural
Basketball, Softball, Volleyball, Swimming, Tennis, Three Time W inner
of Tennis Trophy.
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DONALD KEAJSE McLACHLAN
MAJOR: Pie-Law; KAPPA ALPHA, President of Pledge Class; Rollins
Seientifie Soeiety; Young Republicans; Guys and Dulls. The Three
Sisters; Intramural Softball, Golf.
ISATHAN IAL MORSE MENDELL
MAJOR: English: LAMBDA CHI ALPHA, Social Chairman, Rush
Chairman; Varsity Crew; Intramural Softball, Football, Swimming.
RICHARD JAMES MERTZ
MAJOR: Elementary Education; Attended Lock Haven State Teachers
College; INDEPE1NDENT; Florida Education Association.
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LILLIAN EDWARDS MILLER
M\JOK: Ylusiv Composition; Attended Whitworth College and Wittcn-
burg l'niver»it> ; I M)I PKM )l VI . Sccrclar> ; Kollins Student Mush
Guild; Chapel Choir; Bach Festival; Florida Youth Orchestra; German
Club; Guys <m<l Dulls.
THOMAS HENRY MILLER
MAJOR: Philosophy; KAPPA ALPHA, Social Chairman, Scholastic
Chairman, Rush Chairman. Vice-President; WPRK, Chief Announcer;
Bridge Club; Alumni Water Show; Danforth Reading Foundation;
Varsity Water Skiing; Intramural Football, Basketball, Baseball, Volley-
ball, Swimming, Di>ing.
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DALE MONTGOMERY
MAJOR: Art; SIGMA NU, Best Pledge, Student Council Representative,
Social Chairman, Pledge Trainer, Secretary; Algernon Sydney Sullivan
Award; Sophomore Class President; R Book, Art Editor; Flamingo;
Fiesta, Art Chairman; Chapel Usher; WPRK: Traffic Committee;
Alumni Reunion Committee; "Heads 'n Tales; Pride and Prejudice;
Freshman Show; Intramural Swimming.
ELIZABETH JANE MOORE
MAJOR: Biology; INDEPENDENT; Albernon Sydney Sullivan Award;
Zeta Alpha Epsilon; Biology Laboratory Assistant; Community Service;
German Club; Studio Club; Rollins Scientific Societj ; Im />iointu Revue.
STANLEY HARRISON M(PRESS, JR.
MAJOR: Business Administration; KAPPA ALPHA, Knight I slier.
Social Chairman, Historian, President; Interfraternity Council, Secre-
tary; Fiesta Committe, Parade Chairman, Co-Chairman of Fiesta; Span-
ish Club, Pan American Club, Varsity Water Skiing; Intramural Fool-
ball, Baseball, Basketball. Bowling, Volleyball, Swimming.
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CHARLES WELLS MORLEY, JR.
MAJOR: Theatre Arts; KAPPA ALPHA ORDER; Rollins Players; Horn
Yesterday, Our Town, Life with Father, Teahouse of the August Moon.
Doll's House, Indroeles ami the Lion. Three Sisters. Italian Straw Hal.
(itivs ami Dolls. Pride and Prejudice; Intramural Softball, Basketball.
WILLIAM CARDINE MOULTON
MAJOR: Human Relations; DELTA CHI, Social Chairman; Chapel
Choir; Chapel Reader; Totnokan ; R dub; Human Kc!al ion - Club;
Young Republicans; WPRK : Varsitj Tennis; Intramural Swimming,
Golf, Tennis, Volleyball.
CAROL ANN MVIR
MAJOR: Ail; GAMMA PHI BETA, Activities Chairman. Recording
Secretary; Student Council. Social Chairman; Fiesta Committee;
Totnokan, Layout Editor, .Student Editor, Assistant Editor; Studio Club;
Community Service; Student Florida Education Association; Sigma
Nu Princess, 1959, Sweetheart, I960.
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JVANITA CAMERON MURRAY
MAJOR: English; Attended University of Georgia: CHI OMEGA, Histor-
ian, Hush Chairman; Community Service; Young Democrats, Secretary;
Sandspur; Fiesta Queen Candidate; Freshman Show; Heads '» Tales.
Intramural Basketball, Swimming, Softball, Volleyball.
KAREN JOLEM NORDBERG
MAJOR: Spanish; Attended Colby Junior College; PHI MU, Registrar,
Social Chairman, Corresponding Secretarj ; Intramural Basketball, Soft-
ball. \ ..II. x ball.
RALPH EDWIN OESTRICHER
MAJOR: English: Attended Orlando Junior College, Southern Method
ist University; KAPPA ALPHA ORDER, Corresponding Secretary
Secretary; Androeles and the Lion. Three Sisters. Guys and Dolls,
Intramural Football, Basketball, Softball, Golf.
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NANCY LOUISE PFANNER
MAJOR: Elementary Education; KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA, Panhellcnic
Delegate, Assistant lln>\i Chairman, Ru*h Chairman; Fiesta Queen,
Sweetheart of Sigma Nu; French Club; Young Republicans; Fiesta
I'oster Committee, Communil y Service Club; Movie Sponsor, Student
Library Committee; Student Education Association; Tomokan, Typist;
Fashion Show for Fiesta, Chairman, Freshman Show; Intramural
Softball, Volleyball, Swimming; Varsitj Cheerleader, Captain.
J. LYNN PFLVG, II
MAJOR: Theatre Art.s; Attended University of Miami Summer Theatre;
INDEPENDENT; Rollins Players, Chapel Reader, Vespers Speaker,
Radio Society, Student Council Representative; Guys and Dolls. An
Italian Straw Htit. Life with Father. Teahouse of the August Moon.
Our Town, Pygmalion, Time (hit for (ringer, Good Housekeeping, Aria
De Caps; Fred Stone Players Association; Intramural Softball,
Volleyball.
CHARLES GILBERT PIERCE
MAJOR: Economies; LAMBDA CHI ALPHA. Secretary; Young Repub-
lican-.; Intramural Softball. \olle>ball.
is.-.
MATA1LEEN LARKIN RAMSDELL
MAJOR: Pre-Medicine, Chemistry; Attended Swarthmore College;
INDEPENDENT; Zeta Alpha Epsilon Fraternity; Rollins Scientific
Society, International Relations (Huh; Intramural Basketball.
I! ELLINGTON JAMES RAMSEY, 111
MAJOR: English; Attended Middlebury College; EAMRDA CHI ALPHA,
Intramural Representative, Interfraternity Council Representative, Exe-
cutive Committee, Vice-President; Dean's List; Life with Father;
Student-Faculty Disciplinary Board. Studenl-Faciilty Trustee Committee.
Treasurer <>(' Sophomore Class; Intramural Basketball Softball, Tennis,
Volleyball.
PR1SC1LLA LVTZ RANSOM
MAJOR: Economics; Attended Bradford Junior College, University
of Oslo; INDEPENDENT, President; Dean s List; Phi Society; Student
Council Representative, Pan American Club, Secretary; Student-Faculty
Trustee Committee, Orientation Committee; Intramural Softball.
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JEAJS FRANCIS RWC
MAJOR : Philosophy; ALPHA PHI, Pledge Class President, Activities
Chairman, Social Chairman, Quarterly Correspondent, Rush Chairman,
Student Council Representative; Who"-. Who, Fiesta Scholarship,
Charles Hyde Pratt Creative Writing Award; Lecompte De Nouy Essay,
First Prize; A.C.O.P. ; Publications I nion Chairman, Satidspur, Editor-
in-Chief, News Editor; WPRK, Hollywood lo Broadway, Chapel Header,
Vespers Speaker, Panhellenic, Vice President; Teahouse oj the tugiisi
Moon. Androcles and the Lion. Sister Angelica, Italian Straw Hat. Three
Sisters. Orientation Committee; Intramural Basketball. Softhall. Volley-
ball, Golf.
SALLY MILLS SATCHWELL
MAJOR: History and Government; Attended Stephens College: GAMMA
PHI BETA: Pi Gamma Mu : French Club, Young Democrats Club,
President: Intramural Volley ball, Basketball. Softball.
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GWYNVA FRANCIS OGILYIE SALYER
MAJOR: Theatre Arts; ALPHA PHI, Secretary of Pledge Class, Marshal
Guard, Puhlie Relations, Corresponding Secretary, Recording Secretary,
Vice-President in charge of Pledges; Good Housekeeping. Time out for
(winger. Pygmalion, Ring Around the Moon. The Medium, The Tele-
phone. Death of u Salesman, Beneary Committee, Contestant in the
Miss Rollins Contest. Rollins Players; Intramural Baskctltall. Volleyball.
PHILLIP RANDALL SCOTT
MAJOR: General Human Relations; DELTA CHI, Pledge Trainer, Rush
Chairman, Student Council Representative, Vice-President; Dean's List;
Sons-o-the-Beaches
;
Young Republican Cluh, Vice-President; Inter-
Fraternity Council, Vice-President; Chapel Reader, Chairman of Annie
Russell Theatre Committee, Chairman of Internal and External Im-
provements Committee. Beanery Committee, Student Council;
Tomokan; Yacht Cluh, Pan-American Club; Intramural Football,
Basketball, Volleyball, Swimming, Softball.
CAROL ANN SITTON
MAJOR: Psychology; GAMMA PHI BETA, Assistant Pledge Trainer,
Rush Chairman, President; Libra; Chapel Staff; Sandspur, writer;
Tomokan, Copy Editor. Copywriter; Panhellenic Council, Chapel
Reader, Chapel Staff, Publicity Chairman; Orientation Committee,
Rollins Campana Queen ; Community Service, French Cluh, Cantebury
Cluh; German Cluh: Intramural Baskethall. Volleyball.
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KATHLEEN CECILIA SMITH
MAJOR: Elemental") Education; Attended University of Florida; CHI
OME(;A, President of Pledge Class, Historian; Student Florida Educa-
tion Association, Community Service, Human Relations, Cheerleader,
Young Democrats.
GAIL PARSON SMITH
MAJOR: English; ALPHA Pill, Chaplain of Pledge Class, Marshal and
Guard, Historian, Treasurer; Community Service, Treasurer; Pan
American Cluh, F.E.A., Young Republicans. Vice-President.
MELODY CONANT STERNS
MAJOR: Spanish; Attended University of Michigan; GAMMA PHI
RETA, Assistant Pledge Trainer, Assistant Treasurer: Bach Choir,
University Choir, Chapel Choir. Guys and Dolls. Pan-American Clul>:
Intramural Baseball, Swimming; Varsity Swimming.
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PATRICIA JEAIS STEVENS
MAJOR: Theatre Arts; GAMMA PHI BETA, Standards Chairman,
Secretary, Vice-President; Chapel Choir, Social Secretary, Rollins.
Players, Our Town, The Medium, Sister Angelica. Guys and Dolls,
Creative Dramatics, Chapel Reader.
ROBERT BRUCE STEW ART
MAJOR: Business Administration; SICMA M , Delta Reporter, Assistant
Treasurer, Treasurer; Independent Show, Student Council Social Com-
mittee, Sandspur, Spoils Writer; College Sports Publicity for News
Bureau. Proctor at Lakeside, Orientation Committee; Intramural Foot-
hall. Softball, Basketball, Tennis, Volleyball, Horseshoes.
SCOTT EDWARD STRAHAIS, JR.
MAJOR: Business; KAPPA ALPHA ORDER, Treasurer; Intramural
Softball, Volleyball.
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CORDON LEE STRUBLE
MAJOR: Chemistry; INDEPENDENT MEN; Thomas R. Baker Memor-
ial Prize, Research Assistant to Dr. Carroll, Dean's List, Algernon
Sydney Sullivan Award; The Key Society, President; Zeta Alpha
Epsilon, President; Phi Society; Chapel Choir; Rollins Singers, Ves-
pers Speaker, Vesper Organist, Bach Festival, Rollins Music Guild,
President; Rollins Scientific Society, German Cluh, Canterbury Club.
(,AIL ANISE SUTCLIFFE
MAJOR: Human Relations; Attended Stephens College; ALPHA PHI,
Soeial Chairman, Standards Chairman, House President, Panhellenic
Representative, Student Council Representative, Student Council Alter-
nate, Secretary; Toinokan. Orientation Committee, Prompircs* for
Three Sisters. Guys and Dolts. Traffic Committee, Beanerj Committee,
Community Service Cluh, Pan American Club; Intramural Basketball,
Softball, Volleyball.
KENNETH IRl\ IN TALL
MAJOR: Art, Business; SIGMA NU, Pledge Committee, Centennial;
Intramural Softball, Football, Basketball, Tennis.
IS!)
AISITA LUCILLE TA1SJSER
MAJOR: English; Attended American University; KAPPA ALPHA
THETA, Corresponding Secretary, Recording Secretary, Treasurer;
Libra, Willard Wattles English Award, Dean's List, Algernon Sydney
Sullivan Award; Yacht Club, Secretary; Young Republicans, Vice-Chair-
man; Chapel Reader, Chapel Staff, Vice-President; Student-Faculty
Library Committee; Electro Cradle Song. Chalk Garden, Choir, WPRK
Special Activities, Director; Tomokan, Fiesta Committee, Sandspur
;
Special Chairman, Washington Semester Women.
MARK CHARLES TIEDJE
MAJOR: Theatre Arts; TAU KAPPA EPSILON, History and Hypo-
pheles; Theta Alpha Phi Award; Theta Alpha Phi, Secretary; Rollins
Players, Chapel Choir. Pygmalion, Bus Slop. Impromptu Revue.
Crucible. Romeo and Juliet. Trouble in Tahiti. Thirteen Clocks, Born
Yesterday, Our Town, Life icith Father. Sister Angelica, House Man-
ager for Rollins Concert Series, Around Winter Park Radio Show,
Shakespereana, Italian Straw Hat. Meet Rollins Faculty radio show.
Production Manager for \\TRK.
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BETTY JANE VAN MATER
MAJOR: Sociology; KAPPA ALPHA THETA, Intramural Representa-
tive, Assistant Social Chairman, Corresponding Secretary, President;
Senior Class, Secretary, Vespers Committee, Tomokan, Community
Service, Young Republicans, Secretarj ; Intramural Basketball, Softball,
Swimming, Varsitj Basketball, Softball.
JULIET HOLL1S VAN PELT
MAJOR: History and Government; Attended Univcrsit) of Michigan;
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA, Treasurer, President; Dean's List; Who's
Who, Libra, Phi Society, Pi Gamma !\1u. President; Women's R Club,
Secretary; Young Republicans, Canterburj Club, Fiesta Booklet Com-
mittee, Co-Chairman, Panhellenic Representative, Student-faculty Li-
brary Committee; Varsity Basketball, Softball. Volleyball, Tennis;
Intramural Basketball, Softball, Volleyball, Tennis.
GERR1T CORNELIUS VERBURG
MAJOR: General Science and Mathematics; Attended Orlando Junior
College; INDEPENDENT; Dean's List. Zeta Alpha Epsilon; Student
Florida Educational Association, Hamilton Holt Branch.
JOAN COLVIN WHITE
MAJOR: Elementary Education; Attended University of Colorado;
GAMMA PHI BETA, Pledge Class President, Scholarship Chairman;
Tomakan. Photographer; Young Democrats, Student Florida Education
Association, Community Service.
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MARY ISEEL WHITMAN
MAJOR: Human Relations; Till MU, Social Chairman, Ritual Chair-
man, Vice-President; Panhellenic Secretary-Treasurer, Fiesta Fashion
Show, Chairman; Wl'Uk, staff member; Originated "Ladies Meet
Chan, ' radio show, Staff member for Teahouse <>/ the lugusl Moon, and
Androcles and the Lion; Costume designer for Independent Sli<>\> and
Freshman show; Publicity for Guys and Dolls; Mandemoiselle College
Board. Flamingo Staff Writer.
DEBORAH LYJSDE MILIUMS
MAJOR: French; Attended Laval University; ALPHA Pill. Intramural
Representative, Student Goum-il Representative, President; French
Chili, Vice-President, President; Canterbury (!lul>. Social Chairman,
Treasurer; Tomokan, Woman's Sport Editor; Sandsptir. >\i\i\ writer;
Fiesta, Publicity; Panhellenic Representative, < >riontalion Committee;
Varsity Basketball; Volleyball; Intramural Basketball, Volleyball, Soft-
ball, Archery, Tennis, Swimming.
JOSEPH ALVA \\ IJSGERTER
MAJOR: General Human Relations; Attended Orlando Junior College
INDEPENDENT; Intramural Softball.
!!>:;
PHYLLIS JEAN ZATLIN
MAJOR: Spanish and French; INDEPENDENT; Student Council
Representative, Secretary; Dean's List, Who's Who, Phi Society,
Secretary; Key Society, Vice-President; Woodrow Wilson Fellowship,
Sandspur, editor, news editor, associate news editor; Flamingo} Chape'
Choir, President, Librarian; Chapel Stall', Publicity Chairman; Student
Council, Corresponding Secretary, Kollins Singers; Thirteen Clocks,
Hauls mill Talis, publicity chairman; Publications Union, Student
Council improvements Committee Chairman; Student Council Com-
mittee on Academic Affairs.
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SEETON KINGSBURY BARNES
MAJOR: Business Administration; \ CLUB; Varsitj Baseball;
Iiilraniiii-al Softball, Basketball, Tennis, Volleyball, (.oil'. Football.
ROBERT MvNENNY
\\ \JOK : English; INDEPENDENT.
FREDERICK \\ IETON COURINGTON
MAJOR: Chemistry; INDEPENDENT; Treasurer; Thomas 15.
Baker Chemistry Prize, Zela Alpha Epsilon, Algernon Sydne)
Sullivan Scholarship; Florida Division of American Chemical
Society Award. Dean's List; Rollins Scientific Society, Secretary,
President; Chemistry Laboratory Assistant.
LOUISE JEANNE PALMER
\l\JOK: General Human Relations; 1*1 i I MU; Chapel Choir
Ccriiian Cliih.
ALEC LOUIS EEDOSl
.MAJOR: Human Relations; Attended Orlando Junior College;
INDEPENDENT.
SARA SANFORD REED
MAJOR: Theatre Arts; Attended Universit) of Virginia; PHI Ml I;
Activities Chairman, Scholarship Chairman, Standards Chairman.
Membership Director. Registrar, Vice-President ; Honor Roll;
Theta Alpha Phi; Flamingo. Editor; Horn Yesterday. I. iff with
Father. Doll's House. Three Sisters.
ELEANOR LLOYD HOSKINS
MAJOR: English; KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA, Activities Chairman,
Vice-President: Who's Who; R Club, Fiesta Co-Chairman; Sand-
spur. Tomokan, Assistant Editor, Editor; Student Faculty Dis-
ciplinary Committee; Young Republicans Club, Membership
Chairman, Executive Committee, Treasurer; Sec.-Treas. Pan-
hellenic.
LORRAINE BLONDEEL HURST
MAJOR: Theatre Arts; Attended Knox College and Lake Forest:
ALPHA XI DELTA; Phi Beta.
ELEANOR SHAM KENYON
INDEPENDENT
PAULA ANN SHOLEY
MAJOR: Elementary Education: Attended Florida Stale Univer-
sity; ALPHA XI DELTA.
AUDREY WATERMAN TYLER
MAJOR: English; INDEPENDENT; Dean's List.
NANCY HELEN WATZEK
MAJOR: English; GAMMA PHI BETA; Historian. Treasure
Chape] Choir, French Club, Community Service Club.
MARCELLUS WARREN ZYME
MAJOR: General Human Business; Attended Wellesley; MI
OMEGA BETA; Sons of the Beaches; Sandspur, Chief Camera
Carrier, Film Changer; P.O.V., Secretary; 19th Hole, Lamhie Pi;
Women's R Club. Social Chairman; Intramural Hula Hooping,
Whip Cracking, Center Silting.
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The I960 TOMOKAN sincerely hopes that Rollins Stu-
dents will patronize these advertisers as an expression of
thanks to those who have helped lis in making this year-
book possible.
Anderson's Restaurant
Baldwin Hardware
Frances Brewster
Colonial Drugs
Cyri-Lee Shop
Dickson-Ives
Econ-O-Wash
Eve Proctor's
First National Bank at Winter Park
Francis Slater's
Golden Cricket
Howard Powell
Ivey's
Matthew's
Miller Hardware
O'Brien's Rrug Store
Parfumerie
Publix Market
Ramsdell's Opticians
Rexall Drug Store
Start's Mens Shop
Taylor's Pharmacy
The Chimes
The Hotel Alabama
The Treasure Chest
Whispering Waters
Winter Park Land Company
Winter Park Laundry
PARFUMERIE
Perfumes
G^love?
/Antique (~^\a
|—jidcJen (garden
Winter Pari,
BALDWIN HARDWARE CO.
336 Park Avenue So.
WINTER PARK, FLA.
TAYLOR'S PHARMACY
Cosmetics by
REVLON . . . MAX FACTOR . . . RUBINSTEIN
CHANEL . . . TUSSY . . . FABERGE
COTY . . . LANVIN
Dial Midway 4-1025
102 Park Avenue, North
WINTER PARK FLORIDA
FRANCES SLATER
Orlando
327 N. Orange Ave.
Winter Park
200 Park Ave, North
-Hie
GIFT SHOP
Select *p(xx rfU Occtutet*
208 S. Park Avenue Phone Midway 4-1187
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA
Specializing in
DIRECT COLOR
Portraiture
II
o
w
A
R
1)
T.
P
O
W
E
L
L
PHOTOGRAPHER
573 Park Ave., S.
ME 4-0136 Winter Park
THE TREASURE CHEST
in the
HIDDEN GARDEN
ine Handcrafts
.
Unusual Gifts
345 Park Avenue, North - Proctor Center
WINTER PARK
AIR CONDITIONED
Anderson's Restaurant
GA 5-8530
1000 S Orange Blossom Trail
Orlando, Florida
Ml 7-0406
1251 S. Orlando Ave
Winter Park, Florida
YOUR
QUALITY FASHION
DEPARTMENT STORE
IN
DOWNTOWN ORLANDO
2 South Orange Ave.
Phone GA 5-341
1
THE REXALL STORE
216 E. Park Avenue
SODAS SUNDRIES
PRESCRIPTIONS
Phone Midway 4-8286
W. B. Edwards, Jr. E. R. Hightower
Your Shopping Center
for Fine Quality
and Smart Fashion
for over 65 Years
Bobbie Brook Separates
Seventeen Shop
2nd Floor
ORLANDO
TRAVEL SERVICE
Cecil M. Brown, Mgr.
MEMBER
RESERVATIONS AND TICKETS
AIRPLANE - STEAMER - CRUISES
TOURS
Dependable Real Estate
Sales and Service Since 1904
THE WINTER PARK
LAND CO.
128 Park Avenue South
Winter Park, Florida
Stewart's Men's Shop
212 Park Avenue North
Van Heusen — Hickock — Botany
First National Bank at Winter Park
Winter Park, Florida
For FORTY-TWO YEARS we have been serving
thousands of ROLLINS STUDENTS with their bank-
ing needs.
We point with pride to the number of former
Rollins Students who have returned as professional
people to this area. Their start for Higher Educa-
tion and Training has been right here in Winter
Park.
We hope the memories of the pleasant service
we are endeavoring to render will in some measure
stay with you so that you, too, will bear us in mind
should you return in future years.
We trust our service will merit a recommendation
to your friends.
member FDIC
WHISPERING WATERS
Lionel Mayell Enterprises
Individually Owned Cooperative Apartments
Two Blocks From Rollins College
JlrWtlieuK?
52 W. Central Ave. Orlando, Fla.
GA. 5-2572
"A Drug Store That Looks Like A Drug Store Should"
PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
Finest Line in Cosmetics Hall Mark Greeting Cards
COLONIAL DRUGS
NEW ENGLAND BUILDING Robert B. Weber Midway 7-2311
RAMSDELL'S DISPENSING
OPTICIANS
Prescriptions Filled
Glasses Duplicated
1191 Orange Avenue Phone Midway 4-7781
O'BRIEN'S PHARMACY
Neill O'Brien
20th Year Your Personal Pharmacist
Prescriptions — Drugs — Sundries
Fountain — Luncheonette
HELENA RUBINSTEIN AND OTHER
NATIONALLY KNOWN COSMETICS
Phone Midway 7-1739
"Doc's
Stan has no iaundry problems with the Winter Park Laundry
only two blocks from campus
WINTER PARK LAUNDRY
161 W. FAIRBANKS AVE.
MILLER'S HARDWARE
STORE
THE WOMAN'S HARDWARE STORE
147 West Fairbanks
Winter Park
Distinctive Lingerie
Foundations — Blouses
Swim Wear
Sports Wear
KnoWel Building
Knowles at Welbourne MI. 7-0739
ECON-O-WASH
1388 Orange Ave
Winter Park
PUBLIX
Super Market
851 South Orange Avenue
Winter Park
Where Shopping Is a Pleasure
I'alnes Plus Sikll Green Stamps
{ranees trailer
First Editions in Fashion
528 N. Park Ave.
Winter Park
Lake Placid, N. Y. Palm Peach
Miami Peach Gait Ocean Mile. Ft. Lauderdale Pel Kay Peach
THE END
I THANK GOODNESS I
THE HOTEL ALABAMA
COOPERATIVE - RESIDENTIAL
Retirement Living At Its Best
Comfortable, gracious living in an atmosphere
combining the best of the old with the best of
the new . . . ten acres of wooded park, orange
grove, and gardens of azaleas and camellias
bordering beautiful Lake Maitland ... an
attractive range of rates, with special induce-
ments to those making a lengthy sojourn . . .
communicate with
ALABAMA OF WINTER PARK
Midway 7-0542
it ii ii a 1 s o i
Original layouts, distinctive typography and
sparkling reproduction that give your annual
the luxurious appearance impossible to obtain
by standard layout, mass-production methods.
TRINITY PLACE
A T U R , GEORGIA
P
ft
s
STUDENT DIRECTORY
ABBOTT, HAROLD ARTHUR 905 Ave. M.S.E., Winter Haven, Fla
ABEL, SYDNEY ARTHUR
. . . . 4531 Warren St., Washington 16, D. C.
ABENDROTH, JEAN 961 Via Lugano, Winter Park, Fla.
ADAM, JOHN JIM Ill N. Summerlin, Orlando, Fla.
ADAMS, JOHN ROBERT 260 Kearney Ave., Rahway, N. J.
ADAMS, FRANCIS FISKE Beach Rd., Hope Sound, Flo.
ALDERMAN, JOEL 430 Deleon Ave., Orlando, Fla.
ALDERSON, CAROLYN DEE . . 815 Pennings N., St. Petersburg, Fla.
ALEGRE, MIGUEL ERNEST .... Mazimo Abril 551, Lima, Peru, S A.
ALEXANDER ANITA CARROIL . 113 Witherspoon Rd
,
Baltimore 12, Md.
ALEXANDER, DANA LEE 609 Jasmine Dr., Altomonte Springs, Fla.
ALLEN, BONNIE LOU 105 Overbrook Dr., Casselberry, Fla
ALLEN,MARTIN EUGENE 3512 Calle Del Sol, Albuquerque, N. M.
ALLEN, WILLIAM CHARLES 1935 McClure, Waycross, Ga.
AMICK, MARY FRANCES 819 Brown St., Mt. Hope, W. Va.
ANDERSON, CHARLES HARRY 2340 Glenwood Dr., Winter Park, Fla
ANDERSON, ROBERT JOHN ... 1735 Loney St., Philadelphia 11, P.
ANTILLA, ALICE CHRISTIAN Albion Inn, Cortez, Fla.
ARNDT, EVELYNE SIGRID 2909 Sunglow Dr., Orlando, Fla.
ASHBY, EU3ENE TURNER .664 S. Maitland Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
ATTARD, DOLORES JEAN 3435 Edgewater Dr., Orlando, Fla.
AUFHAMMER, CHARLES BRUCE . . Holly Hill, Gibson Island, Md.
AVERY, ANDREA WILLENE 1076 Stovall Blvd., Atlanta, Ga.
B
BAER, FRITZ Planegg/b. Munchen, Joerg Tuemlingerstr. 21.
Bavaria, Germany
BAILY, EMMETT LAWRENCE .450 Granada Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
BAILEY, J/*MES MICHAEL 563 Court St., Paintsville, Ky.
BAILEY, KATHERINE WING 26 Dromingens Gade, St. Thomas, Virgin Is
BAILEY, THERESE JANE 1680 Algonquin Trail, Maitland, Fla.
BAKER, SANDRA LOUISE Country Rd. 44, Mound, Minn.
BANKER, JANE CLOUGH .... 141 Prospect Place, Gloversville, N. Y.
BARBER, SARAH LANIER
. Knox Apts., 211 Holt Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
BARCLAY, JANE ALFREDA Wolf Run Road, Olean, N. Y.
BARDEN, WALTER ELLIOTT .
. 1402 W. Harvard Ave., Orlando, Fla.
BARKWELL, BETSY BENNETT, 728 San Jose Dr., S.E., Grand Rapids, Mich.
BARNES, SEFTON KINGSBURY Box 2066, Delray Beach ,Flo.
BARTH, PATRICIA ANNE 4600 MMIbrook Dr., N.W., Atlanta, Ga.
BATEY, DIANA Goinesville, Fla.
BATH, EDV/IN FRAME 240 W. Main St
,
Wilmington, Ohio
BAUMRIND, VALERIE ANTOINETTE .... 405 Harmon, Marion, S. C.
BAXENDALE, DOUGLAS JAMES .
. 32 Woodstock St., Fall River, Mass.
BEETS, JERRY MELVYN 2820 Woodbine Ave., Knoxville, Tenn.
BEHM, BARBARA ADELL ... 149 Southwest 160 St., Seattle 66, Wash
BELL, PETTER NICHOLAS 938 N.E. 96th St., Knoxville, Tenn.
BELL, STUART JAMES 100-C Foxhall Rd., Birmingham, Ala.
BELVIN, LEILA BROWN 1111 Milledge Rd., Augusta, Ga.
BENNETT, JOSEPH JOHN . . 977 W Parkhead Lane, Lake Forest, III.
BENT, CHARLES JOSEPH Woodbine Rd., Carlisle, Mass
BENTLEY, WILLIAM WINDISCH R. D. #2, Aqueton, New Hope, Pa.
BERGER, CHARLES RAY . . 2043 Brightwater Blvd., St. Petersburg, Fla.
BERGER, ROLLIN FRANCIS Buck Hill Falls, Pa.
BERLINER, JOHN FRED
. 1804 Underwood Ave., Wautosa 13, Wis.
BERNREUTER, BETTY JANE ... 628 N. Holmes St., State College, Pa
BERSTEIN, LINDA BERYL 140 Cortey Rd., W. Palm Beach, Fla.
BERRY, ANN HARRIS 2734 Lincoln St., Evanston, III.
BERRY, CLIFFORD RUDD 610 Drayton St., Savannah, Ga.
BERTASH, BARBARA ZEVILLE, Box 348, S. Oceon Blvd., Delray Beach, Fla.
BEST, MADGE ELAINE
. . 3305 Seymour Road, Wichita Falls, Texas
BILBO,JOHANNA JEAN 2327 Hillview St., Sarasota, Flo.
BISHOP, RICHARD ARNOLD 103 South St., Bath, Me.
BLABON, DIANA MAGNUS 320 Island Rd., Palm Beach, Fla.
BLACKMAN, CAROL 406 W. 5th St., Warren, Pa.
BLEYER, CARL JAMES 40 Parkway West, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
BOFINGER, JOHN MILLER 2884 Naples Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
BOGGS, DIANE CHARMAINE ... 29 Shirley St., Halifax, Nova Scotia
BOGGS, VICTORIA LOUISE ... 29 Shirley St., Halifax, Nova Scotia
BOLTON, GEORGE ANTHONY
. .
Rolling Green Rd., Juno Beach Dr. #4,
West Palm Beach, Fla.
BONDER, WALTER Box 706, Fern Park, Fla.
BOULWARE, JODY STARK
. 312 Park Ridge Ave., Temple Terrace,
Tampa, Fla.
BOWMAN, TAGG NORWOOD 1711 Teal Rd., Orlando, Fla.
BOYD, PATRICIA SIMPSON 27 Benton Rd., Saginaw, Mich.
BOYNTON, JAMES BROCK . . 7 Papermill Rd., Plandome, L. I., N. Y.
BRACEWELL, KRISTEN LAVERNE, 3004 Edgewood Ave., Jacksonville, Fla.
BRADLEYJED RAY 3925 Linwood Blvd , Kansas City, Mo.
BRADY, EDWARD JAMES 115 Christie Hill Rd., Darien, Conn.
BRAND, JOAN CAROL 112 S. Oxford, Ventnor, N. J.
BRASS, MARGARET ELIZ. (MRS.) 5208 Kingswood Dr., Orlando, Fla.
BRECKENRIDGE, LAURENCE BENTLEY .... 4517 S. Ocean Blvd.,
Delray Beach, Fla.
BKENNAN, KENNETH PAUL 79 Church St., Rayham, Mass.
BRICKEN, ROBERT STANLEY 3705 Callaway St , Baltimore 15, Md.
BRIDGERS, LYNDA MARIE Box 274, Altamonte Springs, Fla.
BROUHARD, GARY RICHARD 3712 Fruithill Rd., Sarasota, Fla.
BROWDER, JAMES STEVE .... 227 Lafayette St. Winter Garden, Fla.
BROWN, DONALD WAYNE . . 227 Lafayette St., Madison Heights, Mich.
BROWN, JAMES PAUL 603 S. Court, Crown Point, Ind.
BROWN, RONALD HAROLD 455 Dunn St., Smyrna, Ga.
BUNIN, ROBERT ERIC 44 East 67th, New York, N. Y.
BURNETTE, VALLORIE GAIL . 237 Las Ondas, Santa Barbara, Calif.
BURT, ELLEN SYDNEY Forrest Hills, Wheeling, W. Va.
BUSH, ELAINE JUDY 250 Tamngton Rd
,
Rochester, N. Y.
BUTLER, VIRGINIA 1213 Elmwood St., Orlando, Fla.
BUXTON, LENNIE JARVIS .65 West Galloway Dr., Memphis, Tenn
c
CADMAN, GEORGE ELBRIDGE 8075 Mitchell Dr
,
Miami, Fla
CAIN, WALTER LEE 44 Colton St
,
Homestead, Fla.
CALE, JULIE DAVIS 3 Cove's End- Road, Darien, Conn.
CALICK, BARBARA 1255 Marseille Dr., Miami Beach, Fla.
CAMP, WILLIAM LEWIS, IV 44 Colton St., Farmington Conn.
CAMPBELL, VIRGINIA Congress Lake, Hartville, Ohio
CARL, JUDITH ANNE 166 Alhambra St., Titusville, Fla.
CARLSON, ROBERT JOHN 4057 N. Elston Ave., Chicago 18, III.
CARMICHAEL, MARGARET SANDRA 35-19 76th St.,
Jackson Heights, N. Y.
CARR, MATTHEW LIONEL Seville Ave., Rye, N. Y.
CARRINGTON, MARGARET EDITH 3890 Peakland Place, Lynchburg, Va.
CARSTANJEN, JAN HENDRIK 45 Stafford Rd., Stanford, Conn.
CASEY, DENNIS JAMES 3044 Dayton Ave., Cincinnati 11, Ohio
CECIL, MARY JEANETTE 5008 Balboa Dr., Orlando, Fla.
CHABOT, RODNEY THEODORE 3720 Eagle Dr , Vero Beach, Fla
CHABOT, SUZANNE LOUISE 3720 Eagle Dr., Vero Beach, Fla.
CHADWICK, ROGER SCOTT . . . 2843 Upper Tangela Dr., Sarasota, Fla.
CHAMBLISS, CLEO JANE .... 500 Cross Woods Dr., Falls Church, Va.
CHAPMAN, WILLIAM MASON 13700 Eighth Ave., S., Seattle 88, Wash.
CHASE, FRANKLIN WHITNER .... Isleworth Grove, Windermere, Fla.
CHASE, SYDNEY OCTAVIUS III Box 99, Sanford, Fla
CISSNA, GAIL FROST 5941 Luther Lane, Dallas 25, Tex.
CLEVELAND, HELEN HOYT
. . . 2 Sawyer Rd
,
Wellesley Hills 31, Mass.
COATE, KAREN VASHTI Overland Park, Kan.
COHEN, ELLEN FAITH 1221 Rugby Rd., Charlottesville, Va.
COKE, LINDA TRACY 3841 Wentwood, Dallas 25, Tex.
COLE, RICHARD ALLEN 14 Sherman, White Plains, N. Y.
COLEMAN, ALAN NELSON .... 442 Henkel Circle, Winter Park, Flo.
COLTMAN, ALAN CLEMENTS R.R. 1, Box 165, Perkasle, Pa.
COLTON, DAVID SAFFORD 145 E. 74th St., New York 21, N. Y.
CONNER, LUTHER CARL Box 22, Albany, Ky.
COOK, MARY JEANIE 1531 Cardinal Ct., Winter Park, Fla.
COOKE, JEAN CAROLE 3030 Lake Shore Dr., Orlando, Fla.
COOPER, DAVID ELISHA 136 Ten Acre Rd., New Britain, Conn.
COOPER, JAMES EDWARD P. O. Box 323, Avon Park, Fla.
CORNELIUS, CATHERINE P. O. Box 634, Madison, Fla.
CORNELL, VIRGINIA BONNER % Wilson, Cohasset, Moss.
CORRY, PATRICIA ANNE 4605 So. Evanston, Tulsa 5, Okla.
CORTESE, MICHAEL JOHN 4 Chandler, Haverhill, Mass.
COURINGTON, FREDERICK WILTON .... 125 N. Boy St., Eustis, Fla.
COUTSOLIOUTSOS, DEMETRIOS .... Alopekis 11, Athens 1, Greece
COWART, EDGAR CONRAD . . 3855 Ortega Blvd., Jacksonville 10, Flo.
COWDERY, CONNIE HALE 11256 Pacific St., Omaha, Neb.
CRITCHETT, ALLEN WESLEY ... 1311 Palmer Ave., Winter Pork, Flo.
CROCKWELL, Johanna 245 Sanford Rd., Glens Falls, N. Y.
CROOK, CLAUDE WILLIAM 220 Baker Ave., Hazard, Ky.
CROTTY, GARRETT JOHN . . . 1781 Oakhurst Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
CROW, LINDA COOPER Hopwood Crossing, Uniontown, Pa.
CUMMINGS, JANET ANN 150 Ash St., Forest Park, Go.
CURTIS, SUZANNE 1006 S. Wisner St., Jackson, Mich.
CUTTER, STEPHEN 276 Jamica Lane, Palm Beach, Fla.
D
DAVENPORT, CHARLET (Mrs.) .... 1635 Dole Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
DAVENPORT, PETER McCLAREN . . . 1635 Dale Ave., Winter Pork, Fla.
DAVENPORT, GENEVA ANN 1416 Lake Shore Dr., Orlando, Fla.
DAVIS, DIANA HART Tenafly, New Jersey
DAVIS, DOROTHY CAROL 1301 9th Ave., Jasper, Ala.
DAVIS, DOUGLAS DALE .... 16235 De Moines Way, Seottle 88, Wash.
DAVIS, HAROLD LIONEL 2211 Yardley Rd., Yqrdley, Pa.
DAVIS, ISAAC FRANKLIN Salon, Maine
DAY, ELLEN ELIZABETH Box 126, Maitland, Fla.
DEASY, SUSAN 313 Braebarton Blvd
,
Steubenville, Ohio
DEEMER, JEANNE McKNIGHT 12 West Rd
,
West Oronge, N. J.
DE GEORGE, JOAN RITA 901 Burmont Rd., Drexel Hill, Pa.
DELAFIELD, ASTRID St. Jomes, L. I., N. Y.
DELANEY, ARLIE OTIS Westland Dr., Rt. 1, Concord, Tenn.
DEMETREE, CECILIA MARY 3001 Ardsley Dr., Orlando, Fla.
DETTRA, HELEN PINE 501 W. Cork St., Winchester, Vo.
DEWART, TIMOTHY RUSSELL 8 Columbus Ave., Beverly, Mass.
DICKEY, ROBERT RUSSELL 55 Salisbury St., Winchester, Mass.
DICKS, DIANNE JANET . . 2110 North Arlington Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.
DIENER, FRANCINE CAROL . . . 16-50 Hoover Ave., Kew Gardens, N. J.
DILLARD, RODNEY JEFFERSON .... 388 Hobart Ave., Short Hill, N. J.
DIVERSI, RICHARD CARLTON . . . 1907 Harmon Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
DOLAN, JAMES HENRY 325 Peasant, Leicester, Mass.
DOMINGUEZ, LUIS CHARLES 201 El Brillowoy, Palm Beach, Fla.
DONNELLY, THOMAS RAYMOND . . Kenilworth Shores, Winter Park, Fla.
DRAPER, MARY LYNN Indian Springs School, Helena, Ala.
DUBOIS, SILVIA JUNE . . 2080 N. Pennsylvania St., Indianapolis 20, InH.
DUBOSE, CHARLES WILLS P. O. Box 253, Camden, S. C.
DUNCAN, DAVID McCLESKEY 1906 Conway Rd., Orlando, Fla.
DUNLAP, MILDRED S. (Mrs.) Rt. 4, Box 513, Berry Dease Rd.,
Orlando, Fla.
DUNNILL, FRANK RAYMOND .... 1 1 5 South Roy Ave , Northlake, III.
DUNNING, ROBERT MORTON .... Punchbrook Rd., Burlington, Conn.
DUPRES, MARILYN JANET 5071 Bayshore Rd., Sarasota, Fla.
STUDENT DIRECTORY
r, SUSAN CARVER Runson Rd., Runson, N J
!, ARTHUR JOHN Savage, Minn
i, CAROL LYNN 110-12 69th Ave., Forest Hills 75, N. Y.
iRN, RICHARD DAVID 1040 Coolide, Elizabeth, N. J.
)GE, WILLIAM WOOD Route 5, Box 321, Orlando, Fla.
r
,
GEORGE THORN ... 122 Inglewood Dr., Torento 7, Canada
ENGERT, CHARLES BARTH 141 Washington St., Geneva, N. Y.
ENGLAND, MARTHA HELEN .... 3 Clarendon Ave., Greenville, S. C.
F
FAIRCHILD, MARTHA BOND . . 905 Timber Branch Pkwy, Alexandria, Va.
FEDOSI, ALEC LOUIS 801 Goddord Ave., Orlando, Fla.
FEISE, DOROTHY JANE 19 Shirley Narberth, Pa.
FISHER, MARILYN 4200 Cathedral Ave., Washington 16, D. C.
FLEMING, ROBERT WOODROW Route 2, Canton, N. C.
FOLTZ, MARY JANE 2618 Harlem Blvd., Rockford, III.
FORRESTAL, DIXIANE JOY P. O. Box 546, Key West, Fla.
FOX, ROBERT NELSON 1301 Michigan Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
FRANCIS, THOMAS EDWARD . . . 3614 Underwood, Houston 25, Tex.
FRANCK, KATHY BRADLEY ... 409 Springwood Lane, Louisville 7, Ky.
FRAZIER, GERALD DIGON Route 1, Newton, N. C.
FREEDMAN, CAROL FRANCES . . 573 S. McLean Blvd., Memphis 4, Tenn.
FREEMAN, JERRY COLLINS .... 2800 S. Lincoln Ave., Springfield, III.
FREESE, ANDREW JACKSON .... 69 West Broadway, Bangor, Maine
FRENCH, LAWRENCE WILLIAM ... P. O. Box 821, Winter Park, Fla
FRIERSON, EMILY FULLWOOD . . . 2515 Barphore Blvd., Tampa 9, Fla.
FRUTCHEY, GEORGIA MARIE . . 1828 Azalea Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
FULLER, SAMUEL ALEXANDER 45 Stony Brae Rd.,
Newton Highlands 61, Mass
GADWAY, MARY ELIZABETH P O Box 353, Homestead, Fla.
GALBEAITH, JAMES DUANE 5224 Grandview Ave
,
Altoona, Pa.
GANSON, PATRICIA L 712 N.E. 2nd St., Delray Beach, Fla.
GARRETT, ALFRED COPE 711 Legion Dr., Winter Pork, Fla.
GEORGIA, ROBERT BOYD 10 Dale Court, Binghamton, N. Y
GITTLESON, JUNE E Forte Dr., Westbury, L. I., N. Y.
GLASSER, LAURA JANE (Mrs.) ... 363 Holt Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
GODTEL, GWYN ELAINE 1740 Normandy Dr., Mt. Dora, Fla
GOLDNER, BARBARA SUSAN . T V. Motel, S. Federal Hwy 1
,
Stuart, Fla.
GOODALL, MARY STEVENSON 871 Eldorado, Winnetka, III.
GOODIER, SUZANNE LOUISE 201 Harrison Ave., Belleair Beach,
Indian Rocks Beach, Fla.
GOODNOW, JANE LOCKE 6354 Bahama Shore Dr., St. Petersburg, Fla
GOSS, ALBERT CLARKE 4846 Thomas Ave. South, Minneapolis 10, Minn
GOWER, HORACE GLENN, JR 1002 Standard Dr., N.E., Atlanta 19, Ga.
GRABOWSKI, ROBERT JOSEPH 1 5 Claremont Ave
,
Rye, N. Y
GRAFF, JANE MILLARD 1403 Fairwoy Drive, Lake Forest, III.
GRAHAM, BARBARA JEAN 1742 Kings Wood Dr., Augusta, Ga
GREEN, JERRY FRANKLIN 832 Naples Dr., Orlando, Fla.
GREENE, HOWARD BRUCE 430 Cook Hill Rd., Cheshire, Conn.
GREENE, RAYMOND WOOD . 242 Chase Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
GREENE, VALERIE 430 Cook Hill Rd., Cheshire, Conn
GRENON, CAROL ANN Two Mile Road, Elmwood 10, Conn.
GRIER, MARY GWYNETTE 2221 Hand Blvd., Orlando, Fla.
GRIFFITH, ROBERT GRANT .... 1035 Lafayette St., Elizabeth 4, N. J.
GUERRERO, FERNANDO MARIA No. 6 Intsia Rd., Forbes Park, Makati,
Rizal, Philippine Islands
GUERRERO, JUAN JOSE MARIA . No. 6 Intsia Road, Forbes Park, Makati,
Rizal, Philippine Islands
GUILDEN, IRIS FRANCES 4921 Pine Tree Dr., Miami Beach, Fla.
GUNDRUM, FRED NATHAN Flossmoor, III.
H
HAINES, ROBERT DONALD .... 9210 Cherokee Lane, Kansas City, Mo.
HALL, ISOBEL PIERCE (Mrs.) 804 W. Concord, Orlando, Fla.
HALLBAUER, ROSALIE CAROLITTA . 751 Palmer Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
HALPERIN, ELIZABETH ROSE .... 1 1 63 Minnesota, Winter Park, Fla.
HALSELL, RICHARD SHARPE West Road, New Canaan, Conn.
HAMMOCK, HERMAN MILTON ... 712 Ridgeview Dr., P. O. Box 96,
Shelby, N. C.
HAMILTON, ROBERT LOWERY 2303 Weber Ave., Orlando, Fla.
HANSBERRY, LEO FRANCES Box 77, Summerville, S. C.
HARDING, NANCY JANE 1248 Eldermere Rd., Lexington, Ky.
HARITON, RICHARD BENJAMIN 4501 Connecticut Ave.,
Washington, D. C.
HARKNESS, JOHN EDWARD . . . 16230 Negaunee St., Detroit 40, Mich.
HARLIN, NANCY HOPE 2518 Boyd Ave., Orlando, Fla.
HARNEY, PEGGY JOAN 37 Park Circle N.E., Atlanta, Ga.
HARPER, GORHAM BACON Sumter St., Yarmouthport, Mass.
HARRIS, SUSAN BAYNE 8227 Delmar Blvd., St. Louis, Mo.
HARSHAW, ELIZABETH CRAIG . 434 E. Washington Blvd., Grove City, Pa.
HARTLEY, DOROTHY SUSAN P. O. Box 1004, Orlando, Fla.
HARVEY, GERTRUDE (Mrs.) 8503 Sun Drive, Orlando, Fla.
HASNAS, BRUCE S 1 Keewaydin Rd., Lawrence, N. Y.
HASTINGS, WILLIAM BRYAN .
. 401 Chestnut St., Box 89, Franklin, Va.
HATCH, HAROLD SIMON Village Road, New Vernon, N. Y.
HAUBENESTEL, HALLIE JEAN . 1705 Tanglewood Lane, Winter Park, Fla.
,
PATRICIA ANN 762 Antonette St., Winter Park, Fla.
RD, SUSAN BRANDON ... 10 Peterson Place, Wilmington, Ohio
CLAIRE ELAINE .... 124 Beverly Road, W. Hartford, Conn.
HEAL1S, FRANK GILBERT . . .
. 326 Summit Ave., Jenkintown, Pq.
-IT, KAREN 2 Fifth Ave., New York 28, N. Y.
HEIDEN, LAURENCE NEIL Box 206, William St., Lake City, S. C
HENRIKSEN, JOHN BOYD 71 Riverside Dr., Ormond Beach, Fla
HENRY, GLADYS JAMIESON . 702 N. Stratford Rd., Winston-Salem, N. C
HERVEY, ELIZABETH SMYTHE Granview Rd., Granville, Ohio
HERWIG, MICHAEL JOHN 27 Eastland Dr., Glen Cove, N. Y.
HESS, BARBARA ANNE 250 Linden Ave., Wilmette, III
HEWITSON, DAVID ALLAN 24 Lee Ave., Trenton, N. J.
HICKEY, CHRISTIAN JANZ (Mrs.)
. .
1512 Glencoe Rd
,
Winter Park, Fla
HICKEY, FRANCIS JOHN 1512 Glencoe Rd., Winter Park, Fla
HICKLIN, LINDA WAIN 10 Sylvan Rd., Darien, Conn
HILL, ALBERT LEWIS 1009 Edgewood Ave., Pelham, N. Y.
HILL, NANCY CHALONER . . . 1460 McGregor, Montreal, P.Q., Canada
HINES, ARTHELLA (Mrs.) 2041 Temple Dr., Winter Park, Fla
HINES, DAVID ARNOLD 225 Lincoln Ave., Collingdale, Pa
HIRSCH, JOHN ARTHUR 880 Fifth Ave., N. Y., N. Y.
HIRSCHFIELD, LORETTA ANNE ... P. O. Box 1104, Colon, Panama
HISIGER, MILES ERIC 47 N. Central Ave., Hartsdale, N. Y.
HITCHCOCK, WILLIAM BOURNE . . 14 Heckle St., Wellesley Hills, Mass.
HOADLEY, BARBARA HASS .... 7126 Eaker, New Azalea Park, Fla.
HOE, VAUGHN KU'ULEI Newton Turnpike, Weston, Conn.
HOGAN, FRANK HOLZER . ... 82 Commercial St., Provincetown, Mass.
HOLBROOK, SANDRA R.F.D. No. 2, Old Lyme, Conn.
HOLLON, LEON LINDON 311 Cedar St., Hazard, Ky.
HOLMAN, RONALD EDWIN 1965 Kentucky Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
HOROWITZ, PAULA 29 Candy Lane, Roslyn Hts., N. Y.
HOSKINS, ELEANOR LLOYD 115 Briarwood St., Lynchburg, Va.
HOSTNICK, MICHAEL HILTON .... 106 Bell Place, Winter Park, Fla.
HOTARD, RENEE MARIE 7449 Cameo St., New Orleans, La.
HOUSTON, WILLIAM DONLON .178 Brookdale, New Rochelle, N. Y.
HUBER, ENRIQUE Calzada de Tlalpom No. 2073',
Mexico City 21, Mexico D.F.
HUGHES, JOHN FRANCIS 9 Cherry St., Danvers, Mass.
HUNT, AMELIA ASBURY 1 16 East View, Hamilton Co, Tenn.
HUNT, SARA KAY Box 155, Cass City, Mich.
HUNTER, GEORGIANA MAY 130 E. Smith Ave., Orlando, Fla.
HUNTER, JERRY ANN 533 Elm Court, Freeport, III.
HURST, LORRAINE B 2604 Healy Drive, Orlando, Fla.
HVIDE, ELSA LITA 641 Solar Isle, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
HYDE, RALPH UNDERHILL 3357 Stephenson Place, Washington 15, D. C.
I
ILLGEN, EVELYN R. (Mrs.) P. O. Box 7291, Casselberry, Fla.
ILLGES, JUDITH PARKER 2406 Hilton Ave., Columbus, Ga.
INGMANSON, DALE EUGENE .... 92 Livingston St., New Haven, Conn.
IVEY, DANA ROBINS 252 Beverly Rd., N.E., Atlanta 9, Ga.
J
JACKSON, DANIEL EDWARD 28 Verona Drive, Riverside, Conn.
JACOBS, ELIZABETH ANN 1 15-10 Curzon Rd , Kew Gardens 18, N. Y.
JOHNSTON, RICHARD WALTER . 21 25 Sycamore Ave , Winter Park Fla.
JONES, JUDY JACKMAN 20925 Colby, Shaker Hgts., Ohio
JONES, PAULA 401 Friedman Ave., Paducah, Ky.
JONES, RACHEL GLANCY Box 479, Norcross, Ga.
JONES, STELLA DELAVAN 381 West View Dr., Athens, Ga.
JORDAN, BURT ARTHUR 11 Hudson Place, Cranston 5, R. I.
JORDAN, GAYLE 406 Highland Ave., Cuthbert, Ga.
JORDAN, SANDRA 406 Highland Ave., Cuthbert, Ga.
K
KAHN, WILLIAM LOUIS . . Far Horizons, Longboat Key, Sarasota, Fla.
KAMRAD, DENNIS RICHARD 321 Centre St., Trenton, N. J.
KANE, STEPHEN 115 Central Park West, N. Y. 23, N. Y.
KAUFFMAN, MARY ELIZABETH 431 Hilltop Road, Erie, Pa.
KEENE, WARREN HARPER 124 Forest Park Dr., Palatka, Fla.
KEIN, GERALD FRANCIS 504 Twin Oak Rd., Union, N. J.
KELLOGG, PETER MIDDLEBROOK .... Porter Hill, Middlebury, Conn.
KENNARD, BRUCE DOUGLAS .... 19 Circle Crest, Manhasset, N. Y.
KENNEDY, JOANNE MARY Lake Drive, Fern Park, Fla.
KENYON, ELEANOR SHAW (Mrs.) . .. 3122 Indian Dr., Orlando, Fla.
KETTLES ANNE-LYNN 1 554 Sunset Drive, Winter Park, Fla.
KIDD, DOUGLAS HUGH ... 2010 18th Ave. N„ St. Petersburg 2, Fla.
KIEFER, LAUREN 26 Southdown Road, Alexandria, Va.
KIMBALL, KATHLEEN LOUISE . . Lake Florida, Altamonte Springs, Fla.
KIMPTON, LINDA KAY 535 Pawnee Trail, Maitland, Flo.
KING, CHERRY JOANN 6619 E. Mockingbird, Dallas, Texas
KINTZING, WILLIAM FENTON .... 395 Union Ave., Belleville, N. J.
KIPP, ROBERT EARL 713 Anderson St., Orlando, Fla.
KISSLING, JEANA ASCHAM 1000 S.W. 136th St., Miami, Fla.
KLEIN, JOHN DAVID 316 Desoto Circle, Orlando, Fla.
KLEIN, JUDITH KAY 6214 Forsyth, St. Louis, Mo.
KLEMPERER, CAROLINE MARIA .... Box 93, R.R. 4, Richmond, Ind.
KOEPKA, MARILYN MAE Box 136, Fountain, Fla.
KOLKER, JOEL RICHARD . 2737 Brandywine St. N.W., Washington, D. C.
KROLL, ERIK GERARD 6600 S.W. 49 Terrace, S. Miami, Fla.
KRONENGOLD, BARBARA JOAN 435 W. 23rd St., N. Y., N. Y.
KRUMBIEGEL, SANDRA LOUS 9216 Cherokee Lane, Kansas City, Mo.
L
LADY, RONNIE MILTON Box 7607, Casselberry, Fla.
LAMONTAGNE, ROLAND PAUL 43 Carroll, Brockton 41, Moss.
LANGFORD, HERMAN 1845 Oak Lane, Orlando, Fa.
LANSFORD, JIM FRANCIS 945 Grover Ave., Winter Park, Flo.
LANSNER, CAROL JANICE 94 Birch Road, Malverne, N. T.
LASSER, BARRY MICHAEL 1706 14 St., Altoona, Pa.
STUDENT DIRECTORY
LAURENT, DANNY HENRY 1353 Bryn Mawr, Orlando, Flo
LAUTERBACH, HENRY WILLIAM 325 Roane St
,
Dclavan, Wis.
LAVALLE, DONNA ELLEN 45 Lennox Road, Brooklyn, N Y
LAVATY, GEOFFREY ANTON . .. Twin Oaks Lane, Westport, Conn.
LEAL, EDGARD ANDRES 2345 Lake Ave., Sunset Island, Miami Bch., Fla
LEE, JAY WAYLON . 570 Osceola Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
LEE, NORMAN 4 Peterson Court, Clifton, N J
LEFFINGWELL, JOHN CHARLES Druid Hills, Maitland, Fla.
LEHMKUHL, ADAIRE DAVIDSON 2 Chestnut Street, Cooperstown, N. Y.
LEIMBACHER, LAURA KAY 400 Cornelia, Joiliet, III.
LERNER, ROBERT DAVID ... 5825 Tanglewood Dr
,
Bethesda, Md
LEVIN, JUSTINE ANN 143-27 Sanford Ave , Flushing, N Y
LEVY, JAMES LEWIS 14 Easton Ave, White Plains, N Y
LEVY, STELLA MORRELL ... 414 Delaney Park Dr., Orlando, Fla.
LEWIS, SUZANNE 9747 Audubon Place, Dallas 20, Texas
LIDDELL, LINDA GAIL P. 0. Box 1612, Sarasota, Fla.
LINDEMAN, DAVID ALAN ... 1212 E. Washington St
,
Orlando, Fla.
LIPKIN, BERTHA SANDY 3056 Studebaker Rd., Longbeach, Calif.
LIPSKY, ALAN BERNARD 1527 32nd St., Brooklyn 34, N. Y
LIVAUDAIS, LORRANCE 205 Stella St., Metairie, La.
LLOYD, DAVID FREDERICK Monticello Road, Thomasville, Ga.
LOGAN, CARLA SANDY 1813 Erand, Keokuk, Iowa
LONGO, NICHOLAS RICHARD .140 Houston St., New York 12, N Y
LONGSHORE, NELLE SNOW 1225 Christine Ave., Anniston, Ala.
LOOBY, JOHN HENRY 38 Relihan, Darien, Conn.
LOVE, MARION HANNAH 525 N. Dollins St., Orlando, Fla.
LOVERING, TALBOT DUNNING 154 Bethlehem Pike, Philadelphia, Pa.
LUKINS, BETTY SUE 1029 Alta Vista, Louisville, Ky.
LUPO, JOHN ELLIOTT 2607 Coolidge Ave., Orlando, Fla.
LYDEN, JAMES PATRICK . . 1960 Staunton Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
LYNN, JAMES ELLISON 28597 Elerain Rd
,
North Olmsted Ohio
M
MACKIE, SUSAN VAN DYKE 3938 N. Harcourt PI
,
Milwaukee 1 1 , Wis
MAGIRL, JAMES LYMAN .... 1119 E. Monroe St., Bloomington, III
MAGNE, LAWRENCE EDMOND 34 Due du Docteur Blanche, Apt. 210,
Paris, XVI, France
MAGNER, ANTHONY JOHN 1324 Magnolia Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
MAHER, MICHAEL CHARLES 1 160 Tom Gurbey Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
MALONEY, DIANNE RITA .... 1425 Berkshire Ave., Winter Park, Fla
MANDEL, STEPHEN DAVID 2669 Kalakaua Ave, Honolulu, Hawaii
MANDERSON, WILLIAM MABREY 4575 Winters Chapel Rd., Dora-
MANDERSON, WILLIAM MABREY 4575 Winters Chapel Rd.,
Doraville, Ga.
MANEGOLD, JURGEN Schreberstrasse 33, Kre-feld-Bockum, Germany
MANN, KATHERINE MEETZE 1608 Schirm Dr., Middletown, Ohio
MANSFIELD, GWEN ELAINE 124 N.W 60th St., Miami, Fla.
MARCHAND, PAUL ALTON 1004 N. Fern Creek, Orlando, Fla.
MARINO, PETER ANDREW .... 221 N.W. 37th St., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
MARKHAM, MARTHA SHARON .... 215 S. First St., Lake City, Fla.
MARQUIS, DOUGLAS PARKER 35 King Phillip Rd., Pawtucket, R. I
MARR, SUSAN KAY 2680 S Downing St., Englewood, Colorado
MARTIN, DAVID STEARNS Stearns Farm, Jamestown, R. I.
MARTIN, PENELOPE SYLVIA 2433 Beverly Rd., St. Paul 4, Minn.
MATHIS, MYRNA JEAN 725 Milledge Circle, Athens, Ga.
MATTRAW, CHARLES EARL Topsfield Rd., Boxford, Mass.
MAUGHS, ELIZABETH LYNN 430 Oakwood Ave., Webster Groves, Mo.
MAUTNER, JESSE J Knollwood Rd
,
Elsford, N. Y
MAY, ROBERT JAMES 630 Mt Zoar St., Elmira, N. Y.
MCCARTHY, ANN ELAINE 5028 Yacht Club Rd., Jacksonville 10, Fla
McCUTCHEN, SALLY ANN 716 W. Main St., Blytheville, Ark.
McDERMOTT, CHARLES JAMES .... Bluemill Rd., Morristown, N. J.
McDOWELL, JANE 535 Center Ave., Lake Bluff, III.
McENTAFFER, SANDRA LOU 908 N E 15th St
,
Ft Lauderdale, Fla.
McEWAN, BRUCE 407 Peachtree Rd., Orlando, Fla.
McGONIGLE, ARTHUR TOY JR R D. No. 1, Sinking Spring, Pa.
McHANEY, VIRGINIA OWEN 2114 North Polm, Little Rock, Ark.
McKAY, ALYSE CORCORAN Lake Butner, Windermere, Flo.
McKEE, JAMES CORBETT 1419 Chichester Ave., Orlando, Fla.
McKNIGHT, FRANCES ELLEN
. 1 804 Seminole Dr., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
McLACHLAN, DONALD KEANE 307 Brightwaters Blvd., St. Petersburg, Fla
McMATH, SHERRY 233 Reilly Rd., Cincinnati, Ohio
McNENNY, ROBERT WILSON
. 502 S. Phelps Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
MEAD, MARSHA JILL 355 S. Shore Rd., Sarasota, Fla.
MEAD, MEREDITH ELIZABETH 126 W. Broad St., Burlington, N. J.
MEERS, MARIAN BOND 945 Lakeview Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
MELTON, CLAUDIA ANN 3414 E. Maritanta Dr., St. Petersburg, Fla.
MENDELL, NATHANIEL MORSE .178 Ward Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
MENYHART, TIBOR 450 New England Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
MERCKE, MARIELLEN 512 Rolling Lane, Louisville, Ky.
MERINEY, MICHAEL SWINNERTON . . 59 Nottingham Rd
,
Ramsey, N. J
MERKIN, MAURY RONALD 3122 Davenport St., N.W., Washington, D C
MERTZ, RICHARD JAMES .259 Orange Terrace Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
MERZ, MARIAN DORIS 370 Lake Sue Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
MESSEROLL, JUDITH ANN . 1819 S. Federal Hwy., Delray Beach, Fla.
MEYER, BARBARA CLAIRE .... 1620 Woodland Ave
,
Winter Park, Fla.
MILLER, LYNN E 228 N. LaSalle St., Room 1619, Chicago, III.
MILLER, SANDRA GAIL 1208 E. Goodrich Lane, Milwaukee, Wis.
MILLER, THOMAS HENRY 23 La Forge Rd., Darien, Conn.
MILLIGAN, JANIS RUTH .... 1641 S. Ocean St., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
MILLS, MARY STUART 4260 McGirts Blvd., Jacksonville, Fla.
MILNER, LARRY HASSEN 3616 Euclid Ave., Kansas City, Mo.
MINNETT, MARGARET ORLINA
. 3925 Glenwick Lane, Dallas 5, Texas
MIRRAS, JOHN JAMES West Lake Rd., Canadaigua, N. Y.
MITCHELL, JOHN HANSON 130 Winthrop Place, Englewood, N J
MOFFATT, MARGARET JEAN 1054 Ashford Ave., San Juan, Puerto Rico
MOFFETT, PAMELA PAYNE 23 Bath Pike, Bethlehem, Pa.
MOLT, HENRY ANDERSON ... 405 Pembroke Rd., Bala Cynwyd, Po.
MONTGOMERY, DALE EUGENE 2075 Browning St., Sarasota, Fla
MOORE, CONSTANCE ELLIOTT 222 Trombull Rd., Manhasset, N Y
MOORE, ELIZABETH JANE 5918 Norde Dr., Jacksonville, Flo.
MOORE, KATIE 1 1309 E. Washington, Bloomington, III
MORALES, MARGARITA ESTHER 15 White St., Key West, Fla.
MORESS, STANLEY HARRISON 15 San Rafael Dr
,
Rochester, N. J
MORLEY, CHARLES WELLS 2917 N. 17th Ave., Phoenix, Ariz.
MORSE, PENELOPE SARTORI
. R.R. 2 Harwithton, Harwinton, Conn
MOSS, DYER SPRING
. . 2832 St. Andrews Lane, Charlotte, N. C.
MOULTON, LEAH ELIZABETH 3914 N.E 13th Ave., Ft. Lauderdole, Fla.
MOULTON, WILLIAM CARADINE .... 26 Brcntmoor, Clayton 5, Mo.
MUIR, CAROL ANN .... 10408 Whitebridge Lane, Crcvc Coeur, Mo.
MULFORD, MARILYN HELEN ... 3753 Edgevale Rd., Toledo 6, Ohio
MULKEY, MANCY NELLE 1641 Apache Trail, Maitland, Flo
MURRAY, EDWARD ARNOLD 1101 Minnesota Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
MURRAY, JUANITA CAMERON 1101 Minnesota Ave., Winter Park, Flo.
MURRAY, JOAN Lake St., Stoneboro, Pa.
MUSZYNSKI, JOHN NICHOLAS P O. Box 6 Rt. No. 8, Orlando, Fla.
MUTERT, CARL A . . . Chicago, III.
Mc
MacCUSPIE, ROBERT WINSLOW 10 Larch Rd
,
Waban, Mass
MacLEOD, ALLAN BURNHAM 311 Thilly Ave., Columbia, Mo
MacLEOD, ISABEL BENNETT 311 Thilly Ave., Columbia, Mo.
MacLEOD, WILLIAM 42 Grove St., New Bedford, Mass.
MacMILLAN, DAVID MERRITT 451 Sylvan Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
MacMILLAN, DOROTHY BROOK .... 451 Sylvan Dr
,
Winter Park, Fla.
MacSWAN, JESSICA Main St., West Barnstable, Mass
N
NESBITT, DONALD ROBERT . . Silver Creek Arms, Albion, N. Y
NEVERGALL, MELVIN EDWARD 350 S E. 16th Ave., Pompano Beach, Flo
NICHOLS, MARGARET WILMOT .... 207 La Vista, Pueblo, Colorado
NICOLAYSEN, PETER CHRISTIAN 1 133 S. Wolcott, Casper, Wyoming
NOLAN, KAREN SUE 2804 Doyer Rd., N.W., Atlanta 5, Ga.
NORDBERG, KAREN JOLENE Cove View Ave., Riverside, Conn.
NORVELL, JOAN ALWYN 1075 White Oak Ave., Atlanta, Ga.
NOYES, PETER WONSER . 9520 W. Stanhope Rd., Rock Creek Hills,
q Kenssington, Md
O'BEIRNE, SHARON 1218 N. Fairwater Dr., Norfolk, Va.
OESTRICHER, RALPH EDWIN ... 738 Edgewater Dr., Orlando, Fla.
OLSON, SALLY ANN 1127 Forest Ave., River Forest, III.
ONDOVCHAK, CATHARINE ... 10 E. Kings Hwy., Mt. Ephraim, N. J.
ONOFRYTON, KAY LOUISE 1650 Cheyenne Tr
,
Maitland, Fla.
ORTSTADT, KATHRENA 333 S. Oak, Kendallville, Ind
P
PAGE, JAMES ROLLIN 2264 Fairbanks Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
PALMER, LUCIE CABLE 181 Madonna Dr., Ft. Meyers, Fla.
PALMER, LOUISE JEANNE 2515 N. Indian River Dr., Ft. Pierce, Fla.
PARACHEK, KAREN ELAINE 4932 W. Bancroft, Toledo, Ohio
PARRISH, PATRICIA ALLEN 520 Crescent Road, Hamilton, Ohio
PARRISH, THOMAS WARD .... 501 Edgemere Dr., Grand Rapids, Mich.
PASSINI, FRANK THOMAS .... 828 Carnation Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
PASTERNAK, GLORIA RENEE . 4501 29th St., N.W., Washington, D. C.
PAYNE, GARRISON HAWLEY East Schodack, N. Y.
PEDERSON, MARGARET RUTH .... 3008 Van Buren, Amanllo, Texas
PENDERGAST, GENEVIEVE ANN 302 Orchard Way, Wayne, Pa.
PERRY, ROSEMARY MORSE .... 594 N. Country Rd., Palm Beach, Fla.
PERSINGER, JEAN DELL Washington C. H., Ohio
PETERS, SYLVIA JEANETTE 340 Niblic Ave., Orlando, Fla.
PFANNER, ELIZABETH ANN 2204 Indiana Ave., Savannah, Ga
PFANNER, NANCY LOUISE 1735 Burbank Dr., Dayton 6, Ohio
PFLUG, JOSEPH LYNN .408 E. New England Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
PIERCE, CHARLES GILBERT Box 175, Clermon, Fla.
PINKERTON, JOAN MARGARET .179 Bishop St., Waterotwn, N. Y.
POHLMAN, MICHAEL JON 2235 Pow Wow Trail, Beloit, Mass.
POLLOCK, CATHERINE JUDITH 224 South 20th, Quincy, III.
PORA, ANUN 646 Lady A, Dhonburi, Thailand
PORTER, DOROTHY ANN ... 5016 Arden Ave. S., Minneapolis, Minn.
POWELL, MARGARET ANN 234 Virginia Ave., Danville, Va.
POWERS, DAVID WILLIAM 1 Croton Drive, Orlando, Fla.
PROBASCO, CHARLOTTE WELCH ... 2314 Clinton PI., Rockford, III.
PROUDFIA, MICHAEL BOYD . . . 160 E. 81st St., New York 28, N. Y.
PUDDINGTON, JOSEPHINE ANN Rothesay, New Brunswick, Canada
QUALLS, LINDA FAYE McCord Ave., Athens Tenn.
R
RAGSDALE, ANN ST. CLAIR 4601 Hyacinth Way S., St. Petersburg, Fla.
RAINEY, SANDRA LEE ... . 2151 W. Mulberry, San Antonio 1, Texas
RAMSDELL, MATAILEEN LARKIN 2525 Temple Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
RAMSEY, CYNTHIA WINANT ... P. O. Box 1104, Winter Park, Flo.
RAMSEY, WELLINGTON JAMES 203 E. Lyman Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
RAND, LAURENCE CARRINGTON . Husted Lane, Greenwich, Conn.
RANSOM, PRISCILLA LUTZ . 237 Seabreeze Ave., Palm Beach, Fla.
RAUCH, ROBERT FRANCIS Route No. 3, Newark, Ohio
RAY, ROGER DEAN Route No. 1, Box 1032, Winter Haven, Fla.
STUDENT DIRECTORY
ANIEL JOSEPH .... 163 Prospect St., W. Boylston, Moss.
I SANFORD Chorlottesville, Vo.
;HN BENTON R.F.D. No. 2, Napoleon, Ohio
687 Harvard St., Foil River, Mass.
,
GAIL LOUISE 801 Greytwig Rd., Vero Beach, Fla.
BETSY JEAN 915 Georgia Ave., North Augusta, S. C.
OLDSON, SUE 916 Magdeline Dr., Madison, Wis.
ES, RICHARD SPENCER . . 1400 Green Cove Rd., Winter Park, Fla.
OTEN, LESTA JEAN 2737 Sherwood Rd., Columbus, Ohio
RICHARDSON, CATHERINE E 2014 7th St., Sarasota, Fla.
RICHMAN, GARRETT BRUCE River Bank, Edgewater Park, N. J.
RICKETTS, CATHARINE AUGUSTA 124 Wisner, Park Ridge, ill.
RIGG, JEAN FRANCES 110 Lake Sue Ave., Winter Perk, Fla.
RIPPINGILLE, EDWARD VILLIERS R.R. No. 2 N. Richmond,
London, Ont., Canada
ROBBINS, RICHARD MANLEY Sunbury Road, Danville, Pa.
ROBERTS, FRANCES WOOD 956 Lancaster Dr., Orlando, Fla.
ROBERTS, WILLIE ASHBURN Thomasville, Ga.
ROGERS, JUDITH 1260 Wellington Dr., Clearwater, Fla.
ROGERS, MAJORIE McNAB ... 949 41st Ave. N., St. Petersburg, Fla.
ROGERS, NANCY ELAINE Lathrobe, Pa.
ROLLINS, EDWARD River Rood, Eliot, Maine
ROSS, LINDA KAY 1124 N. Madison Ave., Anderson, Ind.
RUBLE, JANE MARIE 426 Walnut St., Piqua, Ohio
RUPP, EDWARD SPENCER . .. 4210 Digney Ave., New York 66, N. Y.
SALMON, KENNETH LYNN 215 Puritan Road, Carnegie, Pa.
SALINGER, RHODA KLITZNER .... 1318 Maverick Dr., Apopka, Fla.
SALYER, GWYNVA OGLIVIE . . . 1960 Staunton Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
SANDERS, SUSAN LYNNE Lake Shore Rd., Plottsburg, N. Y.
SANDERSON, ARLENE (Mrs.) 2014 Linda St., Orlando, Fla.
SATCHWELL, SALLY MILLS Lazy S Ranch, Mayo, Flo
SCALES, ELIZABETH REEVES Shore Road, Venice, Fla.
SCALES, SAMUEL CASTLEMAN Shore Road, Venice, Fla.
SCHISLER, MAJORIE H. (Mrs.) Rt. 1, Box 557, Orlando, Fla.
SCHLISCHENMAIER, CAROL CECILE ... 601 Clayton St., Orlando, Fla.
SCHNEIDERMAN, MICHAEL MARTIN 65-74 Wetherole St.,
Rego Park 74, N. Y.
SCHOENER, WILLIAM 651 Park Ave., North, Winter Park, Fla.
SCHREIBER, SALLY ANN 5419 Parker, Omaha, Neb.
SCOTT, DIANE BARBARA Todd Rood, Milldale, Conn.
SCOTT, HELEN DRAKE 117 Beach Road, Sarosota, Fla.
SCOTT, PATRICIA ANNE 1600 Red Rd., Miami, Fla.
SCOTT, PHILLIP RANDALL 21 12 Court St., Pueblo, Colorado
SCOTT, SANDRA LOUISE 545 Kittredge Or., Orlando, Fla.
SCRIBNER, SUSAN ANN 93 Westmont, West Hartford, Conn.
SEACAT, PATRICIA ANN 952 Dunraven Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
SELLON, JEFFREY BROWN Hillandale Road, Port Chester, N. Y.
SEPULVEDA, ALBERTO . . Box 1066 Caparra Heights, San Juan, Puerto Rico
SESSIONS, MARJORIE WOODHOUSE . . 50 Bellevue Ave., Bristol, Conn.
SHALLBERG, GUSTAVUS ADOLPHUS . . 207 Maple St., Lake Forest, III.
SHALLENBERGER, RUTH CHRISTINE Dodoc, Ind.
SHEFFIELD CHRISTY LACY 18 Collier Rd., Atlanta, Go
SHEPARD, JEAN EDWARD 587 Main St., S. Windsor, Conn
SHEPP, JAMES GIRAD 2400 Lake Margaret Dr., Orlando, Fla.
SHIRAH, WILLIAM EDWARD Route No. 1, Box 14, Griffin, Ga.
SHOEMAKER, ELIZABETH ... 920 N.E. 181st St., N. Miami Beach, Fla.
SHOLLY, PAULA ANN (Mrs.) . . 2712 Ambergate Rd., Winter Park, Fla.
SITTON, CAROL ANN .... 3425 Crescent St., Long Island City, N. Y.
SLEDD, ROGER BENJAMIN Rural Route No. 4, Paris, Ky.
SMITH, ANN PLACE Garfield Rd., Concord, Moss.
SMITH, GAIL CISNEY (Mrs.) 749 Antonette, Winter Park, Flo.
SMITH, JEAN CARLISLE 77 Glen Ave., Sea Cliff, L. I., N. Y.
SMITH, JULIA ANNA 1740 Oak St., Birmingham, Mich.
SMITH, CECILIA 719 E. Vanderbilt Ave., Orlando, Fla.
SMITH, MAJORIE (Mrs.) 2113 Fosgate Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
SMITH, MARSHA LOUISE Route 2, Box 1 14, Alphoretta, Ga.
SMITH, PETER CROSBY 1512 Druid Isle Rd., Maitland, Fla.
SMITH, SANDRA VAL 4401 Preston Rd., Dallas, Texas
SMITH, SUSAN MORRISON 4523 Chest Lang, McLean, Va.
SNYDER, LYNN McKAY .... 104 Westminster Dr. N.E., Atlanta, Ga.
SOUTHWORTH, BRUCE GOLLAN Milwaukee, Wis.
SPAULDING, JOAN GRACE . . . 1650 Lakehurst Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
SPEARS, JEWEL FAYE 3315 Joanne Dr., Orlando, Fla.
SPELLMAN, ELAINE FRANCES 1818 Northwood Terrace,
Winter Park, Fla.
SPENCE, KARL DUTTON
. . 3221 Oliver St. N.W., Washington 15, D. C.
STANDART, PATRICIA ANNE
. 304 Kerby Rd., Grosse Pointe Farms, Mich.
STANTON, SHARON MAE Rock Port, Mo.
STEARNS, MELODY CONANT .... 240 E. 76th St., New York 21, N. Y.
STEDRON, DEBORAH LEE 224 Rugby Ave., Terrace Park, Ohio
STEINEL, SUSAN KAYE Des Moines, Iowa
STEPHENS, EDWIN BRUCE 1500 Conway Rd., Orlando, Fla.
STEVENS, EDWIN FELPS Scarsdale, N Y.
STEWART, DOROTHY HAMILL
. 602 S. Riverside Dr., Ormond Beach, Fla.
STEWART, ROBERT BRUCE
. . 602 S. Riverside Dr., Ormond Beach, Fla.
JG, ANNE McDONALD
. 2616 N.E. 27th Way, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
DDARD, FLOYD JEFFERSON
. Sumter Ave., Box 693, Summerville, S. C.
COTT EDWARD .... 312 Palmer Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
MNE 1305 Reading Dr., Orlando, Fla.
L£, LARRY ROVENE 450 Marlow Ave., Monsfield, Ohio
NGER, IDA MARY COK'KLYN (Mrs.) . 367 Holt Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
LE, GORDON LEE 2315 E. 12th Ave., Denver 6, Colorado
STURGIS, NAN JEANNE Pleasant Pines, Fordyce, Ark
STUTZ, JOHN MARION 216 N.W. 34th Terrace, Miami 37, Fla
SUMNER, WARREN SIDNEY .... 852 Colonial Ct„ Birmingham, Alo
SUTCLIFFE, GAIL ANNE 26 Stowell Rd., Winchester, Moss
SUTLIFF, JOHN HOWARD 146 Algonquin Trail, Wayne, N, J
SWAN, JAMES CARL 233 Woodland Rd., Lake Bluff, III.
T
TALL, KENNETH IRWIN Tenafly, N. J
TALLEY, DAVID HARRISON . . 1761 Summerland Ave., Winter Park, Fla
TANCHUK, RALPH STEPHEN 702 Plater St., Aberdeen, Md.
TANNER, ANITA LUCILLE 511 Gordon Ave., Van Wert, Ohio
TAYLOR, CHARLOTTE 1220 S. Grand West, Springfield, III
TENNEY, ALAN PAUL PETER .... Route No. 1, Port Sewell, Stuart, Fla.
TERZOPOULOS, ELIAS 40 Fkklision Kallipoleos No. 5,
Thessaloniki, Greece
TEWS, SHOREEN JENNIE 403 N. Lincoln St., Hinsdale, III.
THATCHER, RANDALL HALL
.
4973 Countryside Lane, Lyndhurst 24, Ohio
THOMAS, JANE KAY 121 Maple Ave
,
Oil City, Pa.
THOMAS, MARTHA HUGHES 28 Barrett Drive, Ft. Thomas, Ky.
THOMPSON, CORNELIA F 16 Avon Rd., Larchmont, N. Y.
THOMPSON, GERALD EDWARD . . 1827 S. 68th St., Philadelphia 42, Pa.
TIEDJE, MARK CHARLES 52 Palm Dr., Ormond Beoch, Fla.
TIMBERLAKE, ALICE LEE 23 2nd Ave. S., Naples, Flo.
TODD, ROBERT THOMAS 2110 Fawsett Rd., Winter Park, Fla.
TOLEDO, TONY MILTON 600 DeLeon Dr., Miami Springs, Fla.
TONE, WILLIAM RIDDLE 236 S. Washington Dr., Sarasota, Fla.
TOURGEE, JAY MARIE .... 124 Chatterton Pkwy., White Plains, N. Y.
TOWNSEND, CHARLOTTE ... 180 Isle of Venice, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
TRACY, NATHAN ROGERS 7 W. 73rd St., New York 23, N. Y.
TURNER, GULIFORD SHAW 123 Manor Lane, Ft. Thomas, Ky.
TYLER, AUDREY (Mrs.) 471 Sylvan Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
V
VALENTINE, HELEN MARGUERITE Highlands, N. C.
VAN GERBIG, HOWELL JOHN . . Hoaglands Lane, Old Brookville, N, Y.
VAN MATER, ELIZABETH JANE Columbus-Georgetown Rd.,
Columbus, N. J.
VAN PELT, JULIET 2343 Meadow Dr. N., Wilmette, III.
VAN SCHAICK, DAVID L 329 March St., Easton, Pa.
VENNEL, VIRGINIA BIRKETT . 496 W. Taylor Run Pkwy., Alexandria, Va.
VERBURG, GERRIT CORNELIUS .... 1710 Lockwood St., Orlando, Fla.
VOGT, ANNE LOUISE 529 E. 81st St., New York, N. Y.
w
WAGNER, JO ANN 632 Worthington Dr., Winter Park, Fla.
WALKER, BARBARA HELEN 120 Alabama St., Bessemer, Ala.
WALLACE, WARREN FOOTE 101 Hollie Court, Maitland, Fla.
WALLIS, SUSAN ELLA 2838 Meadowwood Dr., Toledo, Ohio
WANLESS, POLLY ALLISON 1601 Cherry Rd„ Springfield, III.
WARD, RALPH ROGER 658 S. Maitland Ave., Winter Park, Fla.
WARNER, SALLY 251 Dana Way, Winter Park, Fla.
WARREN, SANDRA LEE Echo Lane, Greenwich, ConrT.
WATSON, MICHAEL ... 86 Chestnut Park Rd., Toronto, Ont., Canada
WATZEK, JOAN CAROL 1006 Elm, Crossett, Ark.
WEBER, ARNOLD JOFTES Great Neck, N. Y.
WEBER, THOMAS JOSEPH . . 4338 St. Martins Place, Cincinnati, Ohio
WELDEN, HEATHER Manasota Key, Venice, Fla.
WELLS, JUDY JEAN Aljan Farms, Orange Park, Fla.
WELLS, SUE FRANCES 1107 E. 51st St., Savannah, Ga.
WESSELL, SARA Point View Terrace, Plattsburgh, N. Y.
WESTMORELAND, SARA ATWOOD ... 34 Haliburton, Canton, N. C.
WHEELER, SUZANNE Oquossoc, Maine
WHITE, JOAN COLVIN 16 Gertrude Place, Asheville, N. C.
WHITMAN, MARY NEEL 90 Westminster Dr., Atlanta 9, Ga.
WHITTAKER, RUTH LYNN . . 4985 Ortega Forest Dr., Jacksonville 10, Fla.
WHITTEN, JOYCE BARBARA . 4400 Palm Lane, Bay Point, Miami 37, Fla.
WIESE, CAROL ANN .... 38 Woodbridge Terrace, South Hadley, Mass.
WILDER, BERYL RUTH .... 241 Wolcott Hill Rd., Wethersfield, Conn.
WILLIAMS, DEBORA LYNDE . . 3151 Tangerine Ave., St. Petersburg, Fla.
WILLIAMS, ED Highland Rd., Rye, N. Y.
WILLIAMS, JUDITH GLYN 2435 Clinton PL, Rockford, III.
WILLIAMS WENDEY 328 S. Lake Ave., Avon Park, Fla.
WILLIARD, NICHOLAS EUGENE 143 E. Perry St., Tiffin, Ohio
WILLIS, KATHERINE ANN .... 2508 Hawthorne Lane, Flossmoor, III.
WILLIS, VIRGINIA CARTER .... 2508 Hawthorne Lane, Flossmoor, III.
WILSON, ROSEMARY 2265 S.W. 16 Court, Miami, Fla.
WINGERTER, JOSEPH ALVA 166 E. Jackson, Orlando, Fla.
WIRTH, WALTER WILLIAM 206 20th Ave., St. Petersburg, Fla.
WISE, ELEANOR ROBBINS 101 W. Broad St., Souderton, Pa.
WISSING, LINDA ANN 1707 Chilton St., Baltimore, Md.
WOLCOTT, BARBARA DEE . . . 5118 Lake Howell Rd., Winter Park, Fla.
WOLOWITZ, LINDA BETH . 1742 Holly St., N.W., Washington 12, D. C.
WOODWORTH, DEAN EDMOND .... 2718 Hayes St., Hollywood, Fla.
WORRALL, RACHEL JANE ... 502 West State St., Kennett Square, Pa.
WORTHINGTON, JUNE KNIGHT . . . Blue Stone Ridge, Roxbury, Conn.
WRIGHT, JANE WAITS (Mrs.) 645 Hazel Ave., Orlando, Flo.
WYATT, SANDRA SUE . . 3600 Alabama Ave. N.E., St. Petersburgh 4, Fla.
x
YERXA, SALLY CARR 1 12 Maple Hill Rd., Hopkins, Minn.
Z^AMORSKY, GUSTAV 1815 Edwin Blvd., Winter Park, Flo.
ZATLIN, PHYLLIS JEAN . . . 2126'/2 Third Ave., N„ St. Petersburg, Fla.
ZUENGLER, SALLY LYNNE . Route No. 1, W. Grafton Rd , Brunswick, Ohio
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